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Military installations are critical to local, regional,
and state economies, generating thousands of jobs
and millions of dollars in annual economic activity
and tax revenue. In the past, incompatible
development has been a factor in the loss of
operational capabilities and realignment of
mission-critical components to other military
installations. The loss of military missions and
closure of military installations have been
detrimental to their host communities. To protect
the missions of military installations and health of
local economies and industries that rely on them,
encroachment must be addressed through
collaboration and joint planning between
installations and local communities. This Joint
Land Use Study (JLUS) attempts to mitigate
existing compatibility issues, facilitate the
prevention of future issues, and improve
coordination between the local communities and
Vance Air Force Base (AFB).

Military Profile
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Vance AFB is located on 2,000 acres in the City of
Enid, Oklahoma, approximately 90 miles northwest
of Oklahoma City and approximately 120 miles
west of Tulsa. Vance AFB has an auxiliary field,
Kegelman Air Force Auxiliary Field, which occupies
approximately 1,000 acres in east central Alfalfa
County, southeast of the Salt Plain National
Wildlife Refuge and the Great Salt Plains Lake. The
JLUS Study Area also comprises the Woodring
Regional Airport, located in Enid, northeast of
Vance AFB.
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This JLUS was developed to promote and
coordinate the compatibility of future growth
around Vance AFB with military mission activities
through an organized communication effort
between Vance AFB, partner communities, and
other stakeholder entities that own or manage
land or resources in the region. Partner
communities included the City of Enid, Town of
Waukomis, Town of North Enid, Garfield County,
Alfalfa County, and Grant County.
The Vance AFB JLUS advocates a proactive
approach to encourage increased communication
between local communities, agencies, the public,
and the Air Force about decisions relating to land
use regulation, conservation, and natural resource
management issues that affect both the
community and the military. This study seeks to
prevent conflicts that have been experienced
between the United States (US) military and local
communities in other areas of the US and
throughout the world by engaging the military and
local decision-makers in a proactive, collaborative,
multi-agency planning process.

What is a Joint Land Use
Study?
A JLUS is a planning process accomplished through the
collaborative efforts of stakeholders in a defined study
area in order to identify compatibility issues within and
adjacent to an active military installation. These
stakeholders may include local jurisdictions, state and
federal officials, agencies and organizations, business
organizations, local Native American tribal
governments, non-governmental organizations,
property owners, and the military. The public also
plays a vital role in the development and review of a
JLUS.
The intent of the JLUS process is to establish working
relationships between military installations and nearby
stakeholders and encourage them to work as a team to
prevent and / or reduce encroachment issues
associated with current and future missions and local
growth. To do this, a JLUS process culminates in an
agreed upon set of recommended strategies that can
be implemented by identified stakeholders to promote
compatibility and positive relationships between the
military and neighboring communities for the present
and future.
This JLUS effort was funded through a grant from the
Department of Defense (DoD), Office of Economic
Adjustment (OEA), and contributions by the City of
Enid. While OEA provided the grant funding, the
content of the JLUS was produced by and for the local
stakeholders. The project management entity for the
Vance AFB JLUS was the City of Enid.
This JLUS is an important tool to assist in preserving
long-term compatibility between Vance AFB and the
surrounding community and provides information to
better protect the health, safety, and welfare of both
the public and the users of Vance AFB. The JLUS effort
will benefit both Vance AFB and the surrounding region
by:
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protecting the health and safety of proximate
residents and workers;
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Introduction



preserving long-term land use compatibility
between Vance AFB and the surrounding
communities;



promoting comprehensive community
planning that addresses compatibility issues;



enhancing a cooperative spirit between Vance
AFB and community officials; and



integrating surrounding local jurisdiction
growth and development plans with the
installation’s plans.

JLUS Goal and Objectives
The goal of the Vance AFB JLUS is to protect the
viability of current and future military mission and
operations, while simultaneously guiding community
growth, sustaining the environmental and economic
health of the region, and protecting public health,
safety, and welfare. To achieve this goal, three primary
JLUS objectives were identified:


Understanding. Convene community and
military representatives to identify, confirm,
and understand compatibility issues and
concerns in an open forum, considering both
the community and military perspectives and
needs. This includes increasing public
awareness, education, and opportunities for
input through a cohesive outreach program.



Collaboration. Encourage cooperative land
use and resource planning among Vance AFB
and surrounding communities so that future
community growth and development are
compatible with the military missions and
operations, while seeking ways to reduce
operational impacts on land within the Study
Area.



Actions. Provide a set of mutually supported
tools, activities, and procedures from which
local jurisdictions, agencies, and Vance AFB
can select, prepare, and approve/adopt in
order to implement recommendations

October 2018
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developed during the JLUS process.
The
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actions include both operational measures to
mitigate installation impacts on surrounding
communities and local governments, as well as
Profile 3
agency approaches to reduceMilitary
community
impacts on military operations. These tools
help decision makers resolve compatibility
issues and prioritize projects within
Militarytheir
Profile 3
annual budgeting cycles.

Why Prepare a Joint Land Use
Study?
Although military installations and nearby communities
are separated by a defined property boundary, they
often share natural and manmade resources such as
land use, airspace, water, and infrastructure. Sharing
resources has resulted in many positive opportunities
and interactions among local jurisdictions, agencies,
and the military, but the activities or actions of one
entity can have unintended negative consequences for
another and result in unnecessary conflicts. As
communities develop and expand in response to
growth and market demands, they may locate
potentially incompatible development closer to
military installations and operational areas. The result
can generate new, or exacerbate existing, land use
problems and other compatibility issues, often referred
to as encroachment. Encroachment can, in turn,
negatively affect community safety, economic
development, and sustainment of military activities
and readiness. This threat to military readiness is
currently one of the military’s greatest concerns.
Recognizing the close relationship that should exist
between installations and adjacent communities, the
Department of Defense (DoD) Office of Economic
Adjustment (OEA) implemented the JLUS program to
mitigate existing and future conflicts and to enhance
communication and coordination among all affected
stakeholders. This program aims to preserve the
sustainability of local communities while protecting
current and future research, development, testing, and
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engineering (RDT&E) missions that are supported by
tenant commands at Vance AFB.
Collaboration and joint planning among
military installations, local jurisdictions, and
agencies protects the long-term viability of
existing and future military missions. Working
together also enhances local economies and
industries before incompatibility becomes an
issue.

JLUS Study Area
The Vance AFB JLUS Study Area was designed to
address land near the installation that may impact or
may be impacted by current or future military
operations. Figure 1-1 shows the extent of this area,
which encompassed Vance AFB, Kegelman Air Force
Auxiliary Field, Woodring Regional Airport, the City of
Enid, the Town of Waukomis, the Town of north Enid,
Garfield County, Grant County, and Alfalfa County.
The delineation of the study area boundaries was were
determined based on the evaluation of the proximity
of areas adjacent to Vance AFB and the anticipated
magnitude of impacts associated with various military
mission operations.

Public Outreach and
Engagement Strategy
The JLUS process was designed to create a locally
relevant document that builds consensus and garners
stakeholder support. To achieve the JLUS goals and
objectives, the Vance AFB JLUS process included a
Public Engagement Plan providing a variety of
participation opportunities for interested parties.

Stakeholders
An early step in any planning process is stakeholder
identification. Informing and involving stakeholders
early is instrumental to identifying, understanding, and
resolving their most important issues through the
development of integrated strategies and measures.
Stakeholders include individuals, groups, organizations,
and governmental entities interested in, affected by, or
Page 1-4

affecting the outcome of the JLUS document.
Stakeholders identified for the Vance AFB JLUS include:


Jurisdictions (cities, towns, and counties),



DoD officials (including OEA representatives)
and Vance AFB personnel,



Local, county, regional, and state planning,
regulatory, and land management agencies,



State and federal regulatory agencies,



The public (including residents and
landowners),



Environmental advocacy organizations,



Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and



Other special interest groups.

Informing stakeholders and keeping them apprised of
project information through consultation was key to
developing and maintaining positive and cooperative
relationships. Interviews were conducted during the
beginning of the project, between January 30, 2018
and February 2, 2018, to introduce stakeholders to the
JLUS process and obtain their input on compatibility
issues. The stakeholders that were interviewed were:


City of Enid,



Town of Waukomis,



Garfield County,



Alfalfa County,



Enid Chamber of Commerce,



Metropolitan Area Planning Commission,



Northern Oklahoma Development Authority,



Vance AFB,



Woodring Regional Airport,



Aviator’s Wing Pilot Training Center



Enid Public Schools,



Northwestern Oklahoma State University,



Corbin & Merz Architects.
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Advisory Committee and Technical
Committee
The development of the Vance AFB JLUS was guided by
two committees comprised of staff from local
governments, Vance AFB, federal and state agencies,
resource agencies, and other stakeholders. The two
committees were the Advisory Committee (AC) and the
Technical Committee (TC).
JLUS Advisory Committee: The AC consisted of elected
officials and decision makers from participating
jurisdictions and military installation leadership, as well
as representatives from other interested and affected
agencies. The AC was responsible for guiding the
direction of the JLUS, accepting the study design,
offering policy recommendations, and accepting the
document final draft.
JLUS Technical Committee: The TC was responsible for
identifying and studying technical issues. Membership
included representatives from local jurisdictions,
agencies, and Vance AFB with technical expertise in
one or more of the compatibility factors listed in
Chapter 5, Compatibility Assessment. The TC identified
and addressed technical issues, assisted in the
development and evaluation of implementation
strategies and tools for mitigating those issues, and
provided feedback on document development.
The AC and TC served as liaisons to their respective
stakeholder groups. AC and TC members were charged
with conveying committee activities and information to
their organizations and constituencies and relaying
those parties’ comments and suggestions to both
committees for consideration. The responsibilities and
list of participants for the JLUS sponsors, the AC, and
the TC are identified in Tables 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3,
respectively.
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JLUS Sponsor Responsibilities and Sponsors
Participants

Responsibilities



City of Enid



Coordination



Office of Economic
Adjustment



Accountability



Grant Management



Funding

JLUS Advisory Committee Responsibilities and
Participants
Participants

Responsibilities



City of Enid



Policy direction



Alfalfa County



Study oversight



Town of Waukomis



Monitoring



Town of North Enid



Report adoption



Garfield County



Grant County



Metropolitan Area
Planning Commission



Vance Development
Authority



Enid Public Schools



Vance Air Force Base



St. Mary’s Hospital



Office of Economic
Adjustment

JLUS Technical Committee Responsibilities and
Participants
Participants

Responsibilities



City of Enid



Identify issues



Vance Development
Authority





Vance Air Force Base

Provide expertise to
address technical
issues



Envirotech Engineering &
Consulting





Metropolitan Area
Planning

Evaluate and
recommend
implementation
options to the AC



Office of Economic
Adjustment



Provide draft and final
report
recommendations to
the AC
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Committee Meetings
Committee meetings were held throughout the JLUS
process to ensure a comprehensive list of compatibility
issues were identified and addressed. The meetings
are described below.
AC / TC Meeting #1: Project Kick‐Off (6 November
2017, Central National Bank Center, City of Enid). The
project kick‐off meeting was held as a joint meeting
with the AC and TC to outline the JLUS process and
goals and to educate all stakeholders about the Vance
AFB JLUS and its process. Additional topics discussed
included finalization of the Study Area, the Public
Engagement Plan, and definition of the roles and
responsibilities of study participants.

Participants at the Project Kick-Off on 6 November 2017.

AC / TC Meeting #2 (30 April 2018 and 01 May 2018,
Central National Bank Center, City of Enid). The
second meeting conducted with the AC and TC
included a review of potential data gaps, issues noted
to date, and preliminary findings. Additional
comments were noted and summarized, along with
general notes on issues, goals, and concerns identified
to date. Meeting participants were also given a tour of
the installation.


Installation Tour. The Matrix JLUS Development
Team, working with the City of Enid JLUS Project
Manager and Vance AFB, coordinated an
installation tour for the AC and TC members. The
tour included adjacent areas, where appropriate.

October 2018

1

The tour provided committee members
with a
Military Profile 3
more comprehensive understanding of the
military missions, as well as the challenges and
constraints imposed by incompatible
Military Profile 3
development.
AC / TC Meeting #3 (13 – 14 June 2018, Location
TBD). The third meeting garnered input from the AC
Military
Profile 3
and TC on potential strategies (i.e. issue
solutions).
During this meeting, Matrix facilitated the first
Compatibility Workshop with AC and TC members, as
well as other stakeholders, to identify existing tools for
addressing compatibility issues and to review
preliminary strategies for mitigating and / or prevent
known conflicts. This meeting led to the development
of the JLUS Implementation Plan.
AC / TC Meeting #4 (18 – 19 October 2018, Location
TBD). The fourth meeting was held to present the draft
JLUS and recommendations. The Matrix Team
developed the Draft JLUS based on committee
comments and revisions gathered in the previous
meetings and facilitated the second Compatibility
Workshop to review the draft compatibility issues and
proposed recommendations. The Matrix Team
provided information regarding the public comment
period and solicited additional input from the AC and
TC members.
AC / TC Meeting #5 (7 – 8 January 2019, Location
TBD). The final committee meeting was held to present
the final JLUS report for approval. The Matrix Team
prepared the final report to address all comments and
revisions as outlined in the previous tasks received to
date and as deemed appropriate to incorporate by the
AC.

Public Meetings
In addition to the AC and TC meetings, a series of
public workshops were held throughout the
development of the JLUS. These workshops provided
an opportunity for the exchange of information with
the greater community, assisted in identifying the
issues to be addressed in the JLUS, and garnered
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feedback on the identified issues and proposed
strategies. Each workshop included an exercise that
provided a “hands on,” interactive opportunity for the
public to participate in the development of the study.
The public workshops are detailed below.
Public Meeting #1 / Project Initiation (19 – 20 April
2018, Location TBD). The first public meeting was a
workshop to explain the purpose and function of the
JLUS, provide an overview of the military operations at
Vance AFB, introduce project participants, and share
the JLUS approach as applied in the local context. The
scope, purpose, schedule, and goals of the project
were all discussed. The format of this meeting
included a presentation to the public followed by an
interactive working session where attendees were
invited and encouraged to share their input on
potential JLUS issues. The JLUS Project Overview Fact
Sheet was distributed at this workshop as a tool for
completing the compatibility issues exercise.
Attendees worked in groups around large-scale study
area maps to complete a compatibility issues
worksheet, as well as engage in intimate group
discussions with the JLUS team. Participants were able
to provide input through interactive audience response
systems that allow for immediate response viewing
and tracking.

presented the Draft JLUS with recommendations to
attendees and explained the public review and input
process.

Public Review Period
Congruent with the third set of public workshops, the
public and interested stakeholders were encouraged to
provide feedback, either during the meeting via
comment cards or through the project website. The
public draft was available for review and comment on
the project website from October 12, 2018 through
November 9, 2018.

Public Outreach Materials
Fact Sheet #1: Project Overview / Compatibility
Factors. The first fact sheet was developed at the
beginning of the JLUS project to describe the purpose,
goals, and objectives of the JLUS program and the
methods used to garner input during the JLUS process.
This Fact Sheet also provides an overview of the
standard compatibility factors that might occur in the
JLUS Study Area. This Fact Sheet was made available at
the public workshop and committee meetings and was
posted on the project website.

Public Meeting #2 / Interim Findings and Preliminary
Recommendations (13 – 14 June 2018, Location TBD).
The purpose of this public meeting was to present the
results of data collection and analysis, information
regarding existing and anticipated future conflicts
between community development and military
operations, and proposed mitigation strategies. The
meeting included a formal presentation detailing the
findings and recommendations. The Strategy Toolbox
brochure was distributed to participants during this
meeting and public comments were solicited. The need
for feedback on the recommended implementation
strategies was emphasized.
Public Meeting #3 / Final Recommendations (18 – 19
October 2018, Location TBD). At this meeting, Matrix
Page 1-8
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Fact Sheet #2: Strategies Toolbox. This brochure
provided an overview of the strategy types that may be
considered when addressing compatibility issues. This
fact sheet was used to facilitate discussions regarding
possible approaches to compatibility issues with the
AC / TC involved stakeholders and the public.

1

Military Profile 3

Military Profile 3

Military Profile 3

JLUS Project Overview Executive Summary. The final
JLUS fact sheet was produced as a four-page brochure.
It summarizes the Vance AFB JLUS and includes a
graphic display of the study area, the military
operations footprint, and the primary JLUS
recommendations.

October 2018

Project Website. A project website was developed to
provide stakeholders, the public, and media
representatives with access to project information.
This webpage was maintained for the entire duration
of the project to ensure information was easily
accessible. Information on the webpage included
program points of contact, documents, maps, and
public meeting information. The project website is
located at www.vancejlus.com.
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JLUS Background Report
Organization
The following is a brief overview of the organization of
the Vance AFB JLUS Background Report, including the
contents of each of the five chapters.

Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter describes the working relationships
among participant organizations, the background and
intent of the JLUS, the objectives that guide its
development, the JLUS study area, project
stakeholders, public outreach methods, and the
organization of the Background Report.

Chapter 2: Community Profile
In developing this JLUS, an informed understanding of
local jurisdictions within the Study Area is necessary.
This chapter profiles the local jurisdictions within the
Study Area, including population and housing trends,
transportation systems, natural resources, and overall
growth potential.

Chapter 3: Military Profile
The military profile discusses the military presence and
activities within the study area, including the military
missions and strategic and local importance of Vance
AFB. It is important to identify the military operating
areas and current and possible future missions that
take place in the study area to appreciate how the
military operations could potentially impact, or be
impacted by, the surrounding communities.

Study Area. These issues were identified based on
input from the AC and TC, members of the public,
existing plans and technical reports, and their
evaluation by the Matrix project team. This chapter
enumerates the issues and categorizes them into the
following 25 compatibility factors.

JLUS Implementation
It is important to note that once the JLUS process is
completed, the final document is not an adopted plan,
but a set of recommended strategies to be used by
local jurisdictions, agencies, and organizations in the
Vance AFB JLUS Study Area to guide their future
compatibility efforts. Acceptance of the study by
stakeholders (e.g. jurisdictions, agencies, etc.) will
confirm their collective support for identified
implementation efforts. For instance, local
jurisdictions may use the recommended strategies to
guide future changes in subdivision and zoning
regulations, zoning updates, and to assist in the review
of development proposals in the Study Area. Vance
AFB can use the JLUS to guide its interaction with local
jurisdictions on future projects and manage internal
planning processes with a compatibility-based
approach.

Chapter 4: Existing Compatibility Tools
This chapter provides an overview of the relevant
plans, programs, and studies that are, or could be,
used as tools to address compatibility issues in the
JLUS Study Area. The applicable tools are reviewed
based on their effectiveness relative to addressing
compatibility issues, identified and described in
Chapter 5.

Chapter 5: Compatibility Assessment
This chapter provides the compatibility issues that
were identified for analysis in the Vance AFB JLUS
Page 1-10
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Community Profile
Community Profile
Inside Chapter 2…
2.1

Regional Overview ........................................ 2-2

2.2

Community Profiles ....................................... 2-2

2.3

Study Area Growth Trends ............................ 2-4

2.4

Current Development Overview in the
JLUS Study Area........................................... 2-13

2.5

Transportation Network.............................. 2-14

2.6

Natural Resources ....................................... 2-17

This chapter provides information about the
surrounding communities that participated in the
Vance Air Force Base (AFB) Joint Land Use Study
(JLUS), as well as information about Garfield County
and Alfalfa County to provide a broader context.
Capturing and describing certain demographic
characteristics of these communities provides a
baseline context from which informed decisions can
be made when assessing compatibility strategies.
The goal is to provide information that enables
stakeholders to understand population and
development trends that have the potential to
affect Vance AFB’s future. This information is
intended to be considered with other factors to help
decision-makers generate coherent, informed,
planning policies and make decisions about future
development and economic growth before
compatibility issues arise.

Military Profile

Military Profile

Military Profile

The objective of this chapter is to foster an
understanding about the types of activities
occurring “outside the fence” when considering
future missions and operations.
Information presented includes population growth,
economic development, housing, and
transportation within the region to better
appreciate the communities within the JLUS Study
Area and their relationship to Vance AFB.

Page 2-1
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2.1

Regional Overview

Vance AFB is located in the City of Enid in Garfield
County, Oklahoma, approximately 90 miles northwest
of Oklahoma City and approximately 120 miles west of
Tulsa (reference Figure 1-1). Vance AFB’s Kegelman Air
Force Auxiliary Field is located in east central Alfalfa
County, Oklahoma, and is situated approximately six
miles southeast of the Salt Plains National Wildlife
Refuge and the Great Salt Plains Lake. The regional
area is characterized by rolling plains and agricultural
farmland. The region has a semi-arid to semi-tropical
climate, averaging 77.6% humidity, 33.1 inches of
rainfall, and 9.7 inches of snowfall, annually. Extreme
weather events in this region include tornadoes.
The following is a brief description of the communities
that participated in the Vance AFB JLUS. These
communities are the City of Enid and the towns of
Waukomis and North Enid; the governments of
Garfield, Alfalfa, and Grant Counties also participated.

2.2

Community Profiles

City of Enid

Enid is characterized as the economic, social, medical,
political, and educational hub of northwestern
Oklahoma, serving populations throughout Northwest
Oklahoma and Southwest Kansas. Major economic
contributors in Enid include Vance AFB and the
agricultural, oil and gas, medical, and retail industries.
The City operates under a council-manager form of
government, with six city council members
representing six different wards. Enid is the county
seat for Garfield County. Development review and
recommendations occur through the Metropolitan
Area Planning Commission (MAPC), which is comprised
of members who are residents of Enid, as well as
members who are not residents of any incorporated
city or town and are appointed by the Board of County
Commissioners. The jurisdiction of the MAPC is three
miles within the city limits of Enid plus ¼ mile within
state/federal highways where they transect Garfield
County.

Town of Waukomis

Town of Waukomis welcome sign.

City of Enid.

The City of Enid is located in the west-central part of
Garfield County. The city had a population of 51,004 in
2016, and it is the largest municipality in the study area
in terms of population size. Enid covers approximately
74 square miles, 0.1 of which is comprised of small
bodies of water. The City is surrounded by various
towns and unincorporated communities in Garfield
County, such as North Enid to the north, Breckenridge
Page 2-2

to the northeast, Waukomis to the south, and
unincorporated Garfield County in all other directions.

The Town of Waukomis is located in Garfield County,
south of Enid. In 2016, the town had a population of
1,368. It has an area of approximately 3.3 square
miles, including 0.01 square miles of water bodies.
The town began as an agricultural community and was
incorporated in 1899. Farmers in the area mainly grew
wheat. The agricultural industry was supported by the

Public Draft Background Report
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Community Profile

rail line, which passes through the eastern side of the
town.
The town operates under a city council and has a
planning commission.

Town of North Enid

2

The County is governed by commissioners who are
Military Profile 3
elected from three districts within the county that
cover areas of roughly the same size.
The following is a list of communities Military
that areProfile
located3
within the county.

The Town of North Enid is located in Garfield County,
directly north of the City of Enid. In 2016, the city had
a population of 1,091. It covers an area of
approximately 2.25 square miles.



City of Enid*



Town of Fairmont



City of Garber



Profile 3
TownMilitary
of Hillsdale



Town of
Breckenridge



Town of Hunter



Town of Kremlin

The Town of North Enid’s history began with its
founding as a station on the Rock Island and Pacific
Railway. It is now bisected by the Union Pacific Railway
(UPRR).



Town of Carrier



Town of Lahoma



Town of Covinton



Town of North Enid*



Town of Douglas



Town of Waukomis*



Town of Drummon

The town is governed by a mayor/council form of
government.

Garfield County

*JLUS partner communities

Alfalfa County

Alfalfa County Court House.
Garfield County Court House.

Garfield County is located in north-central Oklahoma,
south of Grant County, north of Kingfisher and Logan
counties, and east of Major and Alfalfa counties. In
2016, the population was 62,603. It comprises almost
1,060 square miles of land and waterways.
During the 1700 and 1800s, Garfield was a hunting
ground to the Wichita, Osage, Kiowa, and other Native
American tribes. European settlers came to Garfield
County in 1893. The county was designated as O
County that same year, with Enid as the county seat.

October 2018

Alfalfa County is located in north-central Oklahoma,
west of Garfield County. It borders Kansas to the south.
The county had a population of 5,900 in 2016, with a
land area of 867 square miles.
Alfalfa County was formed in 1907, the same year that
Oklahoma became a state. It is governed by three
commissioners who are elected by the residents of
three districts.
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The City of Cherokee is the county seat. The following
is a list of communities that are located within the
county.



City of Medford



Town of Nash



City of Deer Creek



Town of Pond Creek



Town of Jefferson



Town of Renfrow



Town of Wakita



City of Cherokee



Town of Carmen



Town of Lamont



Town of Aline



Town of Goltry



Town of Manchester



Town of Amirta



Town of Helena



Town of Burlington



Town of Jet

2.3



Town of Byron



Town of Lambert

The following section provides data on population
growth, housing, median home values, and economic
growth trends in the JLUS Study Area. This information
helps establish the context for the JLUS and the
potential for compatibility issues. The data show the
rates and types of growth that have occurred and that
are anticipated in the region over the next several
decades. The information also points to specific
locations where compatibility issues between Vance
AFB and surrounding communities are most likely to
occur.

Grant County

Study Area Growth Trends

Population Trends and Projections
Grant County Court House.

Grant County is located in north-central Oklahoma,
north of Garfield County and east of Alfalfa County.
The county had a population of 4,497 in 2016, with a
land area of 1,000 square miles.
The county was formed in 1893 and named after
President Ulysses S. Grant. The county has historically
been known for its hunting grounds and cattle ranges,
but the region is now prized for growing wheat and
raising livestock.
The County is governed by three commissioners,
elected from each of the three districts. Each district is
equal in population.
Medford is the county seat. The following is a list of
communities that are located within the county.

Page 2-4

Comparisons of population values through time in a
given geographical area are used to identify growth or
decline in an area. Population ultimately drives
employment and housing growth. The population data
used in the following table is based on information
obtained from the Oklahoma Department of
Commerce, the Northern Oklahoma Development
Authority (NODA), and the U.S. Census Bureau data.
Table 2-1 shows the 2000 and 2010 census totals and
percent changes in populations of jurisdictions within
the JLUS Study Area. The table also shows the
percentage change from the 2010 census totals to the
2016 totals, as well as population projections for the
years 2020 and 2030.
The population changes between 2000, 2010, and
2016 indicate that population in the JLUS study area
has generally experienced little growth. Both Garfield
and Alfalfa counties had 3.3% growth from 2010 to
2016. Enid is the largest JLUS city in Garfield County in
terms of population size; however, it, too, has had little
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growth at 3.3%. The fastest growing jurisdiction in the
JLUS Study Area in Garfield County is the Town of
North Enid, which has the lowest population out of all
jurisdictions in the Study Area. Grant County is the only
jurisdiction that has experienced a loss in population
size, with a growth rate of almost -1%.
Population projections are based on the overall
population trends that have been observed in a given
area. Projections are used in future planning and
infrastructure investments. The population projections
for the JLUS study area were prepared by the
Oklahoma Department of Commerce and NODA in the
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy.
These projections were provided in five-year
increments but are shown in Table 2-1 in ten-year
increments.
The City of Enid is projected to grow by over 22
percent from 2016 to 2030, indicating that the city will
experience significant growth. While Enid is expected

2

to add to its population by over 10,000 people, Alfalfa
Military Profile 3
County is anticipated to grow by 1.3 percent, which is
less than 100 people. Garfield County is the only
jurisdiction that is projected to experience a decline in
Profile 3
population, with a -0.2% growth rate.Military
This constitutes
an approximate net loss of 100 people throughout the
county.
Military Profile 3

Identifying where population clusters are located is
also important in planning for future growth and
development. Population density is the amount of
people per square mile of a defined geographic area.
Figures 2-1 and 2-2 show the population density for
the Vance AFB JLUS Study Area in 2000 and 2010,
respectively. Population densities are greater in the
Enid and North Enid area. Between 2000 and 2010,
densities in these areas have increased. Densities
nearby Kegelman Auxiliary Field have seen little change

Population Change

Jurisdiction

Population,
2000

Population,
2010

Percent
Change,
2000-2010

Estimated
Population,
2016

Percent
Change,
2010-2016

Estimated
Population,
2020

Estimated
Population,
2030

Estimated
Percent
Change,
20162030

City of Enid

47,045

49,379

5.0%

51,004

3.3%

61,000

62,500

22.5%

Town of
Waukomis

1,261

1,286

2.0%

1,368

6.4%

-

-

-

Town of
North Enid

796

860

8.0%

1,091

26.9%

-

-

-

Garfield
County

57,813

60,580

4.8%

62,603

3.3%

61,000

62,500

-0.2%

Grant
County

5,144

4,527

-12.0%

4,497

-0.7%

5,200

5,300

17.9%

Alfalfa
County

6,105

5,642

-7.6%

5,827

3.3%

5,900

5,900

1.3%

Source: Oklahoma Department of Commerce; NODA Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy; US Census, 2000 and 2010.
US Census 2016 Estimates.
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Housing Trends

These fluctuations can also show the desirable
locations for home buying and associated population
migration patterns. Table 2-2 shows the median
housing value and median monthly gross rent between
2000 and 2015 for each JLUS jurisdiction.

Trends in housing are an important indicator of
economic activity and vitality that can indicate
population growth or decline within an area. These
trends also represent market decisions relative to
home ownership versus rental properties and provide
important indicators into the affordability of residential
dwellings for military personnel.

The state’s median housing value has increased by
approximately 67% in 15 years, which is similar to the
increase in median housing value for the City of Enid,
the Town of North Enid and Garfield County, which
experienced a 62.0%, 69.7%, and 64.8% increase,
respectively. The Town of Waukomis also had an
increase in median housing value, increasing by almost
59%. Grant County and Alfalfa County had the highest
rate of increase in median home value at
approximately 83% and 123% respectively. The
increase in prices suggests that these are desirable
areas to purchase a home.
It is mandatory for key and essential personnel and
airmen with the rank of E-1 to E-3, or E-4 with less than
three years of service to live on-base in
unaccompanied housing dormitories.

Housing in Enid.

Housing value trends help illustrate the changes in land
and home values relative to market fluctuations, which
can be indicative of development activity or inactivity.

Change in Median Housing Value and Median Gross Rent Between 2000 - 2015
Median Housing Value

Jurisdiction

2000

2015

Median Gross Rent

Percent
Change 20002015

2000

Percent
Change
2000-2015

2015

City of Enid

$59,200

$95,900

62.0%

$615

$734

19.4%

Town of Waukomis

$47,800

$75,800

58.6%

$461

$552

19.7%

Town of North Enid

$78,800

$133,700

69.7%

$469

-

-

Garfield County

$58,800

$96,900

64.8%

$436

$726

66.5%

Grant County

$40,000

$73,200

83.0%

$391

$606

55.0%

Alfalfa County

$29,000

$64,600

122.8%

$282

$639

126.6%

Oklahoma

$70,700

$117,900

66.8%

$456

$727

59.4%

Source: US Census 2011-2015 Median Values Owner Occupied Housing; US Census 2011-2015 Median Gross Rent.

Airmen with the rank of E-4 with more than three years
of service or with the rank of E-5 or above may
voluntarily live on-base if space is available, may
purchase or rent housing within the local community,
or may live in privatized housing.
Page 2-8

Privatized housing is provided by Hunt Companies,
which manages three communities—Eagle’s Point,
Skyview Estates, and Windy Hollow. Each of the
communities provides three- or four-bedroom, single-
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Basic Allowance for Housing, Vance AFB,
Military Profile 3
2017

family homes for military personnel. All three
communities are located on-base.
Comparing housing rates can help determine if the
Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH) rates at an
installation are sufficient for housing. Table 2-3 shows
the Vance AFB BAH values in 2017. The lowest BAH for
Vance AFB is not less than Enid’s median rent, which is
the greatest median rent value in the Study Area
jurisdictions. This shows that the BAH rates are
currently sufficient for all military personnel, with or
without dependents.
The number of residential building permits issued can
be a good indicator of the growth of a community.
Building permit data for the various counties in the
study area were taken from the U.S. State of the Cities
Data Systems Building Permits Database, while building
permit data for City of Enid was derived from the city’s
website. Building permit information was not available
for the Town of Waukomis, nor for the Town of North
Enid.

Grade

Rank

E1
E2
E3

Airman Basic
Airman
Airman First
Class
Senior Airman
Staff Sergeant
Technical
Sergeant
Master Sergeant
Senior Master
Sergeant
Chief Master
Sergeant;
Command Chief
Master Sergeant;
Command Chief
Master Sergeant
of the Air Force
Second
Lieutenant
First Lieutenant
Captain
Major
Lieutenant
Colonel
Colonel
Brigadier
General

E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9

O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7

With
Without
Dependent Dependent
$990
Military Profile $756
3
$990

$756

$990

$756

$990
Military Profile$756
3
$1,110

$834

$1,356

$1,017

$1,425

$1,068

$1,500

$1,161

$1,635

$1,236

$1,137

$867

$1,350

$1,071

$1,542

$1,269

$1,866

$1,431

$2,097

$1,572

$2,118

$1,587

$2,139

$1,605

Source: Vance AFB, OK 2017 BAH Rates,
www.dodhousingnetwork.com; US Air Force List of Ranks,
www.federalpay.org.

Figure 2-3 shows the number of single-family
residential building permits that were issued from
2013 to 2016. Both the City of Enid and Garfield
County issued an increasing amount of building
permits between 2013 and 2015 then a decline in the
issuance from 2015 to 2016. The issuance of
single-family residential building permits in Garfield
County between 2015 and 2016 declined at a rate that
was three times less than the City of Enid’s rate of
decline; while Garfield County’s issuance decreased by
7%, the City of Enid’s decreased by 21%. Unlike
Garfield County and the City of Enid, Alfalfa County and

October 2018
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Grant County did not issue single-family building
permits during this time.
Single-family Residential Building Permits
Issued in the JLUS Study Area, 2013–2016
80
60
40
20

Economic Growth Trends
Historically, northern Oklahoma’s economy has relied
on agricultural production, oil and gas production, and
government services. The economies of Garfield and
Alfalfa Counties have diversified in the present day, as
exemplified by the role of the military in current
trends. According to the 2016 Vance AFB Economic
Impact Statement, the installation provides over 800
civilian jobs and has a direct payroll of almost $65
million.

0
2013

2014

2015

2016

City of Enid
Garfield County
Alfalfa County
Grant County
Source: State of the Cities Data Systems, Building Permits
Database, 2013 – 2016, socds.huduser.gov; Enid Building
Permits Reports 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, www.enid.org.

The issuance of multi-family residential permits has not
increased at the same rate, as shown on Figure 2-4.
Garfield, Grant, and Alfalfa counties did not issue
permits for multi-family residential construction
between 2013 and 2016. The City of Enid issued an
increased number of multi-family residential permits
from 2013-2015 but issued far fewer from 2015 to
2016. This indicates that there are limited multi-family
housing options for residents in the community, which
has the potential to affect housing options for military
personnel.

The primary economic drivers in the JLUS Study Area
today are the education sector and the health care and
social assistance sector, as well as retail and the
agricultural industry.
One way to measure economic growth is through
changes in median household income. Table 2-4 shows
the median household income from 2000 to 2015 for
the jurisdictions in the Study Area. All jurisdictions
show growth over 40% within this time period, with
Alfalfa County exceeding the other jurisdictions at
almost 66% growth in median income.
Median Household Income: 2000-2015

Jurisdiction

Median
Income,
2000

Estimated
Median
Income,
2015

City of Enid

$32,227

$46,365

43.9%

Town of
Waukomis

$32,014

$47,333

47.9%

3

Town of North
Enid

$47,212

$68,438

45.0%

2

Garfield County

$33,006

$48,238

46.2%

1

Grant County

$41,994

$53,889

28.3%

Alfalfa County

$30,259

$50,156

65.8%

Multi-family Residential Building Permits
Issued in the JLUS Study Area, 2013-2016
4

0
2013

2014

City of Enid
Alfalfa County

2015

2016

Garfield County
Grant County

Source: State of the Cities Data Systems, Building Permits
Database, 2013 – 2016, socds.huduser.gov; Enid Building
Permits Reports 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, www.enid.org.
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Percent
Change
2000 –
2015

Source: Selected Economic Characteristics, American
Community Survey, 2000; Selected Economic Characteristics,
American Community Survey 5-year Estimates, 2011-2015.

Table 2-5 shows the local labor force for the JLUS Study
Area jurisdictions, using 2015 U.S. Census Bureau
estimates. The Census Bureau derives these numbers
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of people participating in the work force and defines
“employed” as a person of 16 years of age or older in
the civilian, non-institutional population who worked
last week. All jurisdictions, except the Town of
Waukomis, had unemployment rates less than the
national average, which was 4.4%, as of August 2017.
This indicates that the jurisdictions in the Study Area
generally have a strong economy relative to workforce
employment, except for Waukomis.

City of Enid

2

Military Profile 3

Enid has diverse employment industries, which are
shown on Figure 2-5. Similar to Garfield County, the
top industry in terms of highest employment rates is
Military
Profile
3
the education and health services sector.
Some
of the
largest employers in Enid are Advanced Pierre Food
Company, Vance AFB, Pacific Architects and Engineers
Incorporated (PAE), INTEGRIS Bass Baptist
Health
Military
Profile 3
Center, Enid Board of Education, and St. Mary’s
Regional Medical Center.

Unemployed

City of Enid

63.9%

2.5%

57.7%

3.6%

Town of
Waukomis

66.5%

0.0%

60.7%

5.9%

Town of North
Enid

63.2%

0.1%

32.6%

0.4%

Garfield County

64.0%

2.1%

58.5%

3.5%

Grant County

61.0%

0.1%

58.7%

2.2%

Alfalfa County

47.9%

0.0%

45.6%

2.3%

Employed

Jurisdiction

Labor Force

Armed Forces

Labor Force by Jurisdiction, 2015

Source: Selected Economic Characteristics, American
Community Survey 5-year Estimates, 2011-2015.
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INTEGRIS Bass Baptist Health Center and St. Mary’s
Regional Medical Center are the largest medical
complexes in Enid, making Enid a medical hub in the
northwest regional of Oklahoma.
Retail is also an important industry in Enid, largely due
to the city’s geographical position in the northwest
region. Much of the retail in Enid services smaller
communities in the surrounding areas.
While agriculture is not the largest employment
industry in Enid, the city has existing agriculture land
that is used for crops and grazing. Due to the
agricultural importance of the region at large,
agricultural land use will continue to be prevalent in
Enid. Much of Enid’s economic base is supported by
energy, such as oil and gas extraction.
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Top Industries by Employment in the City of Enid: 2011–2015

Manufacturing

2

Military Profile 3

1,858

Military Profile 3
1,886

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting, & Mining

Military Profile 3

2,008

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Accommodation, & Food Services

2,729

Retail Trade

5,175

Educational & Healthcare Services

0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

6,000

Source: Selected Economic Characteristics, American Community Survey 5-year Estimates, 2011-2015.

Town of Waukomis
Waukomis has a similar distribution in employment per
industry as Enid, with the greatest percentage of
employers in the education, and health care and social
assistance industries and the second greatest
percentage of employers in the retail industry. This
trend is also consistent with Garfield County. The top
employment industries in Waukomis are listed in
Figure 2-6.
Top Industries by Employment in the City
of Waukomis: 2011–2015
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing…

49

Professional &…

53

Arts, Entertainment,…

29
42

Manufacturing

44

Retail Trade
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and
Hunting, & Mining

48
103
0

20

40

60

80 100 120

Source: Selected Economic Characteristics, American
Community Survey 5-year Estimates, 2011-2015.
165

100

200

Source: Selected Economic Characteristics, American
Community Survey 5-year Estimates, 2011-2015.

Town of North Enid
Like the other jurisdictions in Garfield County within
the Study Area, the top employment industry in North
Page 2-12

Construction

70

Educational & Healthcare…

0

Top Industries by Employment in the Town
of North Enid: 2011–2015

Educational & Healthcare Services

92

Retail Trade

Enid is the education and health services sector. The
next greatest employment industry is agriculture. The
top employment industries in North Enid are listed on
Figure 2-7.

Garfield County
Garfield County employment is also diverse, as shown
on in Figure 2-8, and is similar to the employment
profile of the City of Enid. The top employers in the
county are education and health services, retail,
agriculture, arts, and manufacturing. These industries
have a fairly close share of the Garfield County
workforce, based on the percentage of the overall
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Top Industries by Employment in Alfalfa
Military Profile 3
County: 2011–2015

workforce employed in each sector ranging from a high
of 22.4% in education and health care to a low of 8.0%
in manufacturing.
Top Industries by Employment in Garfield
County: 2011–2015
Manufacturing
Arts, Entertainment, Recreation,
Accomodation, & Food Services
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and
Hunting, & Mining

184

2,347

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and
Hunting, & Mining

2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000

Source: Selected Economic Characteristics, American
Community Survey 5-year Estimates, 2011-2015.

Grant County
Figure 2-9 shows the top employment industries in
Grant County. Similar to Alfalfa County, the greatest
industry for employment is agriculture, while the
second is education, and health services.
Top Industries by Employment in Grant
County: 2011–2015
141

Retail Trade

145

200

400

600

800

2.4

Overview of Current
Development in the JLUS
Study Area

Land uses throughout the JLUS Study Area range from
urban development in the city of Enid to an abundance
of agriculture throughout the counties. This section
discusses the setting in the immediate vicinity of Vance
AFB, Kegelman Air Force Auxiliary Field, and Woodring
Regional Airport, as represented in Figure 1-2.

Vance AFB
Vance AFB is surrounded by the city of Enid to the
north and east and by more rural areas of Garfield
County to the south and west. Land use surrounding
Vance AFB is primarily agricultural.

182

Educational & Healthcare
Services
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing &
Hunting, and Mining

Military
625Profile 3

Source: Selected Economic Characteristics, American
Community Survey 5-year Estimates, 2011-2015.

6,290

Transportation & Warehousing,
and Utilities

299

0

3,294
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205

Public Administration

2,538

0

382
530
0

200

400

600

Source: Selected Economic Characteristics, American
Community Survey 5-year Estimates, 2011-2015 Alfalfa
County.

Alfalfa County
As shown on Figure 2-10, over a quarter of those
employed in Alfalfa County are employed in the
agriculture industry. The education and health services
industry represents almost 14% of employment, while
the lowest is retail, at almost 8%.

October 2018

172

Educational & Healthcare Services

Educational & Healthcare Services

Construction

Retail Trade
Transportation & Warehousing,
and Utilities

2,250

Retail Trade

2

The area directly north of Vance AFB is characterized
by agricultural land uses. To the northeast, there are
single-family residences, some commercial
improvements, and open space, all of which is located
in the city of Enid. Commercial uses in this area are
generally located on US Route 81, and include
hospitality (hotels), health services, and some retail.
Meadowlake Park, a 110-acre park, is located
northeast of Vance AFB and includes Meadowlake Golf
Course.
The area south of Vance AFB is dominated by
unincorporated agricultural lands. Approximately 2.5
miles south of Vance AFB is the Town Waukomis, an
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incorporated town in Garfield County, which is mainly
comprised of single-family residences. Some
commercial uses are located in the Town of Waukomis,
as are institutional uses, such as an elementary school,
church, and post office.
East of the installation is agricultural land and a singlefamily residential neighborhood east of United States
Route 81 (US 81). Agricultural land is also found west
of the installation, in both the City of Enid and in
unincorporated areas of Garfield County.

Kegelman Air Force Auxiliary Field
Kegelman Air Force Auxiliary Field is located in Alfalfa
County, -on the Alfalfa-Grant County border. The
primary land uses surrounding Kegelman Air Force
Auxiliary Field are preservation/open space and
agriculture.
The area located north of Kegelman Air Force Auxiliary
Field is primarily open space and agriculture. The Salt
Fork Arkansas River curves around the northern end of
the Auxiliary Field and drains into the Great Salt Plains
Lake.
The southern area of Kegelman Air Force Auxiliary Field
is characterized by agricultural land in Alfalfa County.
There are more agricultural areas on the eastern side
of the Kegelman Air Force Auxiliary Field, as well as
open space. The Salt Fork Arkansas River, located in
Grant County, flows less than a mile from the runway,
running parallel to the Field before curving southwest
at the northern end of the runway.
The western side of the Auxiliary Field is characterized
by more agricultural land uses located within Jet, a
town in Alfalfa County. Also, west of the Auxiliary Field
is the Great Salt Plains Lake and the Great Salt Plains
National Wildlife Refuge. The Refuge is characterized
by salt flats, mixed-grass prairie, riparian forest and
woodlands, wetlands, and a lake. There are singlefamily residences located north of the Great Salt Plains
Lake.

Page 2-14

Woodring Regional Airport
Woodring Regional Airport is located in the city of Enid,
south of US Highway 412 (US 412). Land use
surrounding the airport is primarily agricultural.
There are some agricultural lands north of the airport,
as well as some light industrial facilities, such as
processing and packing businesses. These are located
within Enid. There are also agriculture lands to the
east, both in Enid and in unincorporated areas of
Garfield County. Additionally, there is industrial use
east of the airport in Garfield County.
Agricultural uses extend to the south and west of
Woodring Regional Airport in Garfield County. Also,
west of the airport are water treatment plants and
residential neighborhoods south of US 412. There are
more residences along the north side of US 412 and
along US Highway 81 (US 81).

2.5

Transportation Network

Transportation planning in the JLUS Study Area is
conducted by various agencies.
The Northern Oklahoma Regional Transportation
Planning Organization (NORTPO) is a division of NODA,
which addresses transportation planning within the
NODA district. The NODA district is comprised of
Alfalfa, Blaine, Garfield, Grant, Kay, Kingfisher, Major,
and Noble counties. Long-range transportation plans
are created by NORTPO for each district within NODA.
Transit is provided through the Enid Public
Transportation Authority (EPTA), a department of the
City of Enid. The transportation network in the JLUS
Study Area is illustrated on Figure 2-11.
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Highways
US 81 is a north-south highway that runs perpendicular
to US 412 through the City. US 81 is a four-lane
highway that runs parallel to Vance AFB runways,
directly east of the installation. US 81 begins in the city
of Enid and runs south, connecting Enid to
Interstate 40 (I-40) in the City of El Reno, outside of
Oklahoma City. US 81 continues to run southto Bowie,
Texas, where it terminates. In Enid, US 81 changes to
US Highway 64 (US 64). US 64 extends northward for
approximately 15 miles before changing into an eastwest route that crosses through the Town of Jet, south
of Kegelman Air Force Auxiliary Field.

northwest-southeast orientation until it exits Enid, just
north of US 64. This line runs parallel to US 81, directly
east of Vance AFB.

Air
Enid Woodring Regional Airport is a municipal airport,
which is owned and operated by the City of Enid. The
airport is located four miles east of downtown Enid.
The airport has two runways – Runway 17/35 and
Runway 13/31. Runway 17/35 is a concrete runway in
good condition that measures 8,614 feet in length and
100 feet in width. Runway 13/31 is an asphalt runway
in fair condition that measures 3,150 feet in length and
108 in width.

US Highway 412 (US 412) is an east-west, four-lane
highway that intersects with US 81 in the city of Enid.
As US 412 extends eastward, it intersects Interstate 35
and thereby connects the City of Enid to the City of
Tulsa. US 412 runs further east, terminating in
Columbia, Tennessee and runs west, past the Study
Area into the state of New Mexico.

Public Transit
The Enid Public Transportation Authority (EPTA)
provides bus services throughout the City of Enid. To
accommodate transportation needs outside of the city,
EPTA offers bus rides to the towns of Lahoma and
Waukomis and to the cities of Perry, Stillwater,
Oklahoma City, Tulsa, and points in between. Bus rides
to these locations are scheduled on an ‘on demand’
basis and so must be requested online or via phone at
least two days in advance.

Rail
There are two major rail carriers that serve the City of
Enid. The Burlington Northern/Santa Fe Railroad
(BNSF) enters Enid at a northeast orientation in the
general area of Imo Road and Southgate Road. The
railroad runs in a general east-west orientation at Van
Buren Street before heading southwest past 16th Street
and by Enid Woodring Regional Airport.
The UPRR also has a line that enters into Enid at 47th
Road, directly east of Vance AFB, and runs in a
Page 2-16

Enid Woodring Regional Airport.

The control tower operates Monday through Sunday
from 6:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. The airport averages 87
aircraft operations per day. The distribution of aviation
activity is as follows.


63% military



23% transient general aviation



12% general aviation



2% air taxi

The City of Enid made history with Enid Woodring
Regional Airport as the first city to vote on bonds for a
municipally-owned airport. The BNSF Railroad runs
past the northeast side of the airport, parallel to
Jerauld Gentry Road. Additionally, the airport sits off of
US 412, making it connected to various transportation
outlets throughout the region.
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2.6

Natural Resources

Alfalfa County is home to the Salt Plains National
Wildlife Refuge, which includes the Great Salt Plains
Lake. The refuge was established in 1930 by the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). The
Refuge totals 32,197 acres that include both land and
water. The majority of the area comprises the Great
Salt Plains Lake and the salt flats.

2

The remaining areas of the refuge include freshwater
Military Profile 3
pools, salt-encrusted plains, grasslands, brushlands,
woodlands, and riparian bottomlands.
The Refuge attracts migrating waterfowl,
breeding
Military
Profile 3
fowl, and large game due to the availability of shelter,
foraging opportunities, and breeding habitats for a
range of species. The entire refuge is designated a
Military Profile 3
critical habitat for whooping cranes, which are an
endangered species.
The Refuge is also the only known site where selenite
crystals with hourglass inclusions can be found. This is
due to the saline conditions of the water in the salt
flats.

Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge.

The Great Salt Plains Lake comprises approximately
8,500 acres and lies in the drainage of the Arkansas
River.
The Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge includes 11,200
acres of salt flat, which has been designated as the
largest salt flat in the central lowlands of North
America. The salt flats are a nesting site for water
birds, such as the least tern, snowy plover, and
American avocet. During the spring and fall, the flats
are a stopover for migratory shorebirds.

October 2018

Visitors are able to experience the Refuge by viewing
wildlife from trails, boardwalks, and overlooks. There
are also opportunities to hunt ducks, geese, cranes,
pheasant, quail, mourning doves, and whitetail deer.
Hunting permits are limited and awarded through
raffles in order to maintain the safety and quality of
hunts.
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This chapter provides an overview of Vance Air
Force Base (AFB), including the installation’s
history, its location (setting) in the JLUS Study
Area, its economic and strategic importance, and a
general description of the military operations
conducted at the base and in the region.

Military Profile

Identifying and describing the various activities
performed on the installation and in the
surrounding airspace provides valuable insight into
the importance of Vance AFB as a national
strategic asset and as a part of the fabric of the
surrounding communities. The purpose of
providing this information is to enable
stakeholders to make informed decisions about
future development and economic growth within
communities and institutions near Vance AFB that
could potentially impact the viability and future
role of the base or be impacted by current or future
activities at the base.
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History of Vance Air Force
Base
The history of Vance Air Force Base begins in 1941
when the Air Corps Basic Flying School in Enid,
Oklahoma was established. The name of the base was
changed to Enid Army Field in 1942. The 4,934-acre
installation was used to train aviation cadets during
World War II (WWII). Students completed basic flight
training, learning to fly the single engine BT-13A and
BT-15s. Later, advanced students began flying the TB25 and TB-26.
The war wound down and the need for combat aircraft
pilots lessened, leading to the deactivation of Enid
Army Airfield on January 31, 1947. Later that year, the
Air Force was established as a separate military service,
and in 1948, Enid Air Force Base was established as a
permanent installation. The 3575th Pilot Training Wing
was established in 1948 to provide advanced multiengine training for pilots.
Enid AFB was renamed Vance AFB in July 1949. The
new name honored Lt. Col. Leon Robert Vance, Jr., a
native of Enid, who was posthumously awarded the
Medal of Honor for gallantry in action over France on
June 5, 1944.
Through the 1950s, the mission at Vance AFB remained
fairly stable as a training ground for pilots, although
there were changes in the aircraft flown and in training
procedures as strategy and technology progressed.
The primary mission at Vance changed from training on
multi-engine to single engine aircraft in 1958.
During the 1960s, various changes were implemented,
including Vance AFB’s use of contractors to support the
wing’s flying operations. Maintenance, logistics, and
other ground related jobs were accomplished by
civilian contractors in an effort to improve operation
efficiency and effectiveness.

unchanged since that time, though again adapting to
new aircraft types and training techniques as they
emerged. Today, the 71st FTW reports to the 19th Air
Force, which falls under the Air Education and Training
Command.

Vance AFB Economic Benefit
The JLUS Study Area encompasses the City of Enid,
Garfield County, and Alfalfa County. Vance AFB is a
significant component of the regional and local
economies, with an economic impact of approximately
$280 million in 2017. Vance AFB employs 1,179
personnel (military) that enable the installation mission
by assisting with direct operations and various support
functions that are critical to mission success. In
addition, there are family dependents and
approximately 5,000 retired military members living in
the area.
Included in the impact of Vance AFB on local and
regional economies are over $96 million in military /
civilian payroll contributions, nearly $127 million in
contract expenditures, and approximately $57 million
in new job creation. Figure 3-1 provides a snapshot of
the 2017 economic impact of the installation.
Fiscal Year 2017 Vance AFB Economic
Benefit
Military
Pay
$69.10

New
Jobs,
$56.60

Contract
Expenditures
$126.80

Civilian
Pay
$27.40

$ IN MILLIONS

Source: Vance Air Force Base Economic Impact Analysis,
2017.

In 1972, the 71st Flying Training Wing (FTW) was stood
up at Vance AFB, and the 3575th Wing was inactivated.
The flying mission at Vance AFB has remained mostly
Page 3-2
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Military Strategic Importance
Vance AFB is a military asset of strategic importance.
Since 1941, Vance AFB has trained and graduated over
33,000 pilots for the U.S. Air Force, other U.S. military
services, Reserve and National Guard Units, and allies
around the world. The pilots who are trained at Vance
AFB are among those that go on and serve the U.S. and
ensure the strength of the military in support of the
nation’s interests. As the Air Force's preeminent flying
training wing dedicated to producing world-class
military pilots, the military and economic value of the
installation and supporting airspace is significant.

privatized housing with 242 housing units, 302
unaccompanied units, 23 visitor units,Military
and 10Profile 3
temporary lodging units, which will soon decrease to
five following a renovation project that will enlarge
Military Profile 3
each unit.
There are three parallel runways that serve Vance AFB:
Military Profile 3


Runway 17L / 35R is 5,024 feet long by 150 feet
wide and is used for T-6 aircraft operations;



Runway 17C / 35C is 9,217 feet long by 150 feet
wide and is primarily used by T-1 and T-38
aircraft;



Runway 17R / 35L is 9,217 feet long by 150 feet
wide and is primarily used for T-38 aircraft.

Public Outreach and Involvement
Vance AFB and the City of Enid continue to work
together through various municipal organizations to
further the collaboration between the installation and
community. Since 1941, the City of Enid and Vance
AFB have been “Partners in the Sky” to help support
the U.S. Air Force. The City of Enid received the Altus
Trophy in 2014 and in 2017, Enid was selected as a
finalist for the same award. The Altus Trophy is an
annual award through the Air Education Training
Command (AETC) that highlights projects and
programs that have been implemented to support the
Air Force. The City of Enid’s record in the Altus Trophy
competition demonstrates the collaborative
relationship between the community and the Air Force.
Another example of collaboration is the Vance
Development Authority, which was founded in 1995
and is a public trust established to maintain and
improve the relationship between the community and
the base.

Installation Setting
Vance AFB is located approximately 90 miles northwest
of Oklahoma City at Enid, Oklahoma. Figure 3-2
provides a map of the installation setting. The
elevation of the installation is 1,307 feet above sea
level. The base is approximately 2,122 acres and has
128 buildings and 292 facilities. The base has

October 2018
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Access to Vance AFB is provided through three
different gates:


The Main Gate, known as Hairston Gate at
Southgate Road,



Baker Gate (also known as the Industrial Gate)
at Cleveland Street, and



South Gate at Wheat Capital Road (no public
access).

The majority of land at Vance AFB is dedicated to the
airfield and supporting operations that take up the
entire western half of the Installation. Figure 3-4
shows the existing land use at the installation. Most of
the aircraft operations and maintenance facilities are
located adjacent to the flight line area. There are two
areas that have other industrial uses. The first includes
jet fuel storage, liquid oxygen storage, a groundwater
treatment plant, base supply, and civil engineering
facilities along the northern end of the cantonment
area.
The second area is located on the southern portion of
the base and includes the fire training area, the CE
storage yard, munitions storage, and a contractor’s
equipment yard.
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The cantonment area located on the eastern portion of
the base is used for commercial, educational, and
residential purposes that serve the base community.
The cantonment area also has base administrative
facilities and unaccompanied housing with access to
nearby community, administrative, medical, and
outdoor recreational areas. Privatized housing is in a
well-buffered area near the very eastern edge of the
base. Open space and outdoor recreational use areas
are located throughout the base in an effort to make
them readily available to all residents and employees.
Future planned land use on Vance AFB does not
deviate substantially from existing land use. Plans
continue to emphasize the consolidation of similar land
uses and also focus on energy conservation and low
maintenance facilities and grounds. There are goals to
expand mission areas, to reserve space for future
tenants, and to expand opportunities for additional
community development in the center of the
cantonment area.
Six planning districts have been identified for Vance
AFB. The planning districts were developed with the
intent to leverage relationships with the existing
transportation network and general land use patterns.
Figure 3-4 shows the Vance AFB land uses that will help
guide future development on the base. Table 3-1 also
provides information on the current amount of
acreage that is dedicated to various uses versus
planned amounts. The largest changes are planned for
Airfield Ops, which should increase by about 51 acres
and for community service, which should increase by
over 72 acres. Conversely, acreage dedicated to
housing should decrease by approximately 66 acres
and open space should decrease by almost 51 acres.

Vance AFB Current Versus Future Land Use.
Land Use

Current
Acres

Administrative

46.1

Airfield Ops / Maintenance

67.3

Airfield Area

Military
Future Profile 3
Acres

Delta

52.3

+6.2

118.4 Profile
+51.1
Military
3

1,175.2

1164.8

-10.4

Airfield Pavements

285.5

261.2

+2.7

Community Commercial

20.3

Community Service

10.3

82.7

+72.4

Housing Accompanied

198.7

132.5

-66.2

Housing Unaccompanied

16.3

16.7

+.04

Industrial

89.5

90.9

+1.4

Medical

11.3

11.3

0

Open Space

173.3

122.5

-50.8

Recreation

54.3

40.5

-13.8

39 Profile
+18.7
Military
3

Source: Vance AFB Installation Development Plan, 2016.

Vance AFB also operates Kegelman Auxiliary Air Field
(AAF) as a Geographically Separate Unit (GSU) that
supports the flying training mission. This location has
approximately 1,066 acres with seven buildings and 37
facilities, including a Next-Generation Radar (NEXRAD)
weather radar system, and one runway. The runway,
17 / 35, is 7,800 feet long by 150 feet wide. Kegelman
AAF is located near Jet, Oklahoma in Alfalfa County and
is shown on Figure 3-3.

Mission Operations
Air Force Mission
The mission of the 71st Flying Training Wing is to train
professional airmen, deliver world-class U.S. and allied
pilots, and deploy combat-ready warriors. Vance is
responsible for training Air Force and allied student
pilots for worldwide deployment and Aerospace
Expeditionary Force support. The Wing reports to
AETC.
In training pilots, the Wing provides Specialized
Undergraduate Pilot Training (SUPT) that is divided into
three phases, with the last phase consisting of two
tracks. The phases are described below.
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Phase I (preflight) includes ground training and
academic training.



Phase II (T-6 aircraft) provides flying training
consisting of academic and ground training,
simulator training, and aircraft flying training.



Phase III fighter/bomber track (T-38C aircraft)
covers ground training, academic training,
cockpit familiarization, simulator training, and
aircraft flying training.



Phase III tanker/airlift track (T-1A aircraft) covers
ground training, academic training, cockpit
familiarization, simulator training, and aircraft
flying training.

The following photo shows the three primary aircraft
used for pilot training at Vance AFB.

These squadrons execute over 60,000 sorties, annually,
using over 200 aircraft, including the T-1A, T-6A, and T38C. In addition, they provide operational support for
the flying mission, including radar approach control
and weather monitoring.
The 71 MSG is comprised of three squadrons:




The 71st Installation Support Squadron (ISS)
The 71st Force Support Squadron (FSS)
The 71st Security Forces Squadron (SFS)

The 71 MDG consists of two squadrons:

Commands and Units at
Vance AFB
The host unit at Vance AFB is the 71st Flying Training
Wing (FTW), which is made up of
three subordinate groups—the
71st Operations Group (OG), the
71st Mission Support Group
(MSG), and the 71st Medical
Group (MDG). The Wing is part
of the 19th Air Force under AETC.

Page 3-8

The 71st Operations Support Squadron (OSS)
The 71st Student Squadron (STURON)
The 3 Flying Training Squadron (FTS)(T-1A)
The 5 FTS (Reserve)
The 8 FTS (T-6A)
The 25 FTS (T-38C)
The 33 FTS (T-6A)

These units train professional airman to sustain combat
capability. The ISS supports base functions such as
engineering, communications, and logistics, with a
large portion of this work under contract. The FSS
provides professional development, training and
education, and family support. The SFS provides
security for the installation and anti-terrorism / force
protection.

T-38C Talon, T-1A Jayhawk, and T-6A Texan II
Source: Vance Air Force Base

The 71st OG oversees seven squadrons:












The 71st Medical Support Squadron (MDSS)
The 71st Medical Operations Squadron (MDOS)

The MDG Squadron provides medical care to the Vance
AFB community, including family care, dentistry,
optometry, and mental health care. The unit also trains
students and aircrews in aerospace physiology and
supports mobility taskings for AETC.
Major tenants of Vance AFB include the Air Force
Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI), the Air Force
and Army Exchange Service (AAFES), and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE). In addition, Vance AFB
has a large contract contingent that supports aircraft
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operations and maintenance, as well as executes
installation support functions.

Vance AFB Mission
Footprints
The Military Influence Area (MIA) is a planning tool to
help maintain operational capability, promote
awareness of military activities in surrounding
communities, and establish requirements for
designated areas. The MIA is generally a combination
of effects from different operations or activities that
when looked at in total provide a complete view of the
impacted area. When combined, the individual
“footprints” from specific mission operations make up
the MIA. Examples of factors accounted for in
developing the MIA may include noise, land
development, and use of airspace.
Mission activities conducted on and around Vance AFB
may negatively impact surrounding community areas if
incompatible land uses are developed. Examples of
potential mission impacts on surrounding communities
include noise and vibration from overhead flights and
the risk of an aircraft accident. Conversely, the military
mission is susceptible to hazards and other
incompatibilities created by certain types of civilian
development and / or activities. These incompatibilities
can include obstructions to air space or the location of
noise sensitive uses in high noise zones.
Understanding the overlapping spatial patterns of
compatibility zones as defined by the mission footprint
is essential to promote compatible and informed land
use decisions.









3

Airfield Approach and Departure Flight Tracks
Military Profile 3
Imaginary Surfaces
Airfield Accident Potential Zones
Aircraft Noise Contours
Airspace Control
Military Profile 3
Part 77 Vertical Obstruction Compliance
Bird / Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH)
Relevancy Area

Military
Profile 3
Airfield Approach and Departure
Flight
Tracks

Flight tracks are developed to show the range of
standard operations that are associated with the
airfield. Flight tracks are created using information
gathered from air traffic controllers, pilots, and other
sources. Flight tracks are designed to avoid urban
development as much as possible in order to reduce
impacts and risk to the general public and commercial
or general aviation activities. Safety of operations is
paramount in the design of these flight tracks. Vance
AFB has three runways, 17L / 35R, 17C / 35C and 17R /
35L. There is one runway at Kegelman AAF, 17 / 35.
Figure 3-5 illustrates the primary flight tracks used by
Vance AFB and Kegelman AAF aircraft. Other flight
tracks may also be used depending on factors such as
weather or mission.

Vance AFB Footprint Elements
There are several elements that make up the mission
footprints that extend outside the Vance AFB
boundaries. These essential elements play a key role in
the installation’s viability for sustaining current and
future mission operations. These elements are listed
below and described in more detail on subsequent
pages.
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Imaginary Surfaces

Figure 3-6.

Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 77, specifies a series
of imaginary height restriction surfaces surrounding an
airfield. The imaginary surfaces of an active runway
are used to define the airspace that must remain free
of vertical obstructions in the vicinity of aviation
operations to optimize safe flight operations. Figure 36 shows the slope of the surfaces that help guide
military and community planners in land use planning
around an airfield. Structures should not exceed these
heights in order to protect the navigable airspace
associated with the airfield, the safety of pilots and
people, and the land uses on the ground. This is
especially important in the clear zone and the
approach-departure surfaces.

3

Example Views of the Different Imaginary
Military Profile 3
Surface Layers.

Military Profile 3

Military Profile 3

The extent or size of an imaginary surface depends on
the type of runway. Military runways are categorized
as either Class A or Class B based on the type of aircraft
that use them. Class A runways are for smaller or
lighter aircraft, while Class B runways are used by the
majority of military aircraft. The three Vance AFB
runways are Class B runways, and the relative
imaginary surfaces of the runways are shown on Figure
3-7. The imaginary surfaces for Kegelman AAF are
depicted on Figure 3-8. For a complete technical
explanation of the imaginary and transitional surfaces
for Vance AFB, see Chapter 5, Compatibility
Assessment (Section 5.23 Vertical Obstructions).
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Airfield Accident Potential Zones
Per Air Force regulations, Accident Potential Zones
(APZs) are designated to assist military and community
planners in developing land uses that are compatible
with airfield operations and thereby protect the health
and safety of the community. Within these zones,
there are recommended types, densities, and
intensities of land uses. While the likelihood of an
aircraft mishap occurring is remote, the identified APZs
provide the best practical solution for fostering public
safety.
There are typically three safety zones that extend from
each end of a runway: Clear Zone (CZ), APZ I, and APZ
II. These three zones occur on each end of Vance AFB
runways 17L / 35R, 17C / 35C and 17R / 35L and are
shown on Figure 3-9. The safety zones at Kegelman
AAF runway 17 / 35 are shown on Figure 3-10.
The CZ begins at each end of the runway. The CZ for a
Class A runway measures 3,000 feet wide by 3,000 feet
long. This is the area that has the highest potential of
an aircraft incident. It is recommended that no
development occur in the CZ unless it is needed for
safely operating aircraft.
The APZ I is the area beginning at the end of each CZ,
with a width of 3,000 feet and a length of 5,000 feet.
This area has a lower potential for accidents and,
therefore, looser restrictions on development are
typically recommended.
The APZ II is the area that begins at the end of each
APZ I and is 3,000 feet wide by 7,000 feet long. It
extends a total of 15,000 feet from the runway
threshold. The accident potential in this area is even
further reduced, and some additional development
types are allowed.
The 2013 Vance AFB Air Installation Compatible Use
Zone (AICUZ) Report provides a complete listing of the
land uses that are not recommended for use in the CZ,
APZ I and APZ II. In some cases, land use
recommendations include limits on density and
Page 3-14

intensity of use. Communities are encouraged to
incorporate these land use recommendations into their
planning and regulatory documents. This helps to
protect public health and safety and maintain
compatibility with ongoing operations at Vance AFB.
The City of Enid, the Town of Waukomis, and Garfield
County have passed ordinances related to land use,
noise attenuation standards, and height restrictions for
the areas around the base.
As documented in the current Vance AFB AICUZ
Report, the CZs are free of incompatible land uses.
There are a few dwellings along the east side of the
northern APZ I, with the remainder of the zone used
for agricultural purposes. The northern portion of APZ
II is more developed with residential, commercial, and
industrial land uses. The land uses in the CZs and
southern APZs are primarily agricultural/low density
rural land uses. Kegelman AAF is surrounded by low
intensity land use.

Aircraft Noise Contours
Aircraft noise is produced from flight operations
(overflight, take-offs, landings, touch-and-go
operations) and from engine maintenance run-ups. An
engine run-up is a maintenance procedure performed
on the airfield to test for proper engine performance.
The Air Force considers how its operations impact the
local community by calculating a weighted average
noise level that is measured as a day-night average
sound level (DNL). DNL is the average noise level over
a 24-hour period. The Vance AFB AICUZ uses the
DoD NOISEMAP program to produce noise contours
that represent noise exposure levels from aircraft
operations. These values are an average of all types of
aircraft at Vance AFB.
The contour lines developed in the model range from
60 decibel (dB) DNL to 80 dB DNL and increase in
increments of five dB. The 80 dB DNL is the loudest
contour line computed and the 60 dB DNL is the
quietest.
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The DNL measure has been determined to be a reliable
measure of community sensitivity to aircraft noise and
has become a standard metric used to map aircraft
noise impacts. The noise contours for Vance AFB and
Kegelman AAF are depicted on Figure 3-11 and Figure
3-12, respectively.
The purpose of the AICUZ Program is to promote
compatible land development in areas subject to
elevated aircraft noise and accident potential. The
military often changes its tactics techniques and
procedures (TTPs) related to training as a result of
lessons learned and or advances in technology. The
current AICUZ profiles for Vance AFB assessed in this
report and adopted by the City of Enid as part of their
Airport Environs Overlay District, should serve as a
baseline for future noise analysis in support of
anticipated mission change or other major Federal
actions at Vance AFB. As the installation prepares
plans to relocate one of its runways and is anticipating
being the future home of the T-X training aircraft, any
increase in operations or changes in curriculum that
changes TTPs should be included as input to the Enid
Metropolitan Area Comprehensive Plan 2000-2025.
The tempo of operations is an important determinant
of time-averaged noise level. Any data collected during
interim studies in advance of an official AICUZ can help
forecast planning contours. Operational data can be
collected through a series of interviews with pilots,
aircraft maintainers, and air traffic controllers. The
data collected can then be entered to a computer
noise model, formatted as a “data validation package,”
and sent to operational points of contact for their
review and approval. While this information may not
be an official AICUZ report, the data it can yield is
relevant, timely, and can inform planners as to
potential changes in advance of the official report
release and provide insight into potential changes.

Airspace Control

Figure 3-13. Airspace Classification

Airspace that has not been designated as Class A, B, C,
D, or E airspace is uncontrolled airspace (Class G).
Special Use Airspace (SUA) is of defined dimensions
with a corresponding area on the surface of the earth
wherein activities must be confined because of their
nature and / or wherein aircraft operations that are
not a part of those activities may be limited. Types of
SUA are Alert Areas, Controlled Firing Areas, Military
Operations Areas (MOA), Prohibited Areas, Restricted
Areas, and Warning Areas.
Class D and E Controlled airspace has been established
around Vance AFB to manage air traffic. The Vance
AFB Class D airspace approximates a five-nautical mile
circle around the base, except to the east where it
abuts the Class D airspace supporting operations at
Woodring Airport. This Class D airspace extends to
3,800 feet above MSL.
Air Traffic Control (ATC) at Vance AFB is supported by:

To help air traffic controllers and pilots work with
varying traffic conditions in the sky, U.S. airspace has
been separated into six different classes of controlled
Page 3-18

airspace (A, B, C, D, and E), and one class of
uncontrolled airspace (G). These are illustrated on
Figure 3-13. The different classes have different
requirements for entry, for pilot qualifications, and for
radio and transponder equipment, as well as different
minimum weather standards under Visual Flight Rules
(VFR) weather minimums.




Vance Radar Approach Control,
Vance AFB ATC Tower, and
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Additional ATC remote facilities.

Military Profile 3

In addition, Alert Area (A-562A) has been designated
over Vance AFB. Alert Area A-562 covers
approximately 220 square nautical miles and extends
to 10,000 MSL above Vance AFB.
Pilot training at Vance AFB is supported by regional
SUA and other military training airspace. There are
eight MOAs nearby that are available for use:









3

Military Profile 3

Military Profile 3

Vance 1A
Vance 1B
Vance 1C
Vance 1D
Bison
Eureka
Ada East
Ada West

There are also 20 “low-level” training routes available
for Vance AFB missions. Alert Area A-562B
encompasses approximately 150 square nautical miles
and has been designated over Kegelman AAF. It
extends to 10,000 MSL.
Figure 3-14 shows the controlled airspace around
Vance AFB, Kegelman AAF, and Woodring Regional
Airport.
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Part 77 Vertical Obstruction Compliance
The Federal Aviation Act was enacted in 1958 to
provide methods for overseeing and regulating civilian
and military use of airspace over the U.S. It requires
the Secretary of Transportation to make long-range
plans that formulate policy for the orderly
development and use of navigable airspace. The intent
is to serve the needs of both civilian aeronautics and
national defense, but it does not specifically address
the needs of military agencies. The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) was created as a result of the Act
for a variety of purposes, including the management of
airspace over the U.S.
The 500-foot rule, promulgated by the FAA, states that
every citizen of the U.S. has “a public right of freedom
of transit in air commerce through the navigable air
space of the United States.” The rule was formally
announced in the 1963 Court of Claims ruling in Aaron
v. United States and declares that flights 500 feet or
more Above Ground Level (AGL) do not represent a
compensable taking because they enjoy a free right-ofpassage without liability to the owners below.

3

distance from an airport or airfield. It defines an
Military
obstruction to air navigation as an object
thatProfile
is of 3
greater height than any of several measures. A key
reference used for compatibility planning is the
following:
Military Profile 3
A height that is 200 feet AGL or above the established
airport elevation, whichever is higher, and within three
Military
Profile 3
nautical miles of an airport is considered
a vertical
obstruction. This height increases at the rate of 100
feet for each additional nautical mile of distance from
the airport, up to a maximum of 499 feet.
Figure 3-16 provides an illustration of this measure of
vertical obstruction around Vance AFB, and Figure 3-17
provides the same information for Kegelman AAF.
Note that this is in addition to, not a replacement of,
the imaginary surface discussed previously.

Another important outcome of the Act is Federal
Aviation Regulation Title 14, Part 77, which provides
the basis for the evaluation of vertical obstruction
compatibility. This regulation provides information to
assess the potential for a vertical obstruction based on
the elevation of the airfield, the height and resulting
elevation of the proposed structure or facility, and the
location of the structure or facility relative to the
airfield in question. This regulation determines
compatibility based on the height of proposed
structures or natural features, relative to their distance
from the ends of a runway. Using a distance formula
from this regulation, local jurisdictions can easily assess
the height restrictions near airfields. Additional
information on Part 77 is located on the FAA website
(https://www.faa.gov).
As of January 29, 2013, the main focus of Part 77.17 is
to establish standards for identifying obstructions
within navigable airspace, typically within a certain
October 2018
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Bird / Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard
Relevancy Area
Birds and animals can present a significant hazard to
military flight operations. While fatal accidents
resulting from bird or wildlife strikes have been limited,
impacts can be a safety concern and cause significant
damage to aircraft.
Certain types of environmental characteristics attract
birds and wildlife, such as open water areas, standing
water, and other natural areas. The location of Vance
AFB, surrounded by agricultural activities and open
space, attracts a large number of birds. In addition to
being surrounded by agricultural and open space,
Kegelman AAF is adjacent to the Salt Plains National
Wildlife Management Area, where the risk of hazard
from wildlife activity is increased.
Vance AFB/Kegelman AAF partner with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture to aggressively manage the
Bird Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) Program. Vance AFB
last updated its BASH Plan in 2013. Figures 3-18 and 319 shows a five-mile radius around the Vance AFB and
Kegelman AAF airport operations area. Based on FAA
statistical analyses, this is the primary area of concern
for BASH incidents to occur and the primary focus of
compatibility planning for this issue.
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There are a number of existing compatibility tools
available to jurisdictions and the military that are
designed to address compatibility issues, either
directly or indirectly, through the topics they cover.

Military Profile

This chapter provides an overview of existing
compatibility tools (plans and programs) that are
currently utilized or applied to evaluate and
address compatibility issues in the Vance Air Force
Base (AFB) Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) area. Three
types of planning tools are evaluated; permanent,
semi-permanent, and conditional.

Military Profile

Permanent planning tools include acquisition
programs, including both fee simple purchase of
property and the purchase of development rights.
Semi-permanent tools include regulations and
policies such as zoning ordinances, general plans,
and adopted legislation. Conditional tools include
memorandums of agreement (MOA),
intergovernmental agreements (IGA), and other
policy documents that can be modified.

Military Profile

Organized by level of government (federal, state,
local), key plans and programs that have been
prepared and/or adopted at all levels of
government are identified and discussed in this
chapter. This chapter concludes with an overview
of other resources that may be consulted to assist
communities with compatibility planning.

October 2018
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4.1

Air Force Instruction 90-2001
Encroachment Management

Federal Programs and
Policies

The federal programs and policies are provided by
various agencies of the federal government. These
tools authorize other federal, state, and local agencies
to implement regulatory measures and policies to
protect the multiple resources that are involved in land
use and military planning. The intent of these
measures and policies include the protection and
preservation of the quality of life and general welfare
of the public and natural resources, including land,
water, and airspace.
The following federal programs and policies were
evaluated in the Vance AFB JLUS to assist in
determining where areas of improvement could enable
enhanced, compatible land use planning. This list is
not an exhaustive accounting of all relevant federal
laws or programs, but rather an identification of those
resources considered most relevant for assessing
compatibility issues and the potential strategies
stakeholders might employ to avoid or mitigate
conflicts.

Air Force Instruction 32-7063 Air
Installations Compatible Use Zones
Program
Air Force Instruction 32-7063 was updated in 2015 to
implement the Air Installations Compatible Use Zones
(AICUZ) and the Air Force Directive (AFPD) 90-20,
Encroachment Management. The Instruction applies
to all Air Force installations with active runways. The
Instruction identifies the requirements for
implementing and maintaining the AICUZ program, as
well as implements AFPD by identifying the
requirements for compatible land use and
development to preserve operational capability. The
Instruction provides land use tables, which sets land
use compatibility guidelines within the Clear Zones,
Accident Potential Zones, and Noise Zones. The
procedures were created to develop, implement, and
maintain compatible land uses that are in compliance
with all federal, state, and local requirements.
Page 4-2

Air Force Instruction 90-2001 was published in
September 2014 to implement the Encroachment
Management Program. The Instruction applies to all
Air Force installations and addresses encroachment
issues and strategies to prevent or reduce
encroachment impacts. The Instruction includes the
Encroachment Management Framework, which has
four elements: organize, assess, act, and monitor.
Organization encompasses leadership involvement,
cross-functional management structures, issue
evaluation structures, designated executive directors
at the installation level, and geographic scope.
Assessment includes studying internal and external
relationships and developing encroachment studies,
such as an Installation Complex Encroachment
Management Action Plan (ICEMAP). Acting involves
program implementation. Lastly, monitoring involves
maintaining awareness of mission needs and
encroachment issues.

Clean Air Act
The Clean Air Act (CAA) is the comprehensive federal
law that regulates air emissions from stationary and
mobile sources in order to control air pollution. Under
the CAA, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
establishes limits to six criteria pollutants through the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).
Standards are established to protect public health and
public welfare. The CAA also gives the EPA the
authority to limit emissions of air pollutants originating
from sources such as chemical plants, utilities, and
steel mills. Individual states may have more stringent
air pollution laws, but they may not have lower
standards than those set by EPA. Under the law, states
have to develop State Implementation Plans (SIPs) that
outline how each state will control air pollution under
the CAA.

Public Draft Background Report
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Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act
The Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) was designed
to assist in the clean-up of sites with hazardous
contaminants and to respond directly to the release, or
the threatened release, of hazardous substances that
may endanger public health or the environment. The
Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act:


Establishes prohibitions and requirements
concerning closed and abandoned hazardous
waste sites.



Provides for liability of persons responsible for
releases of hazardous waste at these sites.



Establishes a trust fund to provide for cleanup
when no responsible party can be identified.

This law has relevance as a potential JLUS tool through
the Superfund environmental program, established to
address hazardous waste sites. Hazardous waste is
sometimes present in or around military installations,
particularly where munition and ordnance are stored
and used for training purposes. If not disposed of
properly, hazardous waste can be harmful to the
installation tenants, surrounding communities, and the
environment. While the Superfund cleanup process
may be complex, it protects people and the
environment from further contamination.

Department of Defense Conservation
Partnering Initiative
In 2003, the National Defense Authorization Act
(NDAA) gave the DoD authority to enter into
agreements with eligible entities to address
incompatible development or habitat protection.
Eligible entities may be a state, a political subdivision of
a state (e.g., counties, cities, or soil and water
conservation districts), or a private entity with a main
purpose or goal to conserve, restore, or preserve land
and natural resources. This authorization has been
October 2018
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codified as 10 United States Code (USC)
§ 2684a (as
Military Profile 3
amended in 2012), “Agreements to limit encroachment
and other constraints on military training, testing, and
operations”. This authority allows DoD services to use
Military
Profile
their Operation and Maintenance funds
and/or
Office3
of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) REPI funds to acquire
real property interests, such as conservation
easements or development rights in order
toProfile
address3
Military
current and potential encroachment or compatibility
threats to an installation’s mission.
This law provides an additional tool to support smart
planning, conservation, and environmental
stewardship on and off military installations. The
purpose of the program is to acquire real property
interests, such as conservation easements or
development rights, to address current and potential
encroachment or compatibility threats to an
installation’s mission.

Department of Defense Energy Siting
Clearinghouse
Section 358 of the 2011 National Defense
Authorization Act sanctioned the study of the effects of
new construction and obstructions on military
installations and operations. The Energy Siting
Clearinghouse serves to coordinate the DoD review of
existing applications for energy projects. Several key
elements of Section 358 include designation of a senior
official and lead organization to conduct the review of
energy project applications, a specific timeframe for
completion of a hazard assessment associated with an
application (30 days), specific criteria for DoD
objections to projects, and a requirement to provide an
annual status report to Congress. This legislation
facilitates procedural certainty and a predictable
process that promotes compatibility between energy
independence and military capability.
On December 12, 2017, the 2018 National Defense
Authorization Act was signed into law, which, among
other things, includes changes to the DOD Siting
Clearinghouse, which will be transitioned to the
Military Aviation and Installation Assurance Siting
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Clearinghouse. This new Clearinghouse must provide
procedures for energy project developers to consult
with affected military installations in order to facilitate
better coordination and communication from when
projects are first initiated through completion. Part of
enhanced coordination and communication requires
the Clearinghouse to develop procedures for energy
project developers to submit the project area and
preliminary layout at least one year before the
developer plans to begin construction, if the proposed
energy project is within any DoD-operated surveillance
radar areas or military training routes. These
procedures will help set a more clearly defined trigger
for coordination and outreach between affected
military installations and energy project developers.
Also, the review period upon receiving an energy
project application from the Secretary of
Transportation is extended from 30 to 60 days,
allowing more time for the Clearinghouse and affected
military installations to assess the proposed
development of any potential adverse impacts.

Department of Defense Operational
Noise Manual
The Operational Noise Manual provides a practical
reference for military and civilian personnel with duties
and responsibilities in operational noise management.
The manual assists personnel in understanding and
implementing current DoD environmental policy and
guidance. The majority of the manual is devoted to the
following subjects: characteristics of sound; effects of
noise; military noise sources; noise monitoring;
reduction of noise conflicts, and others.

Department of Defense Readiness and
Environmental Protection Initiative
The Readiness and Environmental Protection Initiative
(REPI) program enables DoD to work with state and
local governments, Nongovernment Organizations, and
willing landowners to limit encroachment and
incompatible land use through land acquisition and the
establishment of conservation easements or land
trusts or through the purchase of property. The
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program provides funding to support these land
acquisition efforts in order to preserve the land around
military installations, wildlife habitats, and local
communities.
The REPI program grants the military the ability to
enter into agreements with eligible entities, such as
local governments, non-governmental organizations,
and willing land owners to secure conservation
easements on property in the vicinity of, or ecologically
related to, a military installation or military airspace.
Also available is the REPI Program Guide for Buffer
Partnerships, which establishes policy, assigns
responsibilities, and prescribes procedures for
executing REPI program buffer partnerships.

Department of Housing and Urban
Development Noise Regulation
The United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) has instituted policies through
section 24 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 51
that are designed to promote the creation of controls
and standards by state and local governments for
community noise abatement. The focus of these
regulations is to reduce noise levels within residential
developments that are funded by HUD. Included
among the various policies are:
“1. A requirement that noise exposure and sources
of noise be given adequate consideration as an
integral part of urban environments in
connection with all HUD programs, which
provide financial support to planning;
2. A withholding of HUD assistance for the
construction of new dwelling units on sites
which have, or are projected to have,
unacceptable noise exposure, are in runway
Clear Zones, or constitute incompatible uses in
Accident Potential Zones;
3. Encouragement of modernization efforts for
existing buildings in noise environments; and
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4. Grants and allowances to state and local
governments to provide acoustical privacy in
multifamily dwellings through building design
and acoustical treatment. “
Generally, external noise exposure within Noise Zone 3
(as identified in an installation’s Airfield Installation
Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ) Study) is considered
unacceptable, without exception, and exposure within
Noise Zone 2 is normally unacceptable, with respect to
new construction. Department of Housing and Urban
Development funds may also be available for noise
abatement planning and acoustical treatments for
proposed and existing incompatible land uses within
the AICUZ.
Residential construction may be permitted within
certain noise contours, provided sound attenuation is
accomplished. The added construction expense of
sound attenuation, however, may make siting in these
noise exposure areas financially less attractive.
Because the HUD policy is discretionary, variances may
also be permitted, depending on regional
interpretation and local conditions. The Department
also has a policy (24 CFR 51D) that prohibits funding for
projects in runway Clear Zones and Accident Potential
Zones, unless the project is compatible with any
applicable AICUZ recommendations.

4

a mechanism for the protection of critical
habitat and
Military Profile 3
species that may be at risk of extinction.

Federal Aviation Act
3
The Federal Aviation Act was enactedMilitary
in 1958Profile
to
provide methods for overseeing and regulating civilian
and military use of airspace over the U.S. The Act
requires the Secretary of Transportation to make longMilitary Profile 3
range plans that formulate policy for the orderly
development and use of navigable airspace. The intent
is to serve the needs of both civilian aeronautics and
national defense, but the Act does not specifically
address the needs of military agencies. Military
planning strives to work alongside local, state, and
federal aviation laws and policies, but sometimes must
supersede these and other levels of government due
to national security interests. The FAA was created as
a result of the Act for a variety of purposes, including
the management of airspace over the U.S.

Endangered Species Act

The 500-foot rule, promulgated by the FAA, states that
every citizen of the U.S. has “a public right of freedom
of transit in air commerce through the navigable air
space of the United States.” The rule was formally
announced in the 1963 Court of Claims ruling in Aaron
v. United States. It states that flights 500 feet or more
above ground level (AGL) do not represent a
compensable taking because flights 500 feet AGL enjoy
a right of free passage without liability to the owners
below.

The Endangered Species Act (ESA) establishes a
program for the conservation of threatened and
endangered plants and animals and their habitats. The
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) are
the lead implementing agencies of the ESA. The ESA
requires federal agencies, in consultation with the
USFWS and/or the NOAA Fisheries Service, to ensure
that actions they “authorize, fund, or carry out are not
likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any
listed species or result in the destruction or adverse
modification of designated critical habitat of such
species.” The law also prohibits any action that causes
a taking of any endangered species. The ESA provides

Another important outcome of the Act is FAA
Regulation Title 14 Part 77, commonly known as Part
77, which provides the basis for evaluating vertical
obstruction compatibility. This regulation determines
compatibility based on the height of proposed
structures or natural features, relative to their distance
from the ends of a runway. Using a distance formula
that is provided in the regulation, local jurisdictions can
easily assess the height restrictions near airfields.
Additional information on Part 77 is located on the FAA
Internet site at www.faa.gov. The height standards to
determine obstructions within navigable airspace
established by Part 77 can be found in Section 3.7.

October 2018
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The FAA has identified certain imaginary surfaces
around runways to determine how structures and
facilities are evaluated and identify if they pose a
vertical obstruction relative to the airspace around a
runway. The levels of imaginary surfaces build upon
one another and are designed to eliminate
obstructions to air navigation and operations, either
natural or man-made. The dimensions or size of an
imaginary surface depends on the runway
classification.

National Environmental Policy Act
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969
is a federal regulation that established as U.S. policy
the protection and enhancement of the environment
and requires federal agencies to analyze and consider
the potential environmental impacts of their actions.
The purpose of NEPA is to promote informed decisionmaking by federal agencies by making detailed
information concerning significant environmental
impacts available to both agency leaders and the
public.
All projects receiving federal funding require NEPA
compliance and documentation. The National
Environmental Policy Act is applicable to all federal
agencies, including the military. However, not all
federal actions require a full Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS). Actions that are considered unlikely to
cause a significant impact can meet NEPA obligations
through an Environmental Assessment (EA). An EIS is a
report that describes and assesses the potential
environmental effects of a particular action or project
in which the federal government is involved. An EIS for
a proposed project outlines, in detail, the proposed
actions, alternative actions, and their probable
environmental ramifications. An EA is similar to an EIS
but less comprehensive.

effects must be published and subject to a 30 day
public comment period. Assessments can result in
either a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) or a
Record of Decision (ROD). The latter records a
determination that a project will have a significant
impact. The information obtained by the EIS or EA is
valuable in planning coordination and policy formation
at the local government level.
NEPA mandates that the military analyze the impact of
its actions and operations on the environment,
including surrounding civilian communities. Inherent in
this analysis is an exploration of methods to reduce any
adverse environmental impact. The EIS is a public
process that encourages participation by the
community and all stakeholders.

National Historic Preservation Act
Compatibility issues and associated mitigation
strategies have been developed based on guidance
from the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of
1966, which requires federal agencies to consider the
effects of a proposed project on properties that are
listed or eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places.
The location of cultural resources on or near Vance
AFB may require avoidance or other mitigations to
protect resources. Using this as a guide and based on
public / committee inputs, no cultural resource issues
were identified during the JLUS process.

A NEPA document can serve as a valuable planning tool
for local planning officials. An EA or EIS identifies the
potential effects of changing military actions or
operations. Public hearings are required for NEPA
assessments. Draft reports and findings of potential
Page 4-6
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4

Noise Control Act of 1972

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Noise Control Act of 1972 determined that noise
that is not adequately controlled has the potential of
endangering the health and welfare of people. It
states that all Americans are entitled to an
environment free from noise that can jeopardize their
general health and quality of life. Along with state,
local, and territorial governments, actions from the
federal government were needed to ensure that the
objectives of the Act were met.

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) is the main
federal law that ensures the quality of drinking water in
the U.S. The SDWA authorizes the EPA to set national
Military
Profile 3
health-based drinking water standards
to protect
against both naturally-occurring and man-made water
contaminants. The SDWA applies to every public water
system in the U.S. and can provide guidance
which3
Military on
Profile
projects are likely to impact water quality.

Concurrently, military installations were being
impacted by encroaching urban development located
adjacent to their boundaries and the resulting
complaints from military flight operation noise. The
DoD responded by establishing the AICUZ program,
which was subsequently adopted by the Air Force as
AFI 32-7063.
The Noise Control Act, as well as the AICUZ program,
are important because encroaching development and
larger populations near military installations often
create compatibility concerns. As communities grow, it
is important that the military installation, developers,
and the affected communities work together to
mitigate the issue of noise and develop strategies to
coexist.

Partners in Flight Program
The DoD has implemented a program entitled Partners
in Flight that sustains and enhances the military
testing, training, and safety mission through habitatbased management strategies. The program assists
natural resource managers in the monitoring,
inventory, research, and management of birds and
their habitats. As part of the Partners in Flight
program, a strategic plan is created that can be
incorporated into a Bird/Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard
(BASH) plan. This program reaches beyond the
boundaries of the installation to facilitate community
partnerships and determine the current status of bird
populations in order to prevent the further
endangerment of birds.

October 2018
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Telecommunications Act of 1996 and the
Federal Communications Commission
The Telecommunications Act of 1996 was the first
comprehensive update to a federal telecommunication
law in over 60 years and was, in large part, intended to
open up the marketplace to greater competition.
Changes in the means through which information is
produced, accessed, stored, and shared made the
federal government response imperative. The
increasing use and development of personal mobile
phones, satellite transmission, high speed fiber optics,
and other related factors are often pushing demand
beyond system capacity.
New telecommunication tower siting requires
compliance with the Federal Communications
Commission’s (FCC) environmental review standards
and procedures, including NEPA and ESA compliance,
NHPA compliance, adherence to any applicable FAA
requirements, and structure registration with the FCC.
The actual approval of physical installations is subject
to state and local permits and approvals; however,
state and local authority is limited by FCC law. For
instance, states and local jurisdictions cannot base
their decisions on any purported environmental effects
of radio frequency transmissions.

The Sikes Act
The Sikes Act requires the DoD to develop and
implement Integrated Natural Resources Management
Plans (INRMPs) for military installations. The INRMPs
are prepared in cooperation with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and state fish and wildlife agencies to
ensure proper consideration of fish, wildlife, and
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habitat needs. The Sikes Act requires INRMPs to be
reviewed at least every five years by the military and
states. Air Force Instruction 32-7064, Integrated
Natural Resources Management, guides the Air Force
implementation of the Sikes Act.

United States Avian Hazard Advisory
System
The U.S. Avian Hazard Advisory System (USAHAS) is a
geographic information system-based bird avoidance
model developed by the U.S. Air Force used for the
“analysis and correlation of bird habitat, migration, and
breeding characteristics, combined with key
environmental and man-made geospatial data.” The
model provides up-to-date information – “near realtime” – about bird activity and movements to assist
pilots and flight planners in the scheduling and use of
flight routes. The model can also be used as a
forecasting tool to estimate bird strike risk.
Information from the North American Breeding Bird
Survey, Audubon Christmas Bird Count, bird refuge
databases, and the U.S. Air Force Bird-Aircraft Strike
database, as well as public domain information
regarding landfill locations, is used to predict bird
activity and movement. The model is available for use
by agencies and the general public on the USAHAS
website at www.usahas.com.

United States Fish and Wildlife Service
The ESA is administered by the USFWS and the
Commerce Department’s National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS). The USFWS has primary responsibility
for terrestrial and freshwater organisms, while the
responsibilities of NMFS are mainly marine wildlife,
such as whales, and anadromous fish, such as salmon.
Under the ESA, species may be listed as either
endangered or threatened. “Endangered” means a
species is in danger of extinction throughout all, or a
significant portion of, its range. “Threatened” means a
species is likely to become endangered within the
foreseeable future.
When a species is proposed for listing as endangered
or threatened under the ESA, USFWS must consider
Page 4-8

whether there are areas of habitat believed to be
essential to the species’ conservation. Those areas
may be proposed for designation as “critical habitat.”
A critical habitat designation does not necessarily
restrict further development; it is a reminder to federal
agencies that they must make special efforts to protect
the important characteristics of these areas.
Only activities that involve a federal permit, license, or
funding and that are likely to destroy or adversely
modify the area of critical habitat are subject to
modification. If this is the case, USFWS will work with
the federal agency and, where appropriate, private or
other landowners, to amend their project so it may
proceed without adversely affecting the critical habitat.

4.2

Vance AFB Plans and
Programs

The Vance AFB tools provide guidance for land uses
and development activities on and adjacent to the
installation. These tools govern land use decisions that
occur inside the fence line or within the boundary of
the military mission footprint in relation to the military
mission or proposed military mission.
These tools also provide guidance and establish
measures for standard operating procedures during
certain events, such as bird air strike hazard conditions,
and/or the parameters for conducting missions within
the range of the military complex. There are various
installation tools that are instrumental in assisting and
guiding land use decisions in regard to base operations.

Air Installation Compatible Use Zones
Study
The 2015 Vance AFB AICUZ Resource Book provides
details on the operations and noise zone maps for the
installation.
The U.S. DoD initiated the AICUZ program to assist
government entities and communities in anticipating,
identifying, and promoting compatible land use and
development near military installations with aircraft
activity. The AICUZ program involves coordinating the
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efforts of installation commanders, local community
leaders, and other government agencies to encourage
compatible development of land in proximity to
military airfields. It also serves to protect the health,
safety, and welfare of civilians and military personnel
by encouraging land development that is compatible
with aircraft operations, while protecting the public
investment in the installation. This program
recommends compatibility measures and land uses
that are compatible with specific elements of military
airfields, including elevated sound levels, accident
potential zones, and obstruction clearance criteria.
The AICUZ program has two objectives. The first is to
assist local, regional, state and federal officials in
protecting and promoting the public health, safety, and
welfare by promoting compatible development within
the AICUZ area of influence. The second is to protect
Air Force operational capability from the effects of land
use that are incompatible with aircraft operations.

This study identifies aircraft flight tracks
and
Military Profile 3
maintenance operations, noise associated with
operations, and aircraft flight profiles.

BASH Plan 91-2

October 2018
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Vance AFB last updated its Bird Aircraft Strike Hazard
(BASH) Plan in January of 2013. The purpose of the
plan is to provide guidance for reducing wildlife strike
Military Profile 3
hazards where flying operations are conducted. The
plan acknowledges that there is no one single solution
to mitigate BASH problems, but the following are steps
that the plan was designed to do:


Establish a Bird Hazard Working Group and
designate responsibilities among its members.



Establish procedures to identify high hazard
situations and to aid supervisors and aircrews in
altering/discontinuing flying operations when
required.



Establish aircraft and airfield operating
procedures to avoid high-hazard situations.



Provide for disseminating information to all
aircrews on wildlife hazards and procedures for
wildlife avoidance.



Establish guidelines to decrease airfield
attractiveness to wildlife.



Provide guidelines for dispersing wildlife on the
airfield.

Noise Zone Profile
Noise is the cornerstone of the AICUZ Study. The noise
generated by military aircraft operations and the
effects of that noise on local communities are
presented in a variety of ways in the study (e.g.,
written text, graphically, etc.). To fully appreciate the
findings and recommendations presented in the AICUZ
Study, it is beneficial to provide an understanding of
how military aircraft noise is measured, evaluated, and
graphically illustrated. Day night average sound level
(DNL) is a measure of noise commonly used
surrounding a military installation. The main sources of
noise at airfields are flight operations, which include
take-offs, landings, touch-and-go operations, and
engine maintenance run-ups. The Air Force considers
how its operations impact the local community by
calculating the DNL. The DNL averages the noise levels
of all aircraft operations that occur within a 24-hour
period. The DNL is depicted as a contour around a
noise source connecting points of equal value, usually
in 5-dB increments.

4

Installation Complex Encroachment
Management Action Plan
The Installation Complex Encroachment Management
Action Plan (ICEMAP) is an internal Air Force plan that
evaluates 13 encroachment challenges are identified in
Air Force Instruction (AFI) 90-2001. The plan then
develops actions to mitigate any concerns that are
identified during the evaluation. The 2014 Vance AFB
ICEMAP provides the installation commander, decision
makers, and stakeholder with strategies to address
current encroachment challenges and minimize the
likelihood of future encroachment.
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The ICEMAP consists of two volumes. Volume I is the
action plan for mitigating or preventing encroachment
challenges. Volume II is a reference book, which
provides background data and analysis.

that ensures no loss of capability for operations. The
INRMP serves as a planning tool for future activities at
Vance AFB and as a road map for the stewardship of
natural resources found on the base.

Installation Development Plan

4.3

The 2016 Vance AFB Installation Development Plan
(IDP) serves as a guiding document for facility
programming decisions over the next 20 to 30 years.
As part of the IDP, planning constraints were identified.
Major planning constraints are installation
compatibility use zones and airfield and airspace
clearance. Minor constraints are environmental
restoration quality and munitions response programs,
force protection siting criteria, and Explosive Safety
Quantity Distance (ESQD) arcs. The IDP established six
goals, each with its own objectives for accomplishing
those goals. The goals are:


Fund and update ADPs for each of the Districts
identified in the IDP,



Develop projects using all available funding
sources to support the ongoing training mission,



Develop a consolidated community center for
community services,

State of Oklahoma Plans and
Programs

The state tools provide further assistance and
protection of lands in the State of Oklahoma. The tools
authorize or mandate local counties and cities to
provide for the protection of the state’s valuable
industries, including the DoD and agriculture. In
addition, the state’s tools require communities and
developers to protect and preserve the state’s natural
resources, including land and water, through
regulatory measures that protect them from
over-consumptive practices.

Oklahoma Legislation
House Bill 2298
House Bill 2298 was passed in 2017 and eliminates tax
credits for wind energy development in the state for
wind energy facilities that were not operational by July
1, 2017.

House Bill 2472



Modernize flight line facilities to support
enhanced mission capabilities and growth,



Protect the natural and human environments
through pursuit of sustainable development, and

House Bill 2472 was passed in 2004 and permits any
municipality that contains an active-duty US Air Force
military installation to create an ordinance restricting
or prohibiting certain future land uses within five miles
of the installation.



Continue to foster the Vance/Enid relationship
through the AF Community Partnership.

Oklahoma Statutes

Integrated Natural Resources
Management Plan
The Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan
(INRMP) was created to ensure that long range habitat
protection and natural resource management occurs at
Vance AFB and Kegelman Auxiliary Air Field. The
INRMP outlines various natural resources, including
grasslands, woodlands, and soils, as well as the overall
management plan for natural resources at Vance AFB
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Oklahoma Statutes Sections (§) §11-43-101 and §1143-103 allow municipalities to regulate buildings,
structures, and land. However, these statutes do not
require municipalities to adopt comprehensive plans or
zoning ordinances. The state statutes follow.

§11-43-101. General Power of Municipalities
For the purpose of promoting health, safety, morals, or
the general welfare of the community, a municipal
governing body may regulate and restrict the height,
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number of stories, and size of buildings and other
structures, the percentage of lots that may be
occupied, the size of yards, courts, and other open
spaces, the density of a population, and the location
and use of buildings, structures, and land for trade,
industry, residence, or other purposes.
Oklahoma State Statute §11-43-101.1 permits
municipalities impacted by military installations to
restrict or prohibit future uses in areas affected by
military training noise. The following is an excerpt from
the statute:

a comprehensive plan and be designed
to accomplish
Military Profile 3
any of the following objectives - the following is an
excerpt from the statute:
1. “To lessen congestion in the Military
streets;Profile 3
2. To secure safety from fire, panic and other
dangers;
Military Profile 3
3. To promote health and the general
welfare, including the peace and quality of
life of the district;

4. To provide adequate light and air;
5. To prevent the overcrowding of land;

“§11-43-101.1 Restriction of use of or
prohibition of future use of property within
certain military installation areas.

6. To promote historical preservation;

Any municipality in this state that is wholly or
in part within an Air Installation Compatible
Use Zone (AICUZ) study area, Joint Land Use
Study (JLUS) area, Army Compatible Use Buffer
(ACUB), or an Environmental Noise
Management Plan (ENMP) of an active duty,
National Guard or Reserve military installation
may enact a city ordinance restricting or
prohibiting future uses for that incorporated
area which lies within the AICUZ, JLUS, ACUB,
or ENMP area and which may expose residents
to noise greater than sixty-five (65) Day-Night
Noise Level (DNL) or accident potential that
could affect the public health, safety, and
welfare, or interfere with military operations,
including aircraft operations. Such authority
shall not extend into the corporate limits of
another municipality.”

8. To facilitate the adequate provision of
transportation, water, sewerage, schools,
parks and other public requirements.”

This authority can be applied to the City of Enid and
the other participating jurisdictions, as this JLUS
provides the trigger to enact an ordinance and
regulations that protect the public from military
operational impacts.

§11-43-103. Purpose of regulations –
Comprehensive Plan

4

7. To avoid undue concentration of
population; or

The regulations shall be made with reasonable
consideration given to the character of the
municipality and its suitability for particular uses, and
with to the goal of conserving the value of buildings
and encouraging the most appropriate use of land
throughout the municipality. The governing body shall
provide the manner in which regulations, restrictions,
and district boundaries shall be determined,
established, enforced, amended, supplemented,
and/or changed.

Oklahoma County Planning Commission
and County Board of Adjustment
Authorized
In 1970, the State of Oklahoma created Statute
§865.51, which empowers any county in the state to
appoint a planning commission and a board of
adjustment for the purpose of county planning in a
manner as provided in the statutes. The statutes
provide the means to establish county planning, but do
not mandate it.

Municipal regulations pertaining to buildings,
structures, and land shall be made in accordance with
October 2018
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Oklahoma Statute, Title 25, Chapter 30,
Section (§) 1-3 (25:30-1-3)
The Aircraft Pilot and Passenger Protection Act was
codified as Oklahoma Statute 25:30-1-3; it grants
authority to the Oklahoma Aeronautics Commission to
require a permit for developers proposing to develop
structures over 150 feet and within three miles of a
public airport—including wind energy generating
turbines. Military airports are included as public use
airports in this law.

4.4

Regional Organizations,
Plans, and Programs

Northern Oklahoma Development
Authority
Comprehensive Economic Development
Strategy for North Central Oklahoma 20172012 Plan
The Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
(CEDS) serves as the guiding document for
coordinating economic development activities in the
region, including Alfalfa, Blaine, Garfield, Grant, Kay,
Kingfisher, Major, and Noble counties. The CEDS is
required by the U.S. Department of Commerce
Economic Development Administration. The purpose
of the CEDS is to bring the public and private sector
together for regional collaboration to evaluate the
demographic and socioeconomic trends and
weaknesses in the region in order to develop goals and
actions that encourage economic growth within the
region. The three goals for the CEDS are:


Improve the quality of life in the region.



Increase local readiness for new and expanding
businesses.



Create new, long-term, high quality jobs.

4.5

briefly evaluated relative to their efficacy in addressing
compatibility concerns. These tools are also discussed
in more detail in subsequent sections.

City of Enid
Comprehensive Plan
The Envision Enid Comprehensive Plan was adopted in
2015 to outline a course of action for future growth.
Through the Comprehensive Plan, the City recognizes
that long term policy will allow better coordination
with agencies and Vance AFB. It also acknowledges
Vance AFB as being a major economic strength in the
community and the need for adequate water supplies,
housing, and higher education to sustain the civilian
and military personnel and their families.
As part of the future land use map, the City identified
APZ I and APZ II for Vance AFB. Land uses within these
zones are designated as open space in order to remain
free of incompatible structures.

Local Jurisdiction Plans and
Programs

Table 4-1 identifies the various tools that are utilized
by each of the JLUS partner communities; the tools are
Page 4-12
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Overview of Local Planning Tools for the JLUS Jurisdictions

Jurisdiction

Zoning Code Density

Zoning Code Height
Restrictions

Zoning Code Lighting

Zoning Code Sound
Attenuation

Subdivision Regulations

Building Code

Compatibility Tools

Comprehensive Plan

Table 4-1.

City of Enid















Town of Waukomis















Town of North Enid















Garfield County















Grant County















Alfalfa County

















Legend:
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The tool exists and addresses land use issue(s) related to military compatibility.

 The tool is utilized but does not address land use issue(s) related to military compatibility.
 The tool is utilized but only partially addresses land use issue(s) related to military compatibility.
 The jurisdiction does not employ this tool.
❖ Tool was unavailable for review during the JLUS process.

Zoning Ordinance
The City of Enid Zoning Ordinance establishes 24
zoning districts. The Zoning Ordinance for the City of
Enid includes an Airfield Environs Overlay, which was
adopted in 2003 and revised in 2008. The Airfield
Environs Overlay District has land use and density
restrictions within the CZ, APZ I, APZ II, and noise
zones. Through the zoning ordinance, the City has
adopted the Air Force Land Use Compatibility
Standards, which identifies uses that would be
incompatible in each CZ, APZ, and noise zone.
In addition to these standards, the Zoning Ordinance
lists the following land uses as prohibited within the
boundaries of the Airfield Environs Overlay District –
the following is an excerpt from the Zoning Ordinance:
“A. Uses which release into the air any
substance such as, but not limited to, steam,
dust, smoke, fumes or gases, unless such
substance is generated from agricultural use,
October 2018

which would impair visibility or otherwise
interfere with military operations including
ground operations.
Noise level reduction guidelines are regulated
through the “Guidelines for Sound Insulation of
Residences Exposed to Aircraft Operations”,
which was adopted by reference in the Zoning
Ordinance.
B. Uses which produce light emissions, either
direct or indirect (reflective), which would
interfere with pilot vision and aerial or ground
based night vision training.
C. Uses which produce electrical emissions
which would interfere with military ground and
aircraft communication and navigational
equipment.
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D. Uses which attract birds or waterfowl, such
as, but not limited to, operation of sanitary
landfills, and maintenance of feeding stations.
E. Uses which endanger the approach,
departure, or maneuvering of aircraft by
providing structures within ten feet (10') of a
defined aircraft approach, departure or
transitional surfaces or one hundred feet (100')
beneath a low level military training route.
F. Uses which detract from the aesthetic
appearance or otherwise create or promote an
unsightly, unsanitary, or unhealthy appearance
of any entrance into a military installation,
including, but not limited to, automobile or
truck salvage yards, equipment storage sites or
solid waste or disposal sites. (Ord. 2006-27, 125-2006).”
Additional lighting regulation is provided through sight
plan design standards and through parking spaces
standards.

Subdivision Regulations
The City of Enid Subdivisions Ordinance was adopted in
1998. Subdivision regulations define the standards,
procedures, and other requirements for land divisions
for the purpose of providing a “permanently whole
community environment, adequate municipal services
and safe streets”.
These regulations can regulate density for subdivisions,
which is of concern for subdivisions that are located
within the Vance AFB safety zones. The City of Enid
includes regulations for development within the Vance
Safety zones in the Airfield Environs Overlay District in
the Zoning Ordinance.

Building Code
Building codes regulate construction practices to
ensure structural integrity and safety. The City of Enid
has adopted the 2015 International Building Code.
Provisions regarding sound transmission from the
exterior to the interior of a structure are no longer
included in International Building Code, as of 2010.
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Exterior to interior sound transmission is the primary
component in a building code that would be related to
military compatibility. Noise from aircraft overflights
cause noise that in some cases may exceed the levels
for building interiors, depending on the functional use
of the building. The 2015 International Building Code
does not directly address these types of noise issues.
Although the 2015 International Building Codes does
not include exterior to interior sound transmission
guidelines, the City of Enid provides noise level
reduction guidelines through the “Guidelines for Sound
Insulation of Residences Exposed to Aircraft
Operations”, which was adopted by reference through
the Zoning Ordinance. These guidelines must be used
for residential uses within the Airfield Environs Overlay
District.

Town of Waukomis
The Town of Waukomis has not developed any
planning tools that support compatible development
with Vance AFB.

Town of North Enid
The Town of North Enid has not developed any
planning tools that support compatible development
with Vance AFB.

Garfield County
Zoning Ordinance
Zoning Regulations for Garfield County were last
adopted in 1963. The regulations establish 14 zoning
classifications within unincorporated Garfield County.
While each zoning district has specific regulation, these
standards do not address compatibility with Vance
AFB.
Height regulations are provided for each zoning
district. The greatest allowable heights can be built
within the Central Business District, which allows
buildings up to 80 feet in height. Other districts are
limited to 35 feet of 45 feet in height.
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As part of these regulations, there are no specific
standards for noise or outdoor lighting. General density
regulations are provided for the General Agricultural
District and the Two-Family Dwelling District.

Grant County
Grant County has not developed any planning tools
that support compatible development with Vance AFB.

Alfalfa County
Alfalfa County has not developed any planning tools
that support compatible development with Vance AFB.

4.6

Other References

In the interest of land use compatibility between the
military and the local community, the DoD Office of
Economic Adjustment (OEA) and other public interest
groups, such as the National Association of Counties
(NACo), have prepared educational documents and
videos that educate and inform the public about
encroachment issues and methods that can be used to
address existing or future compatibility concerns. Five
resources that have been published to inform the
public on land use compatibility are described below.

Guides
The Practical Guide to Compatible Civilian
Development near Military Installations (July 2007)
This guide from the OEA offers general information on
community development and civilian encroachment
issues. The guide can be found at: www.oea.gov.
Joint Land Use Study Program Guidance Manual
(November 2006)
This manual provides guidance on the JLUS program,
and process and other efforts to support compatible
development. This manual can be obtained on the
OEA website: www.oea.gov.
Encouraging Compatible Land Use between Local
Governments and Military Installations: A Best
Practices Guide (April 2007), NACo
This guidebook presents case studies that illustrate
best practices between the military and communities
October 2018

4

regarding communication, regulatory Military
approaches,
and
Profile 3
Joint Land Use Studies. The guide can be accessed on
the NACo website: www.naco.org.
Military
Profile 3
State Policy Options: A Report of the
National
Conference of State Legislatures Task Force on
Military and Veterans Affairs (January 2012)
This report provides state legislators and staff
Military Profile 3
information about the range of policy options available
to them to sustain their neighboring military
installations and the associated testing and training
operations. It is designed to encourage a greater
understanding of the roles that state legislators, local
government officials, land conservation organizations,
and the military play in managing development near
military bases and protecting natural resources and the
health and safety of citizens. This report can be
accessed at the following URL:
www.ncsl.org/documents/environ/
NCSL_State_Policy_Options_020112_FINAL.pdf.

Collaborative Land Use Planning: A Guide for
Military Installations and Local Governments,
International City / County Management
Association and the Metropolitan Institute at
Virginia Tech
This guide provides essential observations about land
use policy and procedures, discusses critical questions,
and suggests model practices for military commanders
to build stronger relationships with local policymakers
and planning officials. This guide can be accessed at
the following internet address:
www.fedcenter.gov/_kd/Items/actions.cfm?action=Sh
ow&item_id=7667&destination=ShowItem.
Working with Local Governments: A Practical
Guide for Installations, (May 2012), International
City / County Management Association and the
National Association of Counties
This guide provides a primer on how local governments
operate and what installation personnel can do to
engage state and local governments in dialogue on
compatibility issues. The guide can be accessed from
the following internet address:
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http://www.repi.mil/Portals/44/Documents/Primers/Pr
imer_LocalGovernments.pdf

Commander’s Guide to Community Involvement
(August 2012), Range Commanders Council
Sustainability Group
This guide provides tools for proactively addressing
compatibility concerns, with a focus on outreach, land
use, urban sprawl, and other sustainability areas. The
guide includes the latest trends and approaches in
community involvement best practices and includes
case studies. This guide can be accessed at the
following URL: www.repi.mil/Portals/44/
Documents/Primers/Primer_CommunityInvolvement.p
df.
Local Sustainability Partnering Innovation Lab:
Military-Community Partnering for Sustainability
at the Local Level (February 2011), Association of
Defense Communities (ADC)
This document presents the findings and lessons
learned from an “innovation laboratory” conducted at
the 2011 ADC Winter Conference. The document
reports on this interactive exercise, focusing on the
case study of Camp Bullis, San Antonio, Texas and the
collaborative community and military efforts to
address local and regional sustainability. This
document can be accessed at:
www.defensecommunities.org/wpcontent/uploads/2011/03/
ADC-Local-Sustainabilty-Innovation-Lab-Final-AfterAction-Report.pdf.

Installation-Community Partnerships: A New
Paradigm for Collaborating in the 21st Century,
Journal of Defense Communities
The article explores the changes that are prompting
military and community leaders to take a closer look at
partnerships and provides a template for assessing the
success of a prospective collaboration. Two case
studies are presented: the arrangement under which
the city of Monterey, CA provides all facility
maintenance at the Presidio of Monterey and the
enhanced use lease at Nellis Air Force Base that
resulted in the city of North Las Vegas building a $25
million fitness center for the Air Force. This article can
be accessed at the following URL:
www.defensecommunities.org/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/
P4_BAH_Journal_final.pdf.
The Base of the Future: A Call for Action by States
and Communities
(April 2016), Association of Defense Communities
This article examines the areas of interest that all bases
share with their local hosts and proposes an
overarching approach to advising defense communities
and states in the development of their own policies
regarding adaptation and resilience when dealing with
infrastructure, service, and economic changes inside
and outside the fence line. Five key components focus
on economic development and community planning,
expanded sharing of services and infrastructure,
mission capability and natural resource conservation,
and military involvement and engagement for policy
and legislation. This article can be accessed at the
following URL: defensecommunities.org
/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/The-Base-of-theFuture_v5.pdf.
Strengthening National Defense: Countering
Encroachment through Military-Community
Collaboration (2009), National Academy of Public
Administration
This report discusses the significant and growing
challenges to military readiness created by nearby
civilian community growth and proposes
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Compatibility Tools

recommendations for increased collaboration among
key stakeholders—local and state governments, nonprofit organizations, the military services and
installations, and other federal agencies—in order to
creatively and effectively address these complex and
critical issues. This report can be accessed at the
following internet address: ciaonet.org/attachments/
26009/uploads.

4
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Videos
The Base Next Door: Community Planning and the
Joint Land Use Study Program, OEA
This informative video discusses the issue of
encroachment near military installations as urban
development occurs nearby. This video can be
accessed on the official OEA YouTube channel at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6UiyWDgLeJM.
Managing Growth, Communities Respond, OEA
This video highlights the lessons learned from three
communities (Kitsap Naval Base in Bangor,
Washington; Fort Drum in Jefferson County, New York;
and Fort Leonard Wood in Pulaski County, Missouri)
that have successful programs for managing growth
near their respective military installations. This video
can be accessed on the official OEA YouTube channel:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=rea6d3bDp3c.
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Military Profile

Compatibility, in relation to military readiness, can be
defined as the balance or compromise between
community needs and interests and military needs and
interests. The goal of compatibility planning is to
promote an environment where both community and
military entities communicate, coordinate, and
implement mutually supportive actions that allow both
to achieve their respective objectives.

Military Profile

A number of factors assist in determining whether
community and military plans, programs, and activities
are compatible/recommended or in conflict with joint
land uses such as community activities and military
installations. For this Joint Land Use Study, 25
compatibility factors were used to identify, determine,
and establish a set of key JLUS compatibility issues.
These compatibility factors are as follows:

Military Profile

An action undertaken by either the military or a
community that minimizes, hinders, or presents an
obstacle to the actions of the other is characterized as
a compatibility issue. Issues that arise due to the
action or actions of either or both the military and a
community are grouped according to the relevant
compatibility factor and discussed in this chapter. For
October 2018
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each identified issue, a compatibility assessment is
provided that details the nature and cause, or source,
of the issue and the applicable tools that are currently
used, or that may be used, to mitigate encroachment
or to prevent encroachment in the future. An
assessment of tool effectiveness is also included.

every single stakeholder or property owner in the JLUS
study area, the groups that were interviewed and the
attendees of the committee meetings and public
workshops served as representatives of their
respective stakeholder groups and provided input on
the issues relevant to them.

Methodology and Evaluation

As a part of the compatibility issue evaluation phase of
the project, the AC, TC, and the public assessed the
existing and potential future compatibility issues that
could impact Vance AFB missions or the health, safety,
and welfare of the communities within the JLUS Study
Area and ranked them by how important each issue
was to that individual or the stakeholder group that
they represented. The results of the compatibility
issue activity are located in the JLUS Appendix. The
evaluation and ranking of issues helped to determine
the level of concern that various stakeholder groups
had for each identified issue.

The methodology for identifying the Vance AFB JLUS
compatibility issues consisted of a comprehensive and
inclusive discovery process to identify key stakeholder
issues associated with the compatibility factors. During
the beginning phase of the project, a week-long
stakeholder interview process took place in which
representatives from various stakeholder groups were
interviewed to discuss the JLUS process and to identify
any compatibility issues they felt existed or could exist
in the future. The stakeholder groups that were
represented are listed below.


City of Enid



Town of Waukomis



Garfield County



Alfalfa County



Enid Chamber of Commerce



Metropolitan Area Planning Commission



Northern Oklahoma Development Authority



Vance AFB



Woodring Regional Airport



Aviator’s Wing Pilot Training Center



Enid Public Schools



Northwestern Oklahoma State University



Corbin & Merz Architects

When reviewing the assessment information in this
chapter, it is important to note the following:


Additional compatibility issues were identified through
meetings with the JLUS Advisory Committee (AC) and
Technical Committee (TC), at public workshops, and
through a technical evaluation conducted by the
project team. While it was not possible to meet with
Page 5-2

The development of strategies (see Chapter 6
Implementation Plan of the JLUS Report) that address
incompatibility is directly and indirectly affected by the
evaluation of issues. The prioritization of issues helped
to determine the severity of each issue and its impact
on both the Vance AFB mission and quality of life of the
residents and community around the base.
Prioritization also helped to establish a timeframe in
which issues should be addressed using the strategies
that were developed for the Implementation Plan.

This chapter provides a technical background on
the factors and issues discussed based on
available information. The intent is to provide
an adequate context for awareness, education,
and development of JLUS recommendations. It
is not designed or intended to be utilized as an
exhaustive technical evaluation of existing or
future conditions within the JLUS Study Area.
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Of the 25 compatibility factors considered, nine
were determined to be inapplicable to this JLUS
as no associated issues or concerns were
identified:


Air Quality



Biological Resources



Changing Climate



Cultural Resources



Infrastructure Extensions



Legislative Initiatives



Light and Glare



Public Trespassing



Vibration
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5.1

Air Quality (AQ)

Air quality is defined relative to numerous components
that are regulated at the federal and state level. In
terms of compatibility, the primary concerns are
pollutants that limit visibility, such as particulates,
ozone, etc., and the potential non-attainment of air
quality standards that may limit future operations at
the installation or in the area.

Military Profile 3

Military Profile 3

There were no issues identified for Air Quality for the
Vance AFB JLUS.
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5.2

Anti-Terrorism / Force
Protection (AT)

Anti-Terrorism / Force Protection (AT) relates to the
security of personnel, facilities, and information on an
installation from outside threats. Security issues and
trespassing can present immediate compatibility
concerns for installations. Due to current world
conditions, military installations are required to meet
more restrictive standards to address AT issues. These
standards include increased security checks at
installation gates and physical changes, such as new
gates and entries that better control access.
The Department of Defense (DoD) AT standards
require all DoD components to adhere to design /
planning criteria and minimum construction standards
to mitigate vulnerabilities and threats to an installation
and its occupants. Important aspects of these criteria
and standards include minimum standoff distances and
separation between buildings and roadways and
parking lots and between buildings and trash
enclosures. Additional AT requirements include
clearances on both sides of an installation perimeter
fence to ensure visibility for security monitoring and
reduced lines-of-sight into installations.

Key Terms
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV), often referred to as a drone, is a powered aerial
vehicle that does not carry a human operator. UAVs
can fly autonomously or be piloted remotely.

ISSUE
AT-1

US Route 81 Overpass Provides an
Elevated View into Vance AFB
This is the only elevated position that
Military Profile 3
provides visual access near the
installation. The ability to observe on
base operations poses a possible
threat / risk to the VanceMilitary
AFB mission.
Profile 3

Compatibility Assessment
Due to the height of the US Route 81 overpass, there
are portions of the installation that are visible to and
can be observed by commuters on the overpass. The
overpass line-of-sight provides viewing and vantage
points into the installation, creating an undesirable
security scenario.
Section 2-4.1.3 of Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC)
4-010-01 states that it is easier for outsiders to cause
harm when direct lines of sight are available. The
assumption is that weapons could be fired without
detection from vantage points outside the control of
an installation or facility. Obscuring or screening
vantage points to minimize targeting opportunities is
the primary means of protecting DoD personnel.
Section B 3.2 of the standards recommends screening
or blocking sightlines of building entries from multiple
vantage points.
In addition to screening, Section 2-3.1 also promotes a
design strategy of maximizing standoff distances. The
primary design strategy is to keep someone intending
to cause harm or damage as far away from inhabited
DoD buildings as possible. The easiest and least costly
opportunity for achieving the appropriate levels of
protection against terrorist threats is to incorporate
sufficient standoff distance into project designs.

Findings
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There is a potential for security risk due to
visibility onto the installation from the US
Route 81 overpass.
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UFC 4-010-01 provides criteria for vantage
points and standoff distances that mitigate
such risk.

ISSUE
AT-2

Concern About the Use of
Recreational Drones Around Vance
AFB
There are safety concerns with public
drone operating at altitudes of up to
400 feet around Vance AFB and
Kegelman AAF. The use of drones, or
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), for
recreational or agricultural purposes
can create opportunities for views into
the installation from outside of the
fence line or via unauthorized
overflight. Additionally, the use of
UAVs can create safety hazards for
commercial, private and military
aircraft operating on and around
Woodring Regional Airport.

Compatibility Assessment
Drone operation near military installations can create
security risks for the military in the event that a drone
is used to capture photographs of federal property or is
used to record operations, activities, and / or facilities.
These incidents could be intentional or unintentional,
which would cause concern for the military in
maintaining a secure installation. Drones can also
become a safety hazard if operated too close to
aircraft.

as 30,000. As of May 2016, the latest fully-reported
registration data, there were 5,817 UAVs registered
with the FAA in the State of Oklahoma. It should be
noted that these numbers only include registered
UAVs, which, per FAA guidelines, are those that weight
more than 0.55 lbs. and less than 55 lbs.; therefore,
the number of drones relevant to compatibility with
Vance AFB operations is likely much higher.
Table 5.2-1 shows the total number of drones
registered within the Study Area. Only cities and towns
that have FAA-registered drones are reported, so total
number of drones in the JLUS counties are not included
in the list. As shown in the table, there 98 FAAregistered drones in the Study Area. According to the
FAA, there are no registered drones in Jet, OK, which is
the location of Kegelman AAF. Although this is
currently the case, the use of drones is projected to
increase throughout the U.S.
Table 5.2-1 Recreational Drone Registrations for Cities and
Town in the JLUS Study Area, May 2016
Jurisdiction

# of Drones Registered with the FAA

City of Enid

93

Town of Waukomis

5

Total

98

Source:
http://www.faa.gov/foia/electronic_reading_room/media/Reg-byCity-State-Zip-12May2016.xlsx

Although the FAA prohibits the use of drones in
restricted airspace, including over national parks,
military bases, and within a five-mile radius of medium
and large airports, drones have crashed on military
installations and caused the temporary postponement
of operations until the drone could be confiscated, and
the threat level assessed. The postponement of
operations and activities can interfere with training and
flying missions and can, more generally, create security
concerns.

For UAV uses, the FAA Modernization and Reform Act
of 2012 established rules for non-commercial /
recreational use of model aircraft, which includes
civilian use of UAVs. Under these rules, civilian UAVs
are limited to 55 pounds and must be operated to
ensure they do not interfere with any manned aircraft.
It also establishes that if the UAV is flown within five
miles of an airport, the operator must notify the
airport operator and the air traffic control tower. The
operator must also maintain a line of sight with the
UAV.

By 2020, the FAA anticipates the number of UAVs, or
drones, that are used in U.S. airspace will reach as high

Although there are currently no non-recreational UAVs
registered with the FAA, rules for such UAVs should be
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considered in the event that UAVs become used for
commercial purposes in the Study Area, such as for
agricultural uses. The FAA released rules for
commercial UAV operations in August 2016. It sets a
weight limit of 55 pounds, a speed limit of 100 miles
per hour, and a height limit of 500 feet. Operators
must keep the UAV in sight and avoid hazards, such as
restricted airspace, airports, and other planes. It also
requires UAV operators obtain certification. Private
recreational UAV use remains regulated under the FAA
Modernization and Reform Act of 2012.
Under Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations
Section (§) 99.7, “Special Security Instructions,” drone
flights are restricted up to 400 feet within the lateral
boundaries of military facilities. The FAA has created
an online interactive mapping tool to increase the
awareness of drone users and operators regarding
locations that are restricted or that require compliance
with special instructions. Figure 5.2-1 depicts the “No
Drone Zone” and / or drone restricted airspaces
surrounding Vance AFB and Woodring Regional
Airport, as defined by FAA regulations. As shown on
the figure, the “No Drone Zone” encompasses both
Vance AFB and Woodring Regional Airport. The
numbers in the figure indicate the maximum height a
drone may fly.

5

Military Profile
Figure 5.2-1. Drone Restricted Airspace Surrounding
Vance3
AFB and Woodring Regional Airport
Military Profile 3

Military Profile 3

Source: FAA UAS Data, https://uas-faa.opendata.arcgis.com/

Figure 5-2.2

Drone Restricted Airspace Surrounding
Kegelman AAF

The FAA also identified Kegelman AAF as “No Drone
Zone”, although the boundary of the zone does not
include the five-mile radius, as shown on Figure 5.2-2.
This could impact flight operations, such as training,
that extend beyond the fence line of the installation.
Within the fence line of the installation, the ceiling for
drone flights is 400 feet above ground level.

Source: FAA UAS Data, https://uas-faa.opendata.arcgis.com/
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The FAA has developed a “No Drone Zone” awareness
package, which includes graphics and other tools to
assist local and federal governments in promoting
areas that are restricted from drone operations. The
following image reproduces the FAA graphic that
demarcates areas where drone use and operation are
prohibited.

Findings


FAA regulations prohibit the operation of
drones over military installations and sensitive
airspaces.



The DoD has the authority to track and defeat
some commercial and private drones that
operate over military installations.



The City of Enid does not have regulations for
the use of commercial and private drones.



The FAA “No Drone Zone” for Kegelman AAF
does not include a five-mile boundary.

ISSUE
AT-3

Concern About Proximity of the
Union Pacific Rail Line and Potential
for Hazardous Materials Incidents
The Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) line is
located along the Vance AFB fence line
and carries hazardous cargo, which
could affect military housing if derailed
and the fence line breached.

Compatibility Assessment

In addition, the DoD passed policy in August of 2017
granting military installations the authority to shoot
down both private and commercial drones if the drone
is determined a threat to the installation and / or
military mission. This new policy covers 133 military
installations. Details on how to communicate this new
policy to local communities was provided to the
military services in August 2017. Presently, the City of
Enid does not have regulations regarding the use of
drones.
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The Union Pacific rail line is located directly east Vance
AFB, between the installation and US Route 81. The
railroad is an important asset for the distribution of
goods throughout the region. Because the rail line is
located directly east of the Vance AFB perimeter fence,
any derailments could create security concerns if the
fence were damaged and a perimeter breach exposed
the installation. While an unsecure fence line could
create opportunities for unauthorized persons to enter
the base, another concern is the potential for
hazardous cargo spills to threaten the safety and
welfare of personnel, the functionality of equipment,
and/or value of other resources. While the line mainly
connects wheat farmers in Kansas to needed
distribution ports in Texas, the potential threat of
hazardous materials (HAZMAT), such as fertilizers and
chemicals must be considered.
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Both the City of Enid and Vance AFB are responsible for
responding to HAZMAT incidents that occur in this
area.

Findings


The UPRR is located directly east of the
installation, near to military housing.



There is a potential for trains on this rail line to
carry hazardous cargo.



The City and installation are both mutually
responsible for responding to HAZMAT
incidents.

ISSUE
AT-4

Mutual Aid Agreement with the City
of Enid Police Department and Fire
Department
There is a need for an agreement, or
for modifying existing agreements, to
take advantage of unique training
requirements for joint training between
community and military first
responders.

Compatibility Assessment
Mutual aid is a critical resource multiplier for first
responders to emergencies and disasters in Oklahoma.
Due to the rural nature of the area, it may not be
feasible for each jurisdiction or agency to meet all of
the training requirements for responding to different
types of emergencies. The ability to share resources
and expertise amongst agencies through mutual aid
agreements can be a valuable tool for mitigating these
limitations.
At present, there are no agreements between the City
of Enid Police Department and Fire Department for
joint training for emergencies responders; however, it
is anticipated that one will be created in the near
future.

October 2018
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Findings


5

There are currently no agreements between
the City of Enid Police Department and Fire
Department for joint trainingMilitary
for emergencies
Profile 3
responses

ISSUE
AT-5

Military Profile 3

Concern with Vance AFB Security
Fencing Along Oakwood Road / Fox
Drive and Impacts from Accidents
There have been incidents with drunk
drivers damaging the installation fence
line along Oakwood Road, specifically at
the intersection with Fox Drive. When
these accidents occur, it creates fence
line breaches that increase security
risks at Vance AFB.

Compatibility Assessment
Oakwood Road and Fox Drive are under the jurisdiction
of the City of Enid. Oakwood Road, by Vance AFB, is
classified as a collector roadway while Fox Drive is
classified as a minor arterial roadway. Both have two
lanes, one in each direction; however, at this location,
Fox Drive is a dirt road. At the intersection of the two
roads, there is a stop sign on Fox Drive. While there
are reflectors on the installation fence line, there are
still accidents that occur which impact the perimeter of
the installation.
The impact of vehicles with the perimeter fence is both
a safety and security issue for Vance AFB,
compromising the safety of the vehicles passengers
and any personnel on the other side of the fence line.
Security forces must also monitor breaches in the
fence line to ensure there are no further security
breaches.
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Reflectors on the Vance AFB fence line.

Findings


There is a pattern of drunk-driving accidents at
the intersection of Oakwood Road and Fox
Drive.



Accidents at this intersection have impacted
the installation fence line.

ISSUE
AT-6

Need to Clarify Territorial
Jurisdiction of Local Police and
Vance AFB Security Forces
There is a need for enhanced
coordination between local police and
Vance AFB Security Forces in response
to safety issues at Eisenhower
Elementary School and other locations
in order to ensure lines of authority are
established and understood.

school system. While there are many military families
that attend the school, it is not solely for military
personnel, and non-military families attend the school
as well. Due to the public nature of the school, it is
necessary for the City of Enid emergency responders
and Vance AFB Security Forces to have an
understanding of the lines of authority for emergency
responses to any emergency situations that occur at
the school. This is the same for any location that is
deeded to the City by the Air Force. Understanding
jurisdictional responsibilities is crucial for preventing
multiple units from responding to the same call and
thereby limiting emergency resources that are
available to other parts of the community or
installation.
There is currently no MOA or MOU between the police
and fire departments for the City of Enid and Vance
AFB regarding emergency response.

Findings


Communication between the City and Vance
AFB can alleviate confusion during emergency
responses at Eisenhower Elementary School
and any other deeded land.



There is no MOA or MOU for police and fire
services between the City of Enid and Vance
AFB.

Compatibility Assessment
Criminal activity and increased threats to public safety
are concerns for both civilian and military law
enforcement agencies. Working together can help
civilian and military police agencies make the most of
available resources and provide the expected level of
services to their communities, especially when
community resources are located on military
installations.
Vance AFB encompasses Eisenhower Elementary
School, a public school that is part of the Enid public
Page 5-12
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5.3

Biological Resources (BIO)

Biological resources include species that are defined by
federal and state agencies as threatened or
endangered, as well as their habitats. These resources
may also include areas such as wetlands and migratory
corridors that are critical to the overall health and
productivity of an ecosystem. The presence of
sensitive biological resources may require special
development considerations and should be included
early in the planning process.

Military Profile 3
Military Profile 3

Compatibility issues pertaining to biological resources
were not identified for the Vance AFB JLUS.
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5.4

Changing Climate (CC)

Changing climates examines shifts in global weather
patterns and temperatures resulting from natural
factors and human activities (e.g. burning fossil fuels)
that have long-term impacts on atmospheric
conditions. The results of climate change, i.e., ozone
depletion and decreased land productivity, can present
operational and planning challenges for the military
and communities as resources are depleted and
environments are altered.

Compatibility Assessment

5
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3

Military Profile

3

There were no issues identified for Changing Climate
for the Vance AFB JLUS.
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5.5

Coordination / Communication
(COM)

This discussion refers to the programs and plans that
promote interagency communication and
coordination. Interagency communication serves the
general welfare by promoting a more comprehensive
planning process, inclusive of all affected stakeholders.
Interagency coordination also seeks to develop
mutually beneficial policies for both communities and
the military to include in local planning documents,
such as comprehensive plans.

ISSUE
COM-1

Vance AFB has no Formal Planning
Collaboration Relationship with
Garfield County
There is a need for enhanced and
consistent codified communication and
coordination between Garfield County
and Vance AFB for mutual planning
purposes.

Compatibility Assessment
While Vance AFB and Garfield County engage in
informal communication on certain matters, there is
no formal agreement that designates point-of-contact
or the roles and responsibilities of each agency. The
absence of formal communication protocol between
the County and Vance AFB can result in an unreliable
and inadequate communication network for
addressing planning issues and concerns that may arise
in development review.
Currently, there are no communication methods that
are required per county code. As a result of this lack of
formal procedures, institutional knowledge may not
get passed on to successors if there are any changes in
county staff. Additionally, because there are no
codified regulations for communication or
coordination between the county and the installation,
there is the potential for county staff to not
understand compatibility issues relevant to Vance AFB
or when to consult with the installation regarding a
potential compatibility issue. It is important for
October 2018
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surrounding jurisdictions to include Vance AFB in the
review of proposed development
plans, especially
Military
Profile 3
within the Military Compatibility Areas (MCAs). The
review allows for the evaluation of impacts that
proposed development could have on missions at
Vance AFB, such as development
Military
in safety
Profile
zones or 3
development that exceeds the recommended heights.
The Garfield County zoning ordinance has provisions
for height restrictions in each Military
zoning district;
however,
Profile
3
there are no regulations regarding coordination with
Vance AFB during any point in the development
process.

Findings


A lack of formalized communication and
coordination could affect the flying mission at
Vance AFB if communication regarding safety
and zoning heights is not properly conveyed.

ISSUE
COM-2

Limited Communication Between
Vance AFB and Local Communities
There is a need for enhanced
communications between Vance AFB
and the local communities, including
local governments and property
owners, relative to the economic
impact of the installation and its
mission.

Compatibility Assessment
While there is a good relationship between Vance AFB
and the surrounding communities, there is a need for a
formal communication process for informing the
community of the mission and the economic impact
that the installation has on the community. Public
outreach is an important opportunity for the
community to interact and connect with military
personnel. This interaction and information sharing
with the public reinforces the understanding that
Vance AFB is part of the larger community.
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Understanding the mission at Vance AFB can help the
community understand the activities that occur on the
installation and the potential impacts that such
activities can have on them. Additionally,
understanding the importance that the installation has
on the economy of the community can lead to future
support for the military missions at Vance AFB.
Maintaining a strong relationship with the public allows
for better awareness and support for future projects
and mission changes. The City of Enid / Woodring
Regional Airport does have an MOU with Vance AFB
regarding the management of birds to help minimize
BASH.
The 71st Flying Training Wind Public Affairs Office is
responsible for conveying information about Vance
AFB to the public. The Public Affairs Office currently
maintains a Facebook page with almost 9,700
followers, an Instagram page with approximately 1,800
followers, and a Flickr page with 235 followers to
distribute information and photos regarding events
and activities at the installation. Additionally, the
Economic Impact Statement for the installation is
posted on the Vance AFB website. Despite the
utilization and reach of these tools, there is still
interest in increasing communication methods.

Findings


Vance AFB utilizes a Public Affairs Office to
prepare informational materials for the
community.



Vance AFB utilizes social media and the
installation’s website to disseminate
notifications and information related to the
installation. While these are good tools, they
only reach a percentage of the total
population in the Study Area.



Utilizing diverse methods of communication
will strengthen the relationship between
Vance AFB and the surrounding communities.
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ISSUE
COM-3

There is No Existing Formalized
Partnership or Agreement Between
Vance AFB, Kegelman AAF, and the
Great Salt Plains Lake Wildlife
Refuge with Respect to BASH
There are existing BASH concerns
related to the Salt Flats Wildlife refuge;
however, there is no formalized
agreement between the three locations
for mitigating BASH concerns.

Compatibility Assessment
As noted in Section 5.2, below, Bird / Wildlife Aircraft
Strikes Hazards (BASH) refers to the potential for a
collision between an animal, usually a bird, and an
aircraft. Aircraft strike concerns are prevalent in the
Study Area due to high levels of bird attractants, such
as the Salt Flats Wildlife Refuge. The Wildlife Refuge is
located less than one mile west of Kegelman AAF and
approximately 40 miles north of Vance AFB. While
there are no low-level flying routes over the Refuge,
other flight operations occur over and nearby the
Great Salt Plains Lake. Due to the air operations that
are conducted at both Vance AFB and Kegelman AAF,
BASH incidences with birds from the Refuge and Lake
have occurred in the past and are likely to occur in the
future.
Currently, there are no agreements in place for
mitigating BASH incompatibilities between Vance AFB,
Kegelman AAF, and the Salt Flats Wildlife Refuge.
Vance AFB maintains a BASH program, which includes
BASH concerns at Kegelman AAF. According to the
Vance AFB BASH Plan, there are processes that pilots
take to report wildlife activity; however, those
processes are internal.

Findings
The US Fish and Wildlife Services prepared the Salt
Plains National Wildlife Refuge Comprehensive
Conservation Plan 2006 – 2021 in 2006. The plan does
not specify communications with Vance AFB related to
BASH; however, there is a policy for “interagency
coordination and relationship.”. This policy could be
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Compatibility Assessment

used to develop communications between Vance AFB,
Kegelman, and the Wildlife Refuge.






There are is no formalized coordination
between Vance AFB, Kegelman AAF, and the
Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge for the
mitigation of BASH.
Vance AFB has a BASH Program, but it does
not include policies or procedures for
communicating with the Salt Plains National
Wildlife Refuge.

5

Military Profile 3

Military Profile

3

Military Profile 3

The Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge has a
Comprehensive Conservation Plan, but it does
not explicitly describe policies for
communicating with Vance AFB and Kegelman
AAF.

October 2018
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5.6

Cultural Resources (CR)

Cultural resources are an aspect of a cultural system
that is valued by, significantly representative of, or
provide significant information about a culture. A
cultural resource may be a tangible entity or a cultural
practice. Tangible cultural resources include artifacts,
records, pre-contact archaeological sites, historicperiod archaeological sites, buildings, structures,
districts, and objects. Historic properties are cultural
resources that are listed or that are eligible to be listed
on the National Register of Historic Places. The
presence of historic properties in an area can prevent
or constrain development or necessitate special access
by Native American tribal member and/or other
parties.

Compatibility Assessment
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Military Profile

3

Military Profile

3
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Although there are 32 historic properties listed on the
National Register of Historic Places in Garfield County
alone, there were no issues identified for Cultural
Resources for the Vance AFB JLUS.
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Compatibility Assessment

5.7

Dust / Smoke / Steam (DSS)

Dust results from the suspension of particulate matter
in the air. Dust and smoke can be created by fire
(controlled or prescribed burns, agricultural burning,
and artillery exercises), ground disturbance
(agricultural activities, military operations, grading),
industrial activities, or other similar processes. Dust,
smoke and steam are compatibility issues if sufficient
in quantity to impact flight operations (such as reduced
visibility or damage equipment).
Particles of dust and other materials found in the air
are referred to as particulate matter. At certain
concentrations, this particulate matter can be harmful
to humans and animals if inhaled by causing strain on
the heart and lungs that provide oxygen to the body.
Harmful particulate matter can be caused by many
activities, including driving on unpaved roads and
surfaces, wind erosion, disruption of land from vehicle
maneuvers, explosions, aircraft operations, and other
earth-moving activities such as construction,
demolition, and grading.

Key Terms
Dust. Solid particulate matter released into or carried
in the air by natural forces, by any fuel-burning,
combustion process, equipment, or device,
construction work, and other mechanical or industrial
processes.
Open burning. The burning of combustible materials
in such a manner that the products of combustion are
emitted directly into the atmosphere.
Particulate Matter (PM). Particulate matter consists
of fine metal, smoke, soot, and dust particles
suspended in the air. Particulate matter is measured in
two sizes: Course particles (PM10), or particles
between 2.5 and 10 micrometers in diameter and fine
particles (PM2.5), or particles less than 2.5
micrometers in diameter.
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ISSUE
DSS-1

5

Unpaved Roads in the JLUS Study
Military
Area Create Dust,
whichProfile
has the 3
Potential to Impact Safety
Southgate Road is an unpaved road
that is located directly north of the
Military
Profile
3
airfield at Vance
AFB. Vehicular
activity
on the dirt road generates dust,
creating safety concerns related to
traffic and air operations at Vance AFB.

Military Profile

3

Compatibility Assessment
Southgate Road is located north of Vance AFB and runs
in an east/west direction. East of South Cleveland
Street, Southgate Road is paved; however, west of the
intersection at Cleveland Street to the intersection
with Oakwood Road, Southgate Road is unpaved. The
roadbed is composed of gravel/dirt. An unpaved
portion of Southgate Road is located approximately
3,500 feet to the north of the Vance AFB runway 17L /
35R, approximately 1,200 feet north of the center
runway 17C / 35C, and approximately one mile north
of runway 17R / 35L. This close proximity of the dirt
road to the Vance AFB airfield results in dust that
impacts operations under certain conditions.
The north central part of Oklahoma is typically hot and
dry in summer months, and unpaved roads that are
subject to vehicle traffic can create dust. The speed
limit on the unpaved portion of Southgate Road is 45
MPH. Vehicles moving at this speed or higher have the
potential to generate large quantities of dust that is
exacerbated during windy conditions.
Under extreme conditions, it is possible for large
plumes of dust to be created that can rise well above
the ground surface and impact aircraft operations at
the Vance AFB airfield. Aircraft that are departing,
arriving, or engaged in touch and go activities can be
subjected to dust that may impair pilot visibility.
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This can be particularly hazardous for pilot flight
training, the primary mission activity at the base. In
addition, dust generated from the unpaved road can
pose safety hazards to vehicles operating on the road
or in nearby areas.

Findings


Southgate Road is located to the north of Vance
AFB and is unpaved between Cleveland Street
and Oakwood Road.



The north end of the three runways at the Vance
AFB airfield are in close proximity to the
unpaved portion of Southgate Road.



Vehicles travelling at the posted speed limit of
45 MPH or higher on Southgate will generate
dust during dry conditions.



Under extreme conditions, large dust plumes
have the potential to impact Vance AFB training
operations by obscuring pilot visibility and may
also pose a hazard to vehicle traffic.

ISSUE
DSS-2

Smoke from Local Farmers Burning
Fields has the Potential to Impact
Vance AFB Operations
Farmers in the local area conduct
prescribed burns on their fields
during the months of June through
August. The burning operations
improves the health of the fields by
removing old vegetation and adding
nutrients to the soil. The smoke from
these burns has the potential to
impact operations at Vance AFB if
activities are uncoordinated.

Compatibility Assessment
Oklahoma State law provides for open/prescribed
burning for agricultural purposes, as documented in
Department of Environmental Quality Title 252,
Chapter100, Subchapter 13, Section 252:100-13:
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“Fires purposely set to forest, crop or
range lands for a specific reason in the
management of forests, crops or game, in
accordance with practices recommended
by the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife
Conservation, the Oklahoma State
Department of Agriculture, and the United
States Forest Service.”
Vance AFB is surrounded by farmland, with wheat
being the primary crop, along with milo, soybeans,
sesame, and cotton. Farmers in Garfield County
perform open burning or prescribed burning to rid
fields of unwanted crop residue and to prepare the
fields for future planting. There are advantages and
disadvantages to burning fields after crop harvest.
Major advantages include reduced soil erosion relative
to other field clearing techniques and generally can be
more cost effective. One major disadvantage is the
generation of smoke.
Vance AFB airfield operations include aircraft
departures and arrivals from the runways, as well as
use of various flight tracks and patterns around the
installation. Use is particularly heavy to the west and
south of the base where there are large tracts of
agriculture fields.
During agriculture field prescribed burn events, large
amounts of smoke are generated. The smoke can
move both horizontally across the land and vertically
into the air, the extent to which depends on what is
being burned, burn techniques, and weather
conditions. Vance AFB aircraft operations can be
impacted by field burning activities depending on
environmental conditions and the specific flying
activities being conducted. Smoke from the fires can
create hazardous conditions that may increase the
potential for aircraft incidents or that delay flight
operations until the smoke dissipates. A primary
concern resulting from excessive smoke is reduced
visibility for pilots.
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Compatibility Assessment

Findings


Oklahoma law provides for agriculture field
burning activities as part of crop management.



Vance AFB is surrounded by farmland used to
grow various crops, including wheat, milo and
soybeans.



Smoke is generated during prescribed burn
operations, the extent of which is determined by
several factors, including weather.



Vance AFB airfield and flight operations can be
impacted during crop burning, specifically
through reduced pilot visibility and increased
potential for aircraft incidents.

ISSUE
DSS-3

Smoke from Local Farmers Burning
Fields has the Potential to Impact
Kegelman AAF Operations
Farmers in the local area conduct
prescribed burns on their fields
during the months of June through
August. The burning operations
improves the health of the fields by
removing old vegetation and adding
nutrients to the soil. The smoke from
these burns has the potential to
impact operations at Kegelman
Auxiliary Airfield (AAF) if activities are
uncoordinated.

Compatibility Assessment
As noted in DSS-2, Oklahoma State law provides for
open/prescribed burning for agricultural purposes.
Kegelman AAF is surrounded by farmland, with wheat
being the primary crop along with sorghum, hay, and
canola. Farmers in Alfalfa County perform open
burning or prescribed burning to rid fields of unwanted
crop residue and to prepare for future planting. There
are advantages and disadvantages to burning fields
after crop harvest.
October 2018
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Major advantages include mitigating
the soil
erosion3
Military
Profile
process relative to other field clearing techniques and
cost effectiveness. One major disadvantage is the
generation of smoke.

Military Profile
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Kegelman AAF operations include touch and go and
flyover operations, as well as use of various flight
tracks and patterns around the installation. Use is
Profile
heaviest to the north, east andMilitary
south of the
airfield 3
where there are large tracts of agricultural fields.
During agriculture field prescribed burn events, large
amounts of smoke are generated. The smoke can
move both horizontally across the land and vertically
into the air, the extent to which depends on what is
being burned, burn techniques, and weather
conditions. Kegelman AAF aircraft operations can be
impacted by field burning activities depending on
environmental conditions and the specific flying
activities being conducted. Smoke from the fires can
create hazardous conditions that may increase the
potential for aircraft incidents or delay flight
operations until the smoke dissipates. A primary
concern resulting from excessive smoke is reduced
visibility for pilots.

Findings


Oklahoma law provides for agricultural field
burning activities as part of crop management.



Kegelman AAF is surrounded by farmland used
to grow various crops, including wheat, hay, and
sorghum.



Smoke is generated during prescribed burn
operations, the extent of which is determined by
several factors, including weather.



Kegelman AAF airfield and flight operations can
be impacted during crop burning, specifically in
reduced pilot visibility and increased potential
for aircraft incidents.
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Compatibility Assessment

5.8

Energy Development (ED)

Development of energy sources, including alternative
energy sources, such as solar, wind, geothermal, or
biofuels, could pose compatibility issues related to
glare (solar energy), or vertical obstruction (wind
generation).
Generally, radars locate an object’s position by sending
out a signal, or energy wave, in all directions. This
signal reflects off objects, such as planes, birds, and
mountains, and returns to the radar. Computers
calculate the strength of the signal that is reflected and
the distance it traveled to estimate the size and
location of the object. Multiple signals that return
information provide an estimated speed and direction
of an object. The lowest elevation angles of radars are
the most important for the early detection of distant
objects and making proactive decisions to avoid them.
However, the height of some commercial wind
turbines can interfere with radar signals and create
signal “clutter,” particularly at the lowest elevation
angles.
The moving blades of a wind turbine create a Doppler
effect that can interfere with radio transmissions
between air traffic controllers and aircraft or with
other types of communications, such as satellites.
Recent reports and studies, such as the 2006 Report to
the Congressional Defense Committees on The Effect of
Windmill Farms On Military Readiness and the Federal
Aviation Administration’s 2015 study, A Case Study of
Wind Farm Impact on ASR-11 With Focus on Abilene Air
Traffic Radar, indicate that large numbers of wind
turbines located as far as 30+ nautical miles away from
a radar system can have a negative impact on the
system and interfere with readings. The impacts on
radar can vary based on the height, number, and
clustering of turbines, and their distance from the
radar equipment. The greatest impact is caused by
their location, relative to the radar system. Although
research is still being conducted, it is not fully known
how tall, large, or how many wind turbines must be
present to compromise radar operations.
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Relative to solar energy, solar facilities can cause
substantial amounts of glare, depending
their type,
Military on
Profile
3
location, angle, and direction. Solar glare can reduce a
pilot’s visibility, even at very high altitudes.

Key Terms

Military Profile

3

Alternative Energy. The term alternative energy is
applied broadly to energy derived from nontraditional
or renewable sources (e.g., solar, hydroelectric, wind).

Military Profile

3

Radar clutter. Radar clutter refers to unwanted
signals, echoes, or images on the face of the display
tube which interfere with the perception of meaningful
signals.
Screening. Screening is the blocking out of portions of
a “field of view,” so that aircraft control
instrumentation and/or personnel cannot see aircraft
that fly behind the “screen.”
Weather Radar Impact Zones. The National Weather
Service (NWS) Radar Operations Center (ROC) has
defined four “impact zones” around weather
surveillance radars where wind energy developers
should consider certain variables when siting wind
turbines to minimize interference. These zones vary for
each individual weather radar and take into account
terrain, distance, and the number of elevation angles
that are impacted. The zones are not enforceable but
are meant to provide information to wind developers
on areas where the NWS should be consulted when
proposing wind energy development. The four zones
are as follow.
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No-Build Zone. The No-Build Zone is a 4
kilometer (km) (2.5 miles) wide area
surrounding a weather radar in which wind
turbine development can cause mechanical
damage to the radar and compromise the
ability to accurately forecast hazardous
weather. The zone may also pose radiation
hazards for people entering the area. The ROC
requests that developers do not build any
turbines in this area.
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Mitigation Zone. The Mitigation Zone extends
between 4 km and 36 km (2.5 to 22.4 miles)
from weather radar. Wind turbines in this
zone could penetrate multiple elevation angles
of the radar, which could cause deflection and
interference that substantially reduces the
ability to detect hazardous weather events
with any precision. The ROC will work with the
developer to get detailed project information,
do a thorough impact analysis, and discuss
potential mitigation solutions. Significant
impacts are likely in this area.
Consultation Zone. The Consultation Zone
extends up to 60 km (37.3 miles) from
weather radar. Wind turbines that are built
within this zone can potentially contaminate
radar imagery. Due to the increased potential
to impact operations, the ROC requests
consultation with the developer to track the
project and to acquire additional information
for a thorough impact analysis. Significant
impacts are possible in this area.
Notification Zone. The Notification Zone is
between 36 km and 60 km (22.4 to 37.3 miles)
from weather radar. Wind Turbines built in
this zone can be detected and have the
potential to interfere with radar operation.
The National Weather Service (NWS) Radar
Operations Center requests notifications of
wind energy development within this zone.
Since impacts are typically minimal beyond 60
km (37.3 miles) and workarounds are available
for penetration of only one elevation angle,
the ROC recommends consultation be
optional; however, the National Oceanic
Atmospheric Association would still like to
know about the project. Significant impacts
are not likely in this area.
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ISSUE
ED-1

Concern Over the Abundance of
Wind Resources and Uncoordinated
Development
Uncoordinated wind energy
development could pose compatibility
issues with Vance AFB operations by
obstructing both the Airport
Surveillance Radar and KVNX Weather
Radar, as well as degrading military
training routes.

Compatibility Assessment
Oklahoma generates more wind energy than every
other state, except Texas, and produces over 30% of its
electricity from commercial wind turbines. Wind
energy represents a valuable economic benefit to the
state and local municipalities; however, wind energy
turbines can impact operations at Vance AFB due to
tower heights and associated frequency concerns.
Because of the ample wind potential in Oklahoma,
there are many wind energy projects that are being
proposed nearby Vance AFB. While the existence of
one wind farm may not have a significant impact on
aviation operations, the cumulative effect of all
surrounding wind turbines can hinder radar
communications and safe air navigation for military
operations. Figure 5.8-1 shows the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) Obstruction Evaluation / Airport
Airspace Analysis (OE/AAA) determined and proposed
structures over 350 feet to identify industrial wind
turbines in the greater Oklahoma City area. This figure
shows the existing and proposed industrial wind
turbines surrounding Vance AFB, Woodring Regional
Airport, and Kegelman Auxiliary Airfield. However, it
should be noted that the FAA OE/AAA process includes
all structures proposed over 200 feet. While this figure
excludes data points below 350 feet, the remaining
data points may not all be industrial wind turbines.
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Potential Wind Capacity At 140
Meters Using Current Technology

35% Or Higher Gross Capacity
(Area - sq. KM, Full Square Approx 400 sq. KM)
None (0 sq. KM)
Marginal (1 - 100 sq. KM)
Good (101 - 200 sq. KM)
Excellent (201 - 300 sq. KM)
Outstanding (301 - 400 sq. KM)

Vertical Obstructions > 350 ft.

Determined
Proposed
Vance AFB,
Woodring Regional Airport,
Kegelman AAF
JLUS Partner City
JLUS Partner County
City/Town

County
State Border
Salt Plains
National Wildlife
Refuge
Interstate
Highway
Railroad
Airport

Source: FAA OEAA Obstructions, 2014 through March, 2018. National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2014.
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Wind Energy Potential
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Wind energy can impact aviation activities by creating
radar interference and making communication
between aircraft and ground control challenging.
Additionally, wind turbines that are placed directly in
flight paths for Vance AFB can hinder aviation
operations.
Senate Bill 1576 was approved by the Governor in May
2018 and adds a requirement that wind farm
developers must receive clearance from the DoD prior
to building or expanding existing wind farms within the
State of Oklahoma. Such plans must be approved by
the Military Aviation and Installation Assurance Siting
Clearinghouse, via the Oklahoma Strategic Military
Planning Commission. Wind developers will be
required to submit plans to the Strategic Military
Planning Commission, who will then notify local base
commanders and the DoD Clearinghouse.
When properly sited and coordinated with all
appropriate agencies, wind energy development can
produce clean, renewable energy for communities.
However, the massive size and large spinning blades of
commercial wind turbines can impact a military
aviation mission when poorly sited. The distance and
quantity of wind turbines relative to a radar increases
the potential for impacting radar effectiveness.

Airport Surveillance Radar
The Airport Surveillance Radar (ASR) at Vance AFB was
upgraded to the Standard Terminal Automation
Replacement System in 2010, which enhances Vance
AFB’s Radar Approach Control Center’s ability to direct
both military and commercial air traffic over northwest
Oklahoma.

KVNX Weather Radar
KVNX is a Weather Surveillance Radar, 1988, Doppler
(WSR-88D), which is part of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Next-Generation
Radar (NEXRAD) network. This radar is located
approximately 30 miles north of Vance AFB and was
specifically sited by the DoD to support Vance AFB
operations. However, the KVNX radar is used by the
National Weather Service (NWS) to collect atmospheric
data and forecast weather for the region. It is critical in
providing timely notification of imminent hazardous
weather events to the public.

Wind turbines within a radar’s line-of-sight can block
signals emitted by the radar, particularly the lowest
elevation angles that are the most important for
visualizing distant objects or atmospheric data. The
closer a wind turbine is located to the radar, the
greater potential it has of interfering with additional
elevation angles and further inhibit radar operations.
Additionally, while only one wind turbine may impact
only a small portion of a radar’s 360-degree field-ofview, the effect is increased with each additional
turbine that penetrates the radar’s field-of-view. Thus,
the cumulative effect of each new wind turbine that is
not properly sited can creates an increasing impact on
Vance AFB’s mission.
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Compatibility Assessment

The NWS Radar Operations Center (ROC) has
developed four Radar Impact Zones for wind
developers.


No-Build Zone



Mitigation Zone



Consultation Zone



Notification Zone

Except for the No-Build Zone, each zone is unique in
shape for each weather surveillance radar, as they are
based on terrain and other factors. These zones
provide a guide for compatible wind energy
development. However, the Radar Impact Zones are
not a required part of the wind energy siting process
and are not applied to Vance AFB’s ASR.

Findings


The cumulative effect of all the wind farms in
the region can impact military training through
radar communications interference and
vertical obstructions.



State laws have recently been imposed to
facilitate coordination between wind
developers and the DoD for new projects.

ISSUE
ED-2

There is a Need to Improve
Coordination with the DoD Siting
Clearinghouse on Alternative Energy
Projects Sites in the JLUS Study Area
Alternative energy structures, such as
wind turbines and solar farms, can
impact military training missions,
making it important to coordinate with
the DoD Siting Clearinghouse on these
projects.

Compatibility Assessment
As noted in ED-1, alternative energy projects have the
potential to impact military installations if not planned
with military missions in mind. While the Siting
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Clearinghouse is involved during the wind energy
Military Profile 3
development process, it should also be involved in
other alternative energy projects, such as solar
projects. Coordination between military installations,
local and state governments, and
the DoD
Siting
Military
Profile
3
Clearinghouse can improve wind development
compatibility in the JLUS Study Area.
The DoD Siting Clearinghouse works to overcome risks
Military Profile 3
to national security while promoting compatible
domestic energy development. Energy production
structures, such as wind turbines, solar panels, and
related transmission lines may degrade military
training operations. The DoD's Siting Clearinghouse
Mission Compatibility Evaluation process provides
analysis of potential impacts to military operations and
assists communities and developers with identifying
mitigation strategies to minimize those impacts.
Section 358 of the 2011 National Defense
Authorization Act pertains to studying the impacts of
the development of new energy production facilities
on military operations and readiness. The DoD Siting
Clearinghouse serves to coordinate the DoD review of
existing applications for proposed energy projects.
Several key elements of Section 358 include
designation of a senior official and lead organization to
conduct the review of energy project applications, a
30-day review period for completion of an impact
assessment associated with an application, specific
criteria for DoD objections to projects, and a
requirement to provide an annual status report to
Congress. This legislation facilitates procedural
certainty and a predictable process that promotes
compatibility between energy independence and
military capability. For more information on the DoD
Siting Clearinghouse, see Chapter 4, Section 4.1,
Federal Programs and Policies.

Findings
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The DoD Siting Clearinghouse sets guidelines
for when the DoD may object to energy
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project proposals, which is when such projects
could impair military operations.
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5.9

Frequency Spectrum Capacity
(FSC)

Frequency spectrum refers to the range of
electromagnetic waves capable of carrying signals for
point-to-point wireless communications. In a defined
area, the frequency spectrum is limited, and increasing
demand for frequency bandwidth from commercial
applications such as cellular phones, computer
networking, GPS units, and mobile radios, is in direct
competition with the capacity that is needed to
maintain existing and future missions and
communications on installations.

Key Terms
Frequency. The number of complete oscillations per
second of energy in the form of waves (such as sound
or electromagnetic radiation) in the frequency
spectrum.
Radio Frequency. Any of the electromagnetic wave
frequencies that lie in the range extending from below
3 kilohertz to about 300 gigahertz, including the
frequencies used for communications signals (r i.e.,
radio and television broadcasting and cell-phone and
satellite transmissions) or radar signals.
Signal. The sound or image conveyed in telegraphy,
telephony, radio, radar, or television.
Spectrum. The range of electromagnetic radio
frequencies used in the transmission of sound, data,
and television.
Transmission. The passage of radio waves in the space
between transmitting and receiving stations, as in
transmitting by radio or television.
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Compatibility Assessment
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The NOAA Weather
Radar
at
Military
Profile
Kegelman AAF has a Blind Area
Due to a Power Pole

3

There is a power pole that is
approximately 20
feet from
the facility3
Military
Profile
that is creating a powerline masking
issue resulting in a NOAA weather radar
blind area.
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Compatibility Assessment
The NOAA has a Next Generation Weather Radar
(NEXRAD) system located at Kegelman AAF. The radar
is one of 160 sites throughout the U.S. that collects
meteorological data. The NEXRAD WSR-88D system is a
joint effort between the U.S. Department of
Commerce, Department of Defense, and Department
of Transportation and is controlled by the National
Weather Service, Air Force Weather Agency, and FAA,
respectively. Vance AFB uses NEXTAD WSR-88D to
observe weather in the area, making it an important
component for maintaining training schedules and
overall mission readiness.
The WSR-88D employs nine scanning strategies to
sample the atmosphere. These are called Volume
Coverage Patterns, which are a series of 360-degree
sweeps of the antenna at predetermined elevation
angles. Sweeps are completed in a specified period of
time. Due to the nature of the data collection, the
radar can be impacted by objects that mask the radar’s
viewshed. These are called blind spots. There is
currently a power pole approximately 20 feet from the
radar that is creating a blind spot.
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there are impact zones mapped to communicate with
wind developers about the potential impacts that wind
energy can have on the radar. These zones are the NoBuild Zone, Mitigation Zone, Consultation Zone, and
Notification. The zones are described and mapped in
Chapter 5.8 Energy Development.

Power pole nearby NEXRAD WSR-88D at Kegelman
AAF

Findings


The NEXRAD WSR-88D radar is located on
Kegelman AAF and is important for observing
weather patterns surrounding Vance AFB.



There is a power pole nearby the radar that is
creating a blind spot.

There are currently wind development encroachments
in the Notification and Consultation Zone. There are no
other major encroachments in the zones; however,
wind energy development should continue to be
monitored as changes in regulation and economic
drivers could make future wind energy development
attractive in the region. Such examples include the
Breckenridge and Chisholm View wind farms, which are
located east of the radar in Garfield County. Such
coordination should be done with the Kansas City
Center FAA radar, which provides weather support and
consultation with the FAA.

Findings
ISSUE
FSC-2

Concern with Frequency Impacts
from Future Wind Farms



Wind energy development can create clutter
for weather radars.

Breckenridge and Chisholm View wind
farm facility developments may have a
cumulative impact on NOAA radar.
There is a need to plan and coordinate
coverage with 2nd FAA radar managed
by Kansas City Center and to assess
current and potential impacts of future
development.



Impact zones have been identified to restrict
development of wind energy related to the
radar and to encourage communications
between wind developers and the NOAA.



There are other weather radars in the region
that should be included in coordination among
stakeholders regarding wind energy
development.

Compatibility Assessment
Wind energy development can impact radar operations
at military installations due to the clutter that is
produced. Clutter is the undesired signals that are
produce by wind turbines due to their height and
spinning blades. Clutter can occur with one turbine or
with a whole wind farm, if within a radar’s detection
range.
As noted in FSC-1, the NEXRAD WSR-88D is located on
Kegelman AAF. To protect the integrity of the radar,
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ISSUE
FSC-3

Radio Frequency Conflicts with
Kegelman Auxiliary Airfield

ISSUE
FSC-4

Vance AFB has good radio connectivity
with good coverage extending to
Woodring Airport, but Vance AFB
communication with Kegelman AAF is
challenged due to the inability to locate
an effective radio microwave tower at
Kegelman AAF.

Currently, communication to Kegelman AAF is
impacted by the NEXRAD radar, which is located at
Kegelman AAF. The NEXRAD radar interrupts the line of
site between Vance AFB and Kegelman AAF.
Interruption to the line of sight impact’s the ability for
the radio microwave towers to communicate to one
another.
UFC 4-133-01 provides criteria for Airfield and Heliport
Planning and Design, which includes engineering and
design for air traffic control towers and radar control
facilities. For detail criteria on communications, ETL
02-12, Communications and Information System
Criteria for Air Force Facilities, which outlines
programming responsibilities.

Findings


The position of NEXRAD impacts
communications between Vance AFB and
Kegelman AAF,

Compatibility Assessment
Currently, emergency response for the City of Enid and
Vance AFB utilize different communications systems,
which are not compatible with one another. The City of
Enid recently changed their radio system for
emergency responders to a digital trunking system.
The trunk radio system provides communications
through a radio transmittal system that uses a control
channel to direct radio traffic. This is different than
radios that are point-to-point, where a radio channel
can be assigned to a particular agency.
Because Vance AFB does not utilize a digital trunking
system, radio communications between the installation
and the City are not compatible. This limits the ability
for the two to communicate efficiently. This is of
particular concern during training and will be especially
problematic if and when emergency incidents require a
joint response with both the City’s emergency
responders and Vance AFB.

Findings


The City of Enid and Vance AFB utilize different
types of radio communication systems.



The incompatibility between the two systems
limits communication effectiveness.



October 2018

Incompatible Radio Systems
Military Profile 3
Between Vance AFB and the City of
Enid Emergency Response
The City of Enid recently changed to a
digital trunking system for its
Military Profile 3
emergency responders. The two-way
Kenwood Trunk Service radio system
that is used by the Enid Police, Fire, and
EMS departments for communications
Military
Profile 3
is incompatible with
the Motorola
radios used on Vance AFB. The
discrepancy requires workarounds
during training and potential joint
response incidents, resulting in
potential safety hazards.

Compatibility Assessment
Radio connectivity between Vance AFB, Kegelman AAF,
and Woodring Regional Airport is important to
maintain communications related to mission
operations. The Air Traffic Control Tower houses the
Enhanced Terminal Voice Switch and radio to ground
equipment, which is maintained by Airfield Systems

5
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ISSUE
FSC-5

There is Concern that Limited
Availability of Communications
Frequencies May Impact Vance AFB
Operations
Competition for channels and a lack of
coordination on frequency spectrum
management with local purchases of
radio equipment using competing
frequencies may limit interoperability
and/or available bandwidth capacity.

Compatibility Assessment
Competition for radio spectrum has intensified in
recent years, particularly in bands that are optimal for
mobile systems. This factor has had an impact on the
perceived and actual value of spectrum. Spectrum reallocation has heavily favored the private sector,
threatening the DoD-allocated capacity to conduct
secure communications missions.
Due to the increasing demand for commercial
telecommunications facilities, the competition for
bandwidth is expected to increase and potentially
threaten the viability of the communications at Vance
AFB.

Findings


There is competition between the military and
commercial communications for radio
spectrum.
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5

Military Profile 3

5.10 Frequency Spectrum Impedance /
Interference (FSI)
Frequency spectrum is the entire range of
electromagnetic frequencies used for communications
and other transmissions, which includes
communication channels for radio, cellular phones,
and television. In the performance of typical
operations, the military relies on a range of frequencies
for communications and support systems. Public and
private users similarly rely on a range of frequencies in
the use of cellular telephones and other wireless
devices on a daily basis.

Military Profile 3
Military Profile 3

There were no issues identified for Frequency
Spectrum Impedance/Interference for the Vance AFB
JLUS.

October 2018
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5.11 Housing Availability (HA)
Local housing availability addresses the supply and
demand for housing in the region, the competition for
housing that may result from changes in the number of
military personnel, and the supply of military family
housing provided by the installation.

ISSUE
HA-1

Lack of Affordable Housing for
Unaccompanied and Accompanied
Vance AFB Military Personnel
The outlook for availability of
unaccompanied housing for pilots and
enlisted personnel assigned to Vance
AFB indicates there may not be enough
to meet requirements. It was noted
that a shortage may exist for
unaccompanied housing of
approximately 100 units and that there
is a need for 1,2 and 3-bedroom
housing.

5

Military Profile 3
Leases within the community are signed between
Military Profile 3
military personnel and Hunt Companies.
3
According to the IDP, there are 242Military
housingProfile
units, with
a surplus of five. The IDP states that 158 of the 242
units will be replaced with updated three- and fourbedroom facilities; however, there is still a need for
housing that is less costly and smaller, such as one- and
two- bedroom homes that are more affordable. Future
privatized real property development should consider
the need for smaller homes.

Findings


On-base unaccompanied housing is available
for airmen of a certain rank in dormitories;
however, there is a deficit of rooms available.



The IDP has a goal to develop an area plan for
future unaccompanied housing.



On-base privatized housing is available;
however, most units are three and fourbedroom units.



The IDP states that over half of the existing
units will be updated to three- and fourbedroom homes.

Compatibility Assessment
Housing for military personnel is offered on the
installation for both accompanied and unaccompanied
personnel. The dormitories are offered to airmen with
the rank of E-1 through E-4 with less than three years
of service. As of the December 2016 Installation
Development Plan (IDP) for Vance AFB, there are 309
dormitories with a deficit of 65 rooms. While there is a
deficit in the number of rooms available for airmen of
these rank, the IDP intends on creating an area
development plan for unaccompanied housing.
Although there are no concrete plans for the expansion
of unaccompanied housing yet, the IDP has established
the goal for potential future units.
Privatized housing for Vance AFB is managed by Hunt
Companies, which also is responsible for maintaining,
repairing, and constructing the community.

October 2018
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ISSUE
HA-2

Limited Efficiency Type Apartments
for Personnel Coming to Vance AFB
for Interim Duty
Activated reserve instructor pilots and
students who come to Vance AFB for
periods of several months up to a year
require smaller units, such as furnished
one-bedroom units, which are lacking
in the surrounding communities.
Personnel in this duty status do not
require larger or more expensive units.

Compatibility Assessment
While there are options to live on the installation in the
dormitories for unaccompanied personnel, or in
privatized housing for both unaccompanied and
accompanied personnel, military personnel also have
the option to rent or purchase a home within the
community. Renting a home or apartment is
oftentimes the best option for instructor pilots and
pilot students who come to the community
temporarily to instruct and train at Vance AFB.

residential districts. A recommendation posed in the
Comprehensive Plan is to allow for a mix of housing
types in the zoning districts and to also consider a
policy that would allow accessory dwelling units.

Findings


There are military personnel that come to
Vance AFB for temporary instruction or
training.



Current zoning in Enid is not conducive to
growing multi-family residential development.



The Enid Comprehensive Plan has goals that
support adding multi-family residential options
through changes to the Zoning Ordinance.

ISSUE
HA-3

Due to the relatively short timeframe that these
instructors and pilots are at Vance AFB, they typically
require smaller housing units that can be rented for a
short timeframe, such as monthly.
The Envision Enid Comprehensive Plan acknowledged
that military personnel at Vance AFB need affordable
and quality housing for them and their families.
According to the Enid Comprehensive Plan, there is
demand for multifamily housing from military families.
At present, there are approximately 3,000 multifamily
units in the Enid area, according to the Enid Area
Housing Demand Study from 2015. It is noted in this
study that there is a community wide demand for
multi-family units, with many apartment complexes
having a waiting list of interested tenants.
Currently, the Enid Zoning Ordinance has residential
districts that are heavily focused on single-family
homes. While there is a multi-family residential district,
this district is not as prominent as less dense
Page 5-40

Competition for Affordable Housing
Impact of Rental Rates where DOD BAH
is driven by local housing Rental Rates.
As new apartments are constructed the
rental rates are increased. The BAH
adjusts to this increase, but local
citizen’s salary does not support the
increased rates. Also leaves for DOD to
allow to break lease, but not for local
citizens.

Compatibility Assessment
Unaccompanied Airmen in the rank of E-4 with more
than three years of service may move into housing in
the local community. Additionally, as noted in HA-2,
there are military personnel who move to the region
temporarily, oftentimes living within the community.
As multi-family residential development demand
increases and becomes more prominent in the
community, the rental rates may begin to increase as
well. Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH) will increase to
adjust to the new rates; however, if the overall
community’s income does not increase, rentals will be
less affordable for the local community. For more
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5

Military Profile 3
information about current BAH rates at Vance AFB, see
Chapter 2, Community Profile.
Military personnel may also be able to terminate their
lease earlier than originally contracted due to military
reassignments, while the general community is not
able to do this.

Military Profile 3
Military Profile 3

Findings


There is a potential for competition to arise
over affordable housing due to increased
rental rates and inconsistent lease terms.

October 2018
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5.12 Infrastructure Extensions (IE)
Infrastructure refers to public facilities and services
such as sewers, water, electric, and roadways that are
needed to support modern living standards. The
extension of existing infrastructure is often required to
support development.

Military Profile 3
Military Profile 3

There were no issues identified for Infrastructure
Extensions for the Vance AFB JLUS.
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5.13 Competition for Land / Air / Sea
Spaces (LAS)
The military manages or uses land, air, and sea space
to accomplish testing, training, and operational
missions. These resources must be available and of a
sufficient size, cohesiveness, and quality to
accommodate effective training and testing. Military
and civilian air and sea operations can compete for
limited air and sea space, especially when the usage
areas are in close proximity to each other. Use of this
shared resource can impact future growth for all users.
While this JLUS assesses land and airspace
competition, due to Vance AFB’s location, there is no
sea space competition.

ISSUE
LAS-1

Airspace Congestion from Military
and Civilian Flying Operations in the
JLUS Study Area
A new outside runway proposed for
Vance AFB would create mission
opportunities but may also have
consequences for both military and
civilian flight operations, as well as
community impacts. There is an
opportunity to investigate increased
future use of Woodring Airport to
support specific components of Vance
AFB mission.

Compatibility Assessment
The airfield at Vance AFB consists of three parallel
runways. The inside runway (17L/35R) is primarily used
for T-6 operations, while the center and outside
runways support T-1 and T-38 operations. T-1
operations typically consist of arrivals and departures,
while training sorties are conducted in airspace outside
of the VAFB control area. This leaves the outside and
center runways clear for the majority of each day for T38 maneuvers.

October 2018

5

Military Profile 3
In total, the airfield is comprised of approximately
Military
Profile
1,200,000 square yards (SY) of paved
surfaces.
The 3
proximity of Runway 17L/35R to the aircraft parking
Military Profile 3
apron results in a permanent airfield waiver that has
been approved for aircraft sun shelters located on the
main ramp.
The Air Force announced in 2016 that the T-38 Talon
aircraft will be replaced by the Advanced Pilot Trainer
(T-X). According to the Installation Development Plan,
this will occur at Vance AFB in 2023/2024. There have
been discussions regarding the desire to purchase land
to construct an additional outside runway; however,
pursuit of the project may need to be tied to a mission
change, such as the T-X mission replacement. The IDP
recommends pursuing funding for a new outside
runway to coincide with the T-X mission. In this
scenario, the inside runway would be converted to a
taxiway.
The 71st Flying Training Wing (FTW) at Vance AFB has
an existing memorandum of agreement (MOA),
executed in 2017, with the City of Enid for use of the
Woodring Regional Airport. Through the agreement,
the 71st FTW is permitted to use available ramp space
on the ground at any given time or overnight. The
combinations of aircraft identified in the MOA are as
follows:


Thirteen T-6 aircraft, with each occupying a
tie-down position on the terminal ramp, and
additional space for two T-1 aircraft.



Ten T-38 aircraft with additional space for
three T-1 aircraft or five T-6 Aircraft.



Thirteen T-1 aircraft or a combination of eight
T-1 aircraft, with additional space for two T-6
or two T-38 aircraft.



Any increased future use of the Woodring
Airport by the 71st FTW may require a
renegotiation of the MOA.
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Findings


The airfield is comprised of 3 runways and
approximately 1,200,000 square yards (SY) of
paved surfaces.



In the future, the T-38 Talon aircraft will be
replaced by the Advanced Pilot Trainer (T-X).



The 71st FTW has an existing MOA with the
City of Enid for use of the Woodring Regional
Airport.

ISSUE
LAS-2

Change in Mission at Vance AFB may
Require Re-evaluation of Current
Operational Footprint
The Air Force intends to replace aging
T-38 aircraft with a new T-X trainer jet
for training pilots within the next
decade. Training with new aircrafts can
result in unknown impacts to the
current training operations, noise
contours, and use of flight routes.
These and other potential concerns will
need to be evaluated to ensure
successful beddown of the T-X trainer
at Vance AFB.

The T-38 Talon is a twin-engine, high-altitude,
supersonic jet trainer used in a number of roles due to
its design, economy of operation, ease of maintenance,
high performance, and exceptional safety record. Air
Education and Training Command is the primary user
of the T-38 for joint specialized undergraduate pilot
training.
The USAF released a formal request for proposals in
December 2016 for the T-X advanced pilot training
program. A number of industry teams have declared
plans to submit for the program: Raytheon and
Leonardo-Finmeccanica, with the T-100 variant of the
twin-engine Alenia Aermacchi M-346 Master;
Lockheed Martin and Korea Aerospace Industries, with
the T-50A variant of the single-engine T-50 Golden
Eagle; Northrop Grumman, with a single-engine cleansheet design; and Boeing and Saab, also with a singleengine clean-sheet design.
It is likely that the majority of the operational changes
that come with the new aircraft will be small in nature.
However, they will still require analysis to develop the
new materials and mitigation procedures for effective
and proactive compatibility planning.

Findings


The Air Force announced in 2016 that the T-38
Talon aircraft will be replaced by the T-X.



A change in aircraft will lead to a change in the
operation footprint of the installation,
including the noise contours, military training
routes, vertical obstructions, and nearby land
use compatibility.



The USAF released a formal request for
proposals in December 2016 for the T-X
advanced pilot training program.



It is likely that the majority of the operational
changes that come with the new aircraft will
be small in nature.

Compatibility Assessment
The Air Force announced in 2016 that the T-38 Talon
aircraft will be replaced by the T-X. According to the
IDP, this will occur at Vance AFB in 2023/2024,
however, this timeline is an estimate and may change.
A change in aircraft will lead to a change in the
operational footprint of the installation, including the
noise contours, military training routes, vertical
obstructions, and nearby land use compatibility.
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Military Profile 3
in areas affected by military training noise.
Military Profile 3
Specifically,

5.14 Land Use (LU)
The basis of land use planning and regulation relates to
the government’s role in protecting the public’s health,
safety, and welfare. Local jurisdictions’ comprehensive
plans and zoning ordinances can be the most effective
tools for preventing or resolving land use compatibility
issues. These tools ensure the separation of land uses
that differ significantly in character. Land use
separation also applies to properties where the use of
one property may adversely impact the use of another.
For instance, industrial uses are often separated from
residential uses to avoid impacts from noise, odors,
and lighting.

ISSUE
LU-1

o

The State of Oklahoma has a Strong
Property Rights Focus that
Minimizes Government Regulation
and Intrusion into Private Property
Rights
Due to the strong stance on property
rights in the State of Oklahoma, there
may be legislative limitations for
regulating incompatible development
surrounding military installations.


Compatibility Assessment
The State of Oklahoma has promoted land use
compatibility near military installations through the
following bills and statutes:




House Bill 2472 was passed in 2004 and
permits any municipality that contains an
active-duty US Air Force military installation to
create an ordinance restricting or prohibiting
certain future land uses within five miles of
the installation.

“Any municipalityMilitary
in this state
that is3
Profile
wholly or in part within an Air
Installation Compatible Use Zone
(AICUZ) study area, Joint Land Use
Study (JLUS) area, Army Compatible
Use Buffer (ACUB), or an
Environmental Noise Management
Plan (ENMP) of an active duty,
National Guard or Reserve military
installation may enact a city ordinance
restricting or prohibiting future uses
for that incorporated area which lies
within the AICUZ, JLUS, ACUB, or
ENMP area and which may expose
residents to noise greater than sixtyfive (65) Day-Night Noise Level (DNL)
or accident potential that could affect
the public health, safety, and welfare,
or interfere with military operations,
including aircraft operations. Such
authority shall not extend into the
corporate limits of another
municipality.”

The Aircraft Pilot and Passenger Protection Act
was codified as Oklahoma Statute 25:30-1-3. It
grants authority to the Oklahoma Aeronautics
Commission to require a permit for developers
proposing to develop a structure(s) in excess
of 150 feet and within three miles of a public
airport, including wind energy generating
turbines. Military airports are included as
public use airports in this law.

Findings


Oklahoma State Statute §11-43-101.1 permits
municipalities impacted by military
installations to restrict or prohibit future uses

October 2018
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The state has a number of regulations that
promote land use compatibility near military
installations.
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ISSUE
LU-2

There is Concern that Ongoing
Community Growth to the North of
Vance AFB Could be Incompatible
with Operations at Vance AFB
The area north of Vance AFB has
experienced growth in recent years,
and it is anticipated that this growth
will continue into the future. There is
the potential for this growth to extend
from the City of Enid into Garfield
County, creating the possibility for the
development of incompatible land
uses. Moreover, proposed runway
development at Vance AFB may cause
additional impacts to current/future
development in nearby communities.

Compatibility Assessment
Vance AFB safety zones extend into portions of the City
of Enid and Garfield County. The majority of the land
surrounding the installation is used for agricultural
purposes or is set aside as open space. As the
population around Vance AFB continues to grow, these
open areas may be developed, resulting in potential
compatibility issues with military operations.
The following is an assessment of land use
compatibility in zoning districts for the City of Enid and
their associated permitted land uses compared to the
land use recommendations found in Air Force
Instruction (AFI) 32-7063 Air Installations Compatible
Use Zones Program.
Figure 5.14-1 shows the compatibility analysis for the
City of Enid zoning under the safety zones of the Vance
AFB Airfield and Figure 5.14-2 shows the compatibility
analysis for the City of Enid under the Vance AFB noise
contours.
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Table 5.14-1

City of Enid Zoning within the Vance AFB Safety Zones and Noise Contours
Military Profile
Safety Zone

3

Noise Contours

Zoning District

CZ

APZ I

APZ II

Total

65 dB

70 dB

75 dBMilitary
80 dB Profile
85dB

Agricultural (A)

189.6

697.7

392.7

1,280.0

1,018.8

570.1

341.1

78.6

0.3

2,009.5

3.2

30.7

-

33.9

-

15.8

19.8

-

-

35.8

Commercial Office (C-O)

-

-

-

-

2.3

-

-

-

-

2.3

Planned business center (C-2)

-

-

25.6

25.6

-

-

-

-

-

-

General commercial (C-3)

-

-

82.3

82.3

28.8

-

-

-

-

28.8

Planned industrial park (I-2)

-

-

73.7

73.7

10.1

-

-

-

-

10.1

Residential (Estate) (R-1)

-

23.7

64.9

88.6

188.8

83.1

0.4

-

-

272.3

Residential (Single-Family) (R-2)

-

-

190.1

190.1

75.6

-

-

-

-

75.6

Four-family residential (R-4)

-

-

29.5

29.5

12.0

-

-

-

-

12.0

Townhouse (R-5)

-

-

14.7

14.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

Mobile home park (R-6)

-

-

20.3

20.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

Residential (Multi-family) R-7

-

-

13.2

13.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

Special Use (SU)

-

-

20.7

20.7

122.3

2.0

-

-

-

124.3

Accident Potential Zone I (APZ I)

Table 5.14-1 shows the breakdown of acreage in
various City of Enid zoning districts within the Vance
AFB Safety Zone and noise contours. These zoning
districts are within the noise and safety zones of Vance
AFB, and are also within the Airfield Environs Overlay
District as described in the Enid Zoning Ordinance. The
overlay district regulations specify that the underlying
land uses in the zoning districts are those permitted by
the Enid Zoning Ordinance, unless otherwise specified
in the Land Use Compatibility Table, which conforms
with the Vance AFB AICUZ.
In total, there are approximately 1,873 acres within
zoning districts in the Vance AFB Safety Zones and
approximately 2,570 acres within the Vance AFB noise
contours.

3 Total

existing structures within zoning districts / Vance AFB
safety zones that are currently incompatible with the
land use guidelines. This is further described in SA-5.
An assessment of land uses within the zoning districts
in Enid and APZ I and II is necessary to establish land
use compatibility. Uses within these districts and their
compatibility with the Air Force land use compatibility
guidelines are provided in Table 5.14-2.
Notes are provided at the end of the table where
additional consideration is recommended. Land use
that is not compatible is denoted “NC”; land use that is
compatible is denoted “C.”

Compatibility is ultimately based on land use and not
zoning, as each zoning district allows multiple land
uses. For example, although the zoning in Enid is in
conformance with the AICUZ guidelines, there are
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Table 5.14-2.

Land Use Compatibility with Air Force Guidelines in APZs in Enid

Military
Profile
Noise
Contours

Safety Zones
Land Uses

APZ I

Accounting and insurance offices

NC

APZ II

65 dB

C

C

70 dB

75 dB

C1

C1

Military Profile 3

Automobile assembling, painting, upholstery, rebuilding,
reconditioning, and bodywork

C

C

C

C

C

Automobile sales and service

C

C

C

C

C

Bakery

NC

NC

C

C1

C1

Banks, savings and loan, and finance companies.

NC

C

Bars and taverns, private clubs

NC

NC

C

C1

C1

Billiard and pool halls

NC

NC

C

C1

C1

Bottling works

NC

C

C

C14

C15

Bowling alley

NC

NC

C

C1

C1

Building, plumbing, electrical, and mechanical contractor shop

C3

C

C

C14

C15

Bus station or service

C5

C

C

C14

C15

Business schools

NC

NC

C4

C4

NC

Camp trailers

NC

NC

C8

C8

NC

Car wash

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Cemetery

C12

C12

C

C14

C15

Childcare center

NC

NC

C4

C4

NC

Clothing store

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Condominium or cooperative housing

NC

NC

C13

C13

NC
C1

C

C

C

C1

Country club

NC

NC

C

NC

NC

Dancing schools or studios

NC

NC

C

C1

C1

Dependent mobile homes

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

Discount stores

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Dry cleaning establishments

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Educational institutions

NC

NC

C4

C4

NC

Electrical shops

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Feed and seed store

C3

C

C

C14

C15

Florist or gift shop

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Food processing (retail on the premises)

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Four-family dwellings

NC

NC

C13

C13

NC

C13

NC

Containers

Fraternity or sorority houses

NC

NC

C13

Furniture store

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Garages (service, storage, or sales) for motor vehicles

C

C

C

C

C

General gardening and agriculture

C

C

C17

C18

C19
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Safety Zones
Land Uses

APZ I

Glass fabrication and installation

APZ II

Noise Contours
65 dB

Military Profile 3
70 dB

75 dB

C14

C15 3
Military Profile

NC

C

C

C9,10,11

C

C8

C4

C4

Grocery store

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Group home

NC

NC

C13

C13

NC

Hardware store

C3

C

C

C14

C15

Home occupation

NC

C2

C13

C13

NC

Housing for the elderly

NC

NC

C13

C13

NC

Itinerant merchant/transient vendor

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Jewelry

NC

C

C

C1

C1

Kennel

NC

NC

C

C1

C1

Laundry or dyeing establishment

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

C

C

C17

C18

C19

Living quarters for one family constructed above a private garage

NC

NC

C 13

C 13

NC

Manufacture of articles sold only at retail on the premises

NC

C

C

C 14

C 15

Medical facilities

NC

NC

C

C1

C1

Metal fabrication, light (sheet metal, ducts, gutters, and leaders)

NC

C

C

C14

C15

C9,10,11

C

C8

C4

C4

Mining

C6

C

C

C

C

Ministorage, rental storage

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Mobile home sales

C3

C

C

C14

C15

Mobile homes

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

Motel or hotel

NC

NC

NC

C13

C13

Movie theaters

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Multi-family dwellings and apartment houses

NC

NC

C13

C13

NC

Music stores, studios

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Nursing home

NC

NC

C4

C4

NC

Office buildings for executive, administrative, professional

NC

C7

C

C1

C1

One-family dwellings

NC

C2

C 13

C 13

NC
C1

Golf Course

Livestock raising

Miniature golf course or commercial driving range

Optical and scientific instruments and jewelry manufacturing

NC

NC

C

C1

Park or playground

C9

C9

C8

C8

NC

Pawnshops, secondhand, and auction stores.

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Personal service establishments

NC

C7

C

C1

C1

Pet store

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Philanthropic institutions

NC

NC

C

NC

NC

Plant nursery or greenhouse

NC

C3

C

C1

C1
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Safety Zones
Land Uses

APZ I

65 dB

70 dB

75 dB

C

C

C14

C15

NC

NC

C

NC

NC

Public buildings

NC

NC

C

NC

NC

Public garages

C5

C

C

C14

C15

Public library

NC

NC

C

NC

NC

C9,10,11

C

C8

C4

C4

Public parking lots

C5

C

C

C14

C15

Radio and television broadcasting studios

C5

C

C

C16

C16

C9,10,11

C

C8

C4

C4

Religious institutions

NC

NC

C4

C4

NC

Restaurants, drive-in restaurants.

NC

NC

C

C1

C1

Retail

NC

C

C

C1

C1

Rooming or boarding house

NC

NC

NC

C13

C13

Runways, heliport

C5

C

C

C14

C15

Service stations

NC

C

C

C1

C1

Shoe store and repair

C3

C

C

C14

C 15

Small animal hospitals

NC

NC

C

C1

C1

Taxi service

C

C

C

C14

C15

Taxidermist

NC

NC

C

C1

C1

Television and radio repair shops

C3

C

C

C14

C15

Three-family dwellings

NC

NC

C13

C13

NC

Tourist courts and motels (for travel, camp trailers)

NC

NC

NC

C13

C13

Townhouses

NC

NC

NC

Transfer and storage offices

NC

C3

C

C1

C1

Travel trailers

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

Two-family dwellings

NC

NC

C13

C13

NC

Upholstering shops

C3

C

C

C14

C15

Watershed protection

C

C

C

C

C
C15
C15

Printing, lithographic, or publishing company

C3

Private clubhouse

Public or private stable or riding academy

Recreational facilities (including swimming pool)

APZ II

Noise Contours

NC

Weaving apparel (fabrication and processing)

NC

NC

NC

C14

Wholesale sales office and sample rooms.

C3

C

C

C14

Notes
1.

Land use and related structures are compatible; measures to achieve NLR for A (DNL/65<70), B (DNL/70<75), C (DNL/75<80), need
to be incorporated into the design and construction of structures.

2.

Maximum density is 1 dwelling unit per acre, possibly increased under a planned unit development where maximum lot coverage
is less than 20 percent.
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Safety Zones
Land Uses

APZ I

APZ II

Noise Contours
65 dB

Military Profile 3
70 dB

75 dB

3.

Shopping malls and shopping centers are considered incompatible uses in any accident potential zone (CZ, APZ I or APZ II). Uses
Military Profile
are compatible if they do not result in a gathering of individuals in an area with an average density greater than 25 persons per
hour during a 24 hour period, not to exceed 50 persons per acre at any given time.

4.

Land use and related structures are compatible with NLR. However, measures to achieve an overall noise level reduction do not
necessarily solve noise difficulties and additional evaluation is warranted. See appropriate footnotes. See 1.

5.

No passenger terminals and no major aboveground transmission lines in APZ I.

6.

Factors to be considered: labor intensity, structural coverage, explosive characteristics, and air pollution.

7.

Low density office uses only. Meeting places, auditoriums, etc., are prohibited.

8.

Uses are compatible if they do not result in a gathering of individuals in an area with an average density greater than 25 persons
per hour during a 24 hour period, not to exceed 50 persons per acre at any given time.

9.

Facilities must be low density

3

10. Clubhouses are prohibited
11. Areas for gatherings of people are prohibited
12. Excludes chapels.
13. Residential uses are permitted through a use by review so long as they incorporate measures to achieve outdoor to indoor NLR for
DNL 65<70 dB and DNL 70<75 dB into construction of the residence.
14. Measures to achieve the same NLR as required for facilities in the DNL 65<70 dB range must be incorporated into the design and
construction of portions of these buildings where the public is received, office areas, noise sensitive areas or whether the normal
noise level is low.
15. Measures to achieve the same NLR as required for facilities in the DNL 70<75 dB range must be incorporated into the design and
construction of portions of these buildings where the public is received, office areas, noise sensitive areas or whether the normal
noise level is low.
16. If noise sensitive, use indicated NLR; if not, the use is compatible.
17. Residential buildings required the same NLR as required for facilities in the DNL 65<70 dB range.
18. Residential buildings required the same NLR as required for facilities in the DNL 70<75 dB range.
19. Residential buildings are prohibited.
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The Vance AFB AICUZ Report contains land use
guidelines that can be used and adopted by
surrounding jurisdictions. These are listed in Table
5.14-3. All possible combinations of noise exposure
and accident potential are listed, showing land uses
that are compatible or incompatible with the noise
zones and accident potential zones. The guidelines for
land use compatibility in accident potential zones and

Table 5.14-3

noise zones has been adopted by the City of Enid
through Airfield Environs Overlay District the Zoning
Ordinance; however, the overlay district has not been
incorporated into the zoning map. Additionally, such
guidelines have not been adopted by Garfield County.

Recommended Land Uses for Airfield Safety Zones and Noise Zones

Land Use

Accident Potential Zone

SLUM
No.

Name

10

Residential

11

Household units

1.11

Noise Zones

Clear
Zone

APZ I

APZ II

65-70

70-75

Single units; detached

N

N

Y1

A11

B11

N

N

11.12

Single units; semi detached

N

N

N

A11

B11

N

N

11.13

Single units; attached row

N

N

N

A11

B11

N

N

11.21

Two units; side-by-side

N

N

N

A11

B11

N

N

11.22

Two units; one above the other

N

N

N

A11

B11

N

N

11.31

Apartments; walk up

N

N

N

A11

B11

N

N

11.32

Apartments; elevator

N

N

N

A11

B11

N

N

12

Group quarters

N

N

N

A11

B11

N

N

13

Residential hotels

N

N

N

A11

B11

N

N

14

Mobile home parks or courts

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

15

Transient lodgings

N

N

N

A11

B11

C11

N

16

Other residential

N

N

N1

A11

B11

N

N

20

Manufacturing

21

Food & kindred products; Manufacturing

N

N2

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

22

Textile mill products; manufacturing

N

N

N2

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

23

Apparel and other finished products made from
fabrics, leather, and similar materials;
manufacturing

N

Y2

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

24

Lumber and wood products (except furniture);
manufacturing

N

Y2

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

25

Furniture and fixtures; manufacturing

N

Y2

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

26

Paper & allied products; manufacturing

N

Y2

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

27

Printing, publishing, and allied industries

N

Y2

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14
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Noise Zones

Accident Potential Zone

SLUM
No.

Name

Clear
Zone

APZ I

APZ II

28

Chemicals and allied products; manufacturing

N

N

N2

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

29

Petroleum refining and related industries

N

N

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

30

Manufacturing

31

Rubber and misc. plastic products, manufacturing

N

N2

N2

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

32

Stone, clay and glass products manufacturing

N

N2

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

33

Primary metal industries

N

N2

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

34

Fabricated metal products; manufacturing

N

N2

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

35

Professional, scientific, and controlling instruments;
photographic and optical goods; watches and clocks
manufacturing

N

N

N2

Y

A

B

N

39

Miscellaneous manufacturing

N

Y2

Y2

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

40

Transportation, communications and utilities

41

Railroad, rapid rail transit and street railroad
transportation

N3

Y4

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

42

Motor vehicle transportation

N3

Y

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

43

Aircraft transportation

N3

Y4

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

44

Marine craft transportation

N3

Y4

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

45

Highway & street right-of- way

N3

Y

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

46

Automobile parking

N3

Y4

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

47

Communications

N3

Y4

Y

Y

A15

B15

N

48

Utilities

N3

Y4

Y

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

49

Other transportation communications & utilities

N3

Y4

Y

Y

A15

B15

N

50

Trade

51

Wholesale trade

N

Y2

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

52

Retail trade-building materials, hardware and farm
equipment

N

Y2

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

53

Retail trade-general merchandise

N

N2

Y2

Y

A

B

N

54

Retail trade-food

N

N2

Y2

Y

A

B

N

55

Retail trade-automotive, marine craft, aircraft and
accessories

N

Y2

Y2

Y

A

B

N

56

Retail trade-apparel and accessories

N

N2

Y2

Y

A

B

N

57

Retail trade-furniture, home furnishings and
equipment

N

N2

Y2

Y

A

B

N

58

Retail trade-eating and drinking establishments

N

N

N2

Y

A

B

N

59

Other retail trade

N

N2

Y2

Y

A

B

N
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Land Use

Accident Potential Zone

SLUM
No.

Name

60

Services

61

Noise Zones

Clear
Zone

APZ I

APZ II

Finance, insurance and real estate services

N

N

Y6

Y

A

B

N

62

Personal services

N

N

Y6

Y

A

B

N

62.4

Cemeteries

N

Y7

Y7

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14,21

63

Business services

N

Y8

Y8

Y

A

B

N

64

Repair services

N

Y2

Y

Y

Y12

Y13

Y14

65

Professional services

N

N

Y6

Y

A

B

N

65.1

Hospitals, nursing homes

N

N

N

A*

B*

N

N

65.1

Other medical facilities

N

N

N

Y

A

B

N

66

Contract construction services

N

Y6

Y

Y

A

B

N

67

Governmental services

N

N

Y6

Y*

A*

B*

N

68

Educational services

N

N

N

A*

B*

N

N

69

Miscellaneous services

N

N2

Y2

Y

A

B

N

70

Cultural, entertainment and recreational

71

Cultural activities (including churches)

N

N

N2

A*

B*

N

N

71.2

Nature exhibits

N

Y2

Y

Y*

N

N

N

72

Public assembly

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

72.1

Auditoriums, concert halls

N

N

N

A

B

N

N

72.11

Outdoor music shell, amphitheaters

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

72.2

Outdoor sports arenas, spectator sports

N

N

N

Y17

Y17

N

N

73

Amusements

N

N

Y8

Y

Y

N

N

74

Recreational activities (including golf courses, riding
stables, water recreation)

N

Y8,9,10

Y

Y*

A*

B*

N

75

Resorts and group camps

N

N

N

Y*

Y*

N

N

76

Parks

N

Y8

Y8

Y*

Y*

N

N

79

Other cultural, entertainment and recreation

N

Y9

Y9

Y*

Y*

N

N

80

Resources production and extraction

81

Agriculture (except livestock)

Y16

Y

Y

Y18

Y19

Y20

Y20,21

81.5
to
81.7

Livestock farming and animal breeding

N

Y

Y

Y18

Y19

Y20

Y20,21

82

Agricultural related activities

N

Y5

Y

Y18

Y19

N

N

83

Forestry activities and related services

N5

Y

Y

Y18

Y19

Y20

Y20,21

84

Fishing activities and related services

N5

Y5

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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SLUM
No.

Name

Clear
Zone

APZ I

85

Mining activities and related services

N

Y5

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

89

Other resources production and extraction

N

Y5

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

APZ II

65-70

Military75-80
Profile 80+
3

70-75

LEGEND:
SLUCM - Standard Land Use Coding Manual, US Department of Transportation.
Y - (Yes) - Land use and related structures are compatible without restriction.
N - (No) - Land use and related structures are not compatible and should be prohibited.
Yx - (yes with restrictions) - Land use and related structures generally compatible; see notes 1 through 21.
Nx - (no with exceptions) - See notes 1 through 21.
NLR - (Noise Level Reduction) - NLR (outdoor to indoor) to be achieved through incorporation of noise attenuation measures into the
design and construction of the structures. See Appendix E, Vol II.
A, B, or C - Land use and related structures generally compatible; measures to achieve NLR for A (DNL 66-70), B(DNL 71-75), C(DNL 76-80),
need to be incorporated into the design and construction of structures. See Appendix E, Vol II.
A*, B*, and C* - Land use generally compatible with NLR. However, measures to achieve an overall noise level reduction do not necessarily
solve noise difficulties and additional evaluation is warranted. See appropriate footnotes.
* - The designation of these uses as "compatible" in this zone reflects individual federal agencies' and program considerations of general
cost and feasibility factors, as well as past community experiences and program objectives. Localities, when evaluating the application of
these guidelines to specific situations, may have different concerns or goals to consider.
NOTES
1. Suggested maximum density of 1-2 dwelling units per acre, possibly increased under a Planned Unit Development (PUD) where
maximum lot coverage is less than 20 percent.
2. Within each land use category, uses exist where further definition may be needed due to the variation of densities in people and
structures.
3. The placing of structures, buildings, or above-ground utility lines in the clear zone is subject to severe restrictions. In a majority of the
Clear Zones, these items are prohibited. See UFC 3-260-01 for specific guidance.
4. No passenger terminals and no major aboveground transmission lines in APZ I.
5. Factors to be considered: labor intensity, structural coverage, explosive characteristics, and air pollution.
6. Low-intensity office uses only. Meeting places, auditoriums, etc., are not recommended.
7. Excludes chapels.
8. Facilities must be low intensity.
9. Clubhouse not recommended.
10. Areas for gatherings of people are not recommended.
11. a. Although local conditions may require residential use, it is discouraged in DNL 65-70 dB and strongly discouraged in DNL 70-75
dB. An evaluation should be conducted prior to approvals, indicating that a demonstrated community need for residential use would not
be met if development were prohibited in these zones and that there are no viable alternative locations.
b. Where the community determines the residential uses must be allowed, measures to achieve outdoor to indoor Noise Level Reduction
(NLR) for DNL 65-70 dB and DNL 70-75 dB should be incorporated into building codes and considered in individual approvals. See Appendix
E for a reference to updated NLR procedures.
c. NLR criteria will not eliminate outdoor noise problems. However, building location and site planning and the design and use of berms
and barriers can help mitigate outdoor exposure, particularly from near ground level sources. Measures that reduce outdoor noise should
be used whenever practical in preference to measures which only protect interior spaces.
12. Measures to achieve the same NLR as required for facilities in DNL 65-70 dB range must be incorporated into the design and
construction of portions of these buildings where the public is received, in office areas, in noise sensitive areas, or where the normal noise
level is low.
13. Measures to achieve the same NLR as required for facilities in DNL 70-75 dB range must be incorporated into the design and
construction of portions of these buildings where the public is received, in office areas, in noise sensitive areas, or where the normal noise
level is low.
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14. Measures to achieve the same NLR as required for facilities in DNL 75-80 dB range must be incorporated into the design and
construction of portions of these buildings where the public is received, in office areas, in noise sensitive area,s or where the normal noise
level is low.
15. If noise sensitive, use indicated NLR; if not, the use is compatible.
16. No buildings.
17. Land use is compatible, provided special sound reinforcement systems are installed.
18. Residential buildings require the same NLR as required for facilities in DNL 65-70 dB range.
19. Residential buildings require the same NLR as required for facilities in DNL 70-75 dB range.
20. Residential buildings are not permitted.
21. Land use is not recommended. If the community decides the use is necessary, personnel should wear hearing protection devices.
Source: City of Enid Zoning Ordinance

Findings


The City of Enid employs the Air Force
recommended land uses, via the Airfield
Environs Overlay district in the Enid Zoning
Ordinance.



The Airfield Environs Overlay district is not
mapped on the Enid Zoning Map.



Garfield County does not employ the Air Force
recommended land uses.

ISSUE
LU-3

Uncertainty Regarding Territorial
Jurisdiction and Mineral Rights on
Land Near the Vance AFB Gate
There is land near the Vance AFB main
gate that was purchased by the City of
Enid and deeded to the U.S.
government. Currently there is
uncertainty as to which agency has
jurisdiction over the land, including
mineral rights. This uncertainty is
affecting the ability to develop future
plans for the land.

Compatibility Assessment
There is land directly east of the main gate, along Gott
Road that was deeded to the U.S. Air Force. Public
records show that parcel 0000-25-22N-07W-4-110-00
was deeded to the Air Force in April of 2006.
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The 121-acre lot is largely undeveloped, with the
exception of a handful of housing units and the Family
Housing Community Center in the southwestern
portion of the lot. According to the Installation
Development Plan, the northernmost border of the
parcel can be developed with limited-to-no constraints.
The plan identifies 17.5 acres suitable for
development, with acceptable uses including
administrative, community commercial, and
community service.
While records show that the property was deeded to
the Air Force in 2006, there is some confusion as to
whether the City of Enid or the U.S. government has
jurisdiction over the land and who retains mineral
rights.
In the State of Oklahoma, rights to the surface of the
property and rights to subsurface minerals are
separated. This means the surface of a particular tract
of land and associated rights can be owned separately
from the minerals underneath. This can have
implications if the property has oil or other valuable
subsurface resources. Confusion over surface and
subsurface right inhibits the development of the land,
as well as the exploitation of any mineral or metal
resources.
The IDP notes that the developable land in the parcel
lacks access to electricity, natural gas, stormwater
utilities, and communication networks (fiberoptics).
However, the parcel is within 100 yards of all utilities
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Compatibility Assessment

and within 1,000 yards of the nearest connection
point/main line.

Findings








In Oklahoma, surface and mineral rights are
separate.
Public records show that parcel 0000-25-22N07W-4-110-00 was deeded to the Air Force in
April of 2006.
There is some confusion as to whether the City
of Enid or the U.S. government has jurisdiction
over the land surface and/or mineral rights.
The IDP defines 17.5 acres of the deeded
parcel is developable.

ISSUE
LU-4

Vance AFB is Constrained by Limited
On-base Land Availability for
Expanding Facilities to Support
Operations
Currently, Vance AFB is constrained by
a lack of available land on the
installation for future mission growth.

Compatibility Assessment
The long-term sustainability of the installation is tied to
the ability to accommodate additional facilities and
development. Vance AFB covers 2,122 acres; however,
due to the footprint of the installation, there is limited
land available for developing additional facilities for
future missions. This has caused the installation to
utilize temporary facilities, such as trailers, to
accommodate certain operations.
The Installation Development Plan identifies potential
developable areas on the installation and the major
constraints hindering future development. According
to the IDP, there are approximately 145 acres that are
potentially available for new development or
redevelopment. The majority of developable land is
currently utilized for outdoor recreation or as open
October 2018
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Military Profile 3
space/buffer zone. If developed, the land would
Military Profile 3
primarily be for administrative or community
commercial uses, community services, or housing.
Military Profile 3

Findings


At 2,122 acres, Vance AFB has limited space
for additional facilities.



The IDP has identified 145 acres for potential
new development or redevelopment.

ISSUE
LU-5

There are Concerns with the FEMA
Floodplain Master Plan and
Extended Flood Controls
There is a need to assess the storm
water drainage configuration and the
potential for flooding in relation to the
Gott Road outfall.

Compatibility Assessment
Flooding from precipitation events has the potential to
impact the military mission at Vance AFB. Between
1996 and 2013, there were a total of 18 flash floods in
Garfield County. Although there have been many flash
floods, damage has not been reported at Vance AFB
facilities., Flooding has occurred within the privatized
housing section of the installation.
Water from the installation flows into Boggy Creek or
Hackberry Creek through north and south outfalls, of
which there are 14. The north outfalls flow into Boggy
Creek and south outfalls flow into Hackberry Creek.
Both creeks then flow into Skeleton Creek, Cimarron
River, Arkansas River, Mississippi River, then the Gulf of
Mexico.
One of the outfalls is located next to the Main Gate by
Gott Road. There is currently potential for flooding by
this outfall, which should be assessed to limit impacts
to the Main Gate. As of 2017, FEMA has identified 6.6
acres within Vance AFB, near Gott Road, that are
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within the 100 Year floodplain. These are shown on
Figure 5.14-3.

could also be used for outdoor movies, concerts, art
festivals and other events.

Because Vance AFB shares tributaries with the City of
Enid, storm water drainage configuration should be
assessed in coordination with the City’s Public Works
department.

At the proposed location, the facility would encounter
noise from the flight patterns at Vance AFB. The DoD
land use recommendations (see Table 5.14-3) consider
outdoor sports venues incompatible in the 75-80 and
80+ noise zones and only conditionally compatible in
the 65-70 and 70-75 noise zones. The facility is located
outside of the developed noise contours for the
installation; however, some noise is expected due to
flight exercises.

Findings


Vance AFB does not experience many flood
events.



There are 6.6 acres within the installation that
are located in the FEMA 100-year floodplain.

ISSUE
LU-6

There is a Need to Confirm the
Compatibility of the Proposed Use
for 100 acres Recently Purchased by
the City of Enid
The intended use of this area as a
sports complex owned by Enid Public
Schools needs to be assessed for
compatibility with current and future
mission growth. (couple with LAS-1)

Findings


A multimillion dollar soccer facility near the
intersection of Rupe Avenue and Garland
Road, south of the Walmart Supercenter in
West Enid has been proposed.



The property is outside of the safety zones and
noise contours.



The property would experience noise due to
installation flight patterns.

Compatibility Assessment
Enid Sports Association is a nonprofit organization with
the intention of providing a quality sports facility
accessible to all local clubs and organizations. The
association is proposing a multimillion dollar facility
near the intersection of Rupe Avenue and Garland
Road, south of the Walmart Supercenter in West Enid.
Enid Soccer Club provides programs for youth at all
levels of play with volunteer staff, referees, and
coaches. It is the largest soccer club in Northwest
Oklahoma, with more than 850 members.
The facility would include 12 irrigated soccer fields with
some field lighting, concession areas, restrooms, shade
structures, and playgrounds on 127 acres. The space
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ISSUE
LU-7

The City of Enid Zoning Ordinance
has Limited Regulations for
Development Surrounding
Woodring Regional Airport
The City of Enid currently does not have
development regulations (outside of
height limitations) for industrial
districts surrounding Woodring
Regional Airport. Although industrial
development is positive for the regional
economy, the development of
industrial parks could spur incompatible
uses that affect the military’s ability to
use the airport for its current
operations, as well as potential joint
uses and/or future growth
opportunities for both Vance AFB and
Woodring Regional Airport.

Compatibility Assessment
The Woodring Regional Airport is important to
preserve through compatible development, as it is
used for military operations related to the Vance AFB
mission. Over 50% of the operations at the airport are
related to military operations or training.

potential to create safety concerns. Table 5.14-4 shows
the total acreages of each industrial zoning district that
is within the safety zones. They are also represented in
Figure 5.14-4.
Table 5.14-4
City of Enid Zoning within the Woodring
Safety Zones and Noise Contours
Safety Zone
Zoning District

CZ

APZ I

APZ II

Total

Planned industrial park
(I-1)

10.8

77.1

5.7

93.6

Industrial (Light) (I-2)

20.0

53.8

185.3

259.2

0

103.1

19.7

122.8

Industrial (Heavy) (I-3)

Note: Acreages in red are incompatible; Acreages in black are
conditionally compatible.

In total, there are approximately 476 acres of industrial
zoning districts within the safety zones, of which 30.8
are incompatible. Additionally, there are over 200
acres of I-3, which can be a concern due to the lack of
height regulations in this zoning district. In addition to
height concerns, there are no regulations for the types
of uses that can potentially impact aircraft operations,
such as uses that expel smoke.

Findings
The safety zones for Woodring Regional airport are
located in the City of Enid and Garfield County. Within
Enid, there are industrial uses located around the
airport. While there are land use guidelines for
development surrounding Vance AFB, there are limited
development guidelines for the industrial uses
surrounding the airport. Within the Zoning Ordinance,
there are guidelines for complying with Airport
Restriction Zones, which determines building and
structure heights within the airport restriction zones of
both Vance AFB and Woodring Municipal Airport.



There are industrial zoning districts located in
the Woodring Regional Airport safety zones.



There are no regulations within the Zoning
Ordinance that guide industrial development
as it relates to the airport.

Within the I-1 Planned Industrial Park District, the
maximum height of buildings is 45 feet. Within the I-2
Industrial (Light) District, heights are limited to 3.5
stories, or 45 feet. Within the I-3 Industrial (Heavy)
District, there are no height restrictions, which has the
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ISSUE
LU-8

Potential for Flooding at Kegelman
AAF

ISSUE
LU-9

Kegelman AAF has had flooding issues
in the past, most recently between
2007 and 2010 when portions of the
site were under water. Future flooding
at Kegelman AAF could negatively
impact mission operations.

As the City of Enid grows and Garfield
County develops, there are current and
future needs to expand school capacity.
The siting of new schools or increasing
capacity at existing schools needs to be
planned in coordination with Vance
AFB. Noise contours, aircraft safety
zones, and other compatibility factors
must be considered to ensure the
location of schools is compatible with
Vance AFB operations.

Compatibility Assessment
According to the INRMP, there were 249 floods in the
region between 1950 and 2010. Some of these past
flooding events have impacted Kegelman AAF,
including most recently between 2007 and 2010.
Although the Auxiliary Field has experienced flooding,
flooding issues can be hard to track because FEMA
currently does not have data in this area. Although
Kegelman AAF is located next to a lake, it is unclear if
the installation is within the FEMA 100-year floodplain.
There is also a pond on the auxiliary field that holds
water during the spring and winter when moisture
levels are highest in the region. Water levels can
exceed the pond’s capacity depending on seasonal
precipitation rates, with flooding possible.
It is important the installation prepare the auxiliary
field for the likelihood of flooding events to ensure
effects are mitigated appropriately.

Findings


Kegelman AAF has experienced flooding in the
past.



FEMA data is not available for the area in
which Kegelman AAF is located.
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Need to Ensure Future School Sitings
in and around the City of Enid
Account for Vance AFB Flight
Operations and Impacts from
Overhead Flight Patterns

Compatibility Assessment
The community surrounding Vance AFB is a growing
community with a current and likely future need to
expand school capacity. The siting of future schools
should be done collaboratively by Enid Public Schools,
Vance AFB, and the City of Enid to ensure that
compatibility factors, such as noise and safety, are
considered in the planning process.
Noise associated with aircraft is generally considered a
nuisance where land uses are incompatible with
aircraft activity. Institutional use, such as schools, and
other noise-sensitive uses under flight patterns can be
affected by the noise associated with aircraft
operations and training.
Vance AFB is an active base, which had a total of 1,452
daily airfield operations in 2013, 231 of which were
from Kegelman Auxiliary Airfield. The majority of these
airfield operations come from:


T-6 (~58%),



T-38 (18%),



T-1 (8%),



T-6 at Kegelman Auxiliary Airfield (16%), and
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Military Profile 3


Transient Aircraft (0%).

Aircraft at Vance AFB use the following flight patterns:

Military Profile 3
Military Profile 3



Straight out departure



Straight in approach



Overhead landing pattern



Instrument flight rules or radar closed pattern



Visual flight rule or closed pattern



Re-entry VFR pattern

Although flight patterns typically bypass heavily
populated areas, and flight operations are scheduled to
keep noise levels low after daylight hours, there are
still sensitive land uses that can be affected by the
operations. Some examples are Chisholm Elementary
School, which is located under a departure flight track
in North Enid.
In addition to noise impacts, school safety can also be
impacted by aviation operations. Within the CZs and
APZ I and APZ II, the development of schools is not
recommended by the Air Force.
While there are land use guidelines for development
within noise contours and safety zones, there are no
guidelines for land uses under flight patterns.

Findings


Vance AFB has over 1,000 aircraft operations a
day.



There are sensitive land uses under the flight
patterns.



There are no guidelines for land uses under
flight patterns.



The development of schools in Safety Zones is
not recommended by the Air Force.

October 2018
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5.15 Legislative Initiatives (LEG)
Legislative initiatives are proposed changes in relevant
policies, laws, regulations or programs which could
have a significant impact on one or more substantive
areas of concern to both the facility and to the
stakeholder communities. The focus of this
compatibility issue is on initiatives with general and
broad implications.

Military Profile 3
Military Profile 3

There were no issues identified for Legislative
Initiatives for the Vance AFB JLUS.

October 2018
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5.16 Light and Glare (LG)
This factor refers to man-made lighting (street lights,
airfield lighting, building lights) and glare (direct or
reflected light) that disrupts vision. Light sources from
commercial, industrial, recreational, and residential
uses at night can cause excessive glare and
illumination, impacting the use of military night vision
devices and aircraft operations. Conversely, high
intensity light sources generated from military uses,
such as ramp lighting, may have a negative impact on
the adjacent community.

Military Profile 3
Military Profile 3

There were no issues identified for Light and Glare for
the Vance AFB JLUS.

October 2018
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5.17 Noise (NOI)
Sound is defined as the mechanical energy transmitted
by pressure waves in a compressible medium, such as
air. More simply stated, sound is what we hear. As
sounds reach unwanted levels, this is referred to as
noise.
The central issue with noise is the impact, or perceived
impact, on people, animals (wild and domestic), and
general land use compatibility. Exposure to high noise
levels can have a significant impact on human activity,
health, and safety. The decibel (dB) scale is used to
quantify sound intensity. To understand the relevance
of decibels, normal conversation often occurs at 60 dB,
while an ambulance siren from 100 feet away is
approximately 100 dB. Noise associated with military
operations (arrival/departure of military aircraft, firing
of weapons, etc.) may create noises in higher dB
ranges.

Military Profile 3
Decibel. A decibel (dB) is the physical unit commonly
3
used to describe noise levels. It isMilitary
a unit forProfile
describing
the amplitude of sound, as heard by the human ear.
Military Profile 3
Noise Contour. Noise contours consist of noise
impact lines constructed by connecting points of equal
noise levels, measured in dB. They identify areas on a
map that will experience particular dB noise levels.
Noise-Sensitive Uses. Noise-sensitive uses are
locations and uses typically more sensitive to noise,
including residential areas, hospitals, convalescent
homes and facilities, schools, libraries, churches,
recreational areas, and other similar land uses.
NOISEMAP Program. The Department of Defense
(DoD) noise models are based on NOISEMAP
technology, using linear acoustics and an integrated
formulation to determine the impact of noise.

Technical Background

Key Terms
A-weighted decibel. The A-weighted decibel (dBA) is
the most commonly weighted sound filter used to
measure perceived loudness, versus actual sound
intensity. The human ear responds differently to
different frequencies. For example, the human hearing
system perceives mid-frequency sounds as louder than
low and high frequency sounds. To accommodate this
condition when measuring sound levels, filters need to
be installed into sound meters. The results are a more
accurate measurement of sound as experienced
through the human hearing system.
Day-Night Average Sound Level. Day-night average
sound level (DNL) represents an average sound
exposure over a 24-hour period. During the nighttime
period (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.), averages are
artificially increased by 10 dB. This weighting reflects
the added intrusiveness and the greater disturbance
potential of nighttime noise events due to the fact that
community background noise typically decreases by 10
dB at night.

October 2018
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Due to the technical nature of this compatibility factor
and its importance to the JLUS process, this section
provides a discussion of the characteristics of sound
and the modeling processes used to evaluate noise
impacts.

Characteristics of Sound
It is important to understand that there is no single
perfect way to measure sound due to variations used
by different entities when conducting sound studies or
sound modeling. Sound is characterized by various
parameters that include the oscillation rate of sound
waves (frequency), the speed of propagation, and the
pressure level or energy content (amplitude). The
sound pressure level has become the most common
way to characterize the loudness of an ambient sound
level. The dB scale is used to quantify sound intensity.
Because sound pressure can vary by over one trillion
times within the range of human hearing, a logarithmic
loudness scale, i.e., the dB scale, is used to present
sound intensity levels in a convenient format.
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The human ear is not equally sensitive to all
frequencies within the entire spectrum, so noise
measurements are weighted more heavily within those
frequencies of maximum human sensitivity in a process
called “A-weighting” (dBA). The human ear can detect
changes in sound levels of approximately 3-dBA under
normal conditions. Changes of 1 to 3-dBA are typically
noticeable under controlled conditions, while changes
of less than 1-dBA are only discernible under
controlled, extremely quiet conditions.

Figure 5.17-1

Sound Levels Comparison in dB

A change of 5-dBA is typically noticeable to the average
person in an outdoor environment. Figure 5-17.1
summarizes typical A-weighted sound levels for a range
of indoor and outdoor activities.
Environmental noise fluctuates over time. While some
noise fluctuations are minor, others can be substantial.
These fluctuations include regular and random
patterns, how fast the noise fluctuates, and the
amount of variation.
Weather patterns can have a strong effect on how far
sound travels and how loud it is. Certain weather
events can change the consistency of the air and either
allow sound to travel further and be louder, or impede
the distance traveled and the level at which the sound
is perceived. Temperature and wind velocity are prime
examples of factors that can affect sound travel.
Sound tends to travel further in cold temperatures.
Specific combinations of temperature and wind
direction can create atmospheric refraction that also
impacts sound perception. Atmospheric refraction
occurs when atmospheric conditions bend and/or
focus sound waves towards some areas and away from
others. When describing noise impacts, it is common
to look at the average noise levels over an entire
average day.
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ISSUE
NOI-1

Potential Noise Impacts of the
Proposed New Runway at Vance
AFB
A new runway proposed for Vance AFB
would create mission opportunities, but
may also create noise contours and
impact land areas, including off-base
communities under the flight path.

Military Profile 3
 Noise impacts associated with the potential
Profile 3
new runway are currentlyMilitary
undetermined.
Military Profile 3

ISSUE
NOI-2

Vance AFB currently has three operational runways:
Runway 17L / 35R is used primarily for T-6
operations.



Runway 17C / 35C is primarily used for T-1 and
T-38 operations.



Runway 17R / 35L is used primarily for T-38
operations.

Three active runways allow simultaneous operations.
There is interest in constructing a new runway;
however, this expansion might have to be tied to a
mission change. This could be done in concert with the
T-X mission replacement.
The T-X jets are new aircraft that are slated to replace
T-38 aircraft. A mission change with these new jets has
the potential to increase the noise contours due to the
new runway that would support the use of the aircraft.
Although potential noise contours have not been
developed, it is possible the contours will encompass
additional acreage within the community.
The new runway is in the planning development
process; therefore, noise contours cannot be mapped
in order to assess incompatible land uses within the
new runway’s noise contours or to measure the extend
of noise impacts in the community.

Findings


There is potential for a new runway to be
developed with the new T-X mission.

October 2018

The Union Pacific Rail Line that
Runs Adjacent to Vance AFB and
Through the City of Enid Creates
Noise Impacts
Currently the Union Pacific Railroad
runs freight traffic on the east side
of Vance AFB adjacent to family
housing. The rail line also runs
through the City of Enid on the east
side of US-81 and just to the west of
a residential area in Enid. The
regular freight rail traffic creates
noise and impacts the quality of life
of nearby residents.

Compatibility Assessment


5

Compatibility Assessment
The Union Pacific Railroad has a rail line that carries
freight through Enid. The rail line in Enid runs in a
northwest-southeast orientation through the city,
directly east of Vance AFB. The rail line runs past the
privatized housing on Vance AFB, which is located on
the eastern side of the installation boundary.
Additionally, there is one at-grade crossing on 47th East
West Road, which contributes to noise through
warning sounds.
Due to the proximity of the freight line, the noise of
the freight traffic causes adverse noise impacts to
residents.
Currently there are no plans or programs in Garfield
County to mitigate noise related to freight traffic.
While the City of Enid complies with the 2015
International Building Codes, there are no guidelines
for sound transmission from the exterior to the interior
of buildings.
The UFC has criteria for family housing on military
installations. According to UFC 4-711-01, military
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housing should have a maximum day-night average
level rating of 65. This is inclusive of housing nearby
highways and other noise-generating facilities, which
could include trains.

Findings


There is rail freight that passes nearby military
housing, causing noise impacts for residents.



UFC 4-711-01 provides guidelines for military
housing noise exposure.
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5.18 Public Services (PS)
Public services include that adequate services, such as
police, fire, emergency services, parks and recreation,
as well as potable water, wastewater, and stormwater
infrastructure, are of good quality and available for use
by the installation and surrounding communicates as
the area develops.

ISSUE
PS-1

Access to Public School at Vance AFB
is Impacted by Installation Access
Requirements
Access to the public elementary school
on base has been impacted by the REAL
ID Act related to deliveries and
contractors. These impacts have also
altered parents’ ability to access the
installation for school related meetings,
after school student pick-up, and
events.

Compatibility Assessment
Eisenhower Elementary School is a K-5 public school
that is located on Vance AFB. Although located within
the fenceline, the school is on 10.8 acres owned by the
Enid Public School District. Because the school is
located within the fenceline of a federal facility, it is
required for all those who enter to show identification
at the gates.
Accessing the installation has been a particular issue
for non-military families. In 2014, 164 students
attended the school, 75% of which were dependents of
active military members and 25% of which were not.
Additionally, there are deliveries and contractors who
must also access the gate. Non-military families and
new contractors may not have the appropriate
identification for accessing federal facilities as needed.
To enter federal facilities, it is now required to have
certain identification, per the REAL ID Act. This act was
passed by Congress in 2005 to establish minimum
October 2018
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Military Profile 3
security standards for license issuance and
Military
Profile
productions. The Act prohibits federal
agencies
from3
accepting driver’s licenses and identification cards
Military Profile 3
from states that do not meet the Act’s minimum
standards. Access to federal facilities, including military
installations, is thus restricted.
The State of Oklahoma requested an extension for
REAL ID enforcement. Oklahoma was granted this
extension, which allows Federal agencies to accept
Oklahoma driver’s licenses and identification cards
until October 10, 2018. By 2020, every state and
territory resident will have to present compliant id
cards to access federal facilities.
By 2020, all military and non-military families will need
a REAL ID-compatible method of identification to
access Vance AFB, regardless of whether or not they
are accessing the elementary school. There is a
recommendation in the Vance AFB IDP to realign the
Vance AFB fenceline so that family housing and the
school are located off the installation. This would
alleviate the need for school-related delivery men and
women, contractors, and families to present
identification to access the school.

Findings


Eisenhower Elementary School is part of the
Enid Public School System, but is located on
the Vance AFB installation.



Non-military families and school-related
contractors and delivery personnel must
access the school through the main gate,
which requires special identification
procedures.



The REAL ID Act requires compliant forms of
identification for access onto federal facilities.



The State of Oklahoma has an extension for
REAL ID compliance until October 2018.



The IDP recommends redrawing the fenceline
around the public school to remove it from
base grounds.
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ISSUE
PS-2

There is a Need for Enhanced Child
Care Near Vance AFB

ISSUE
PS-3

Quality community child care around
Vance AFB is limited, and the on-base
Child Development Center is at
capacity.

There are limited transportation
services for young students to travel
between school and home for
before/after school activities. The lack
of available transportation can impact
readiness for Vance AFB members
requiring these services.

Compatibility Assessment
Child care at Vance AFB is provided through the Child
Development Center. The Center is accredited by the
National Association for the Education of Young
Children and is certified by the DoD. The Center is on
the installation to support base families. In 2016, 53
children between infancy and eight years old were
enrolled at the center, but at Vance AFB, there are
over 400 youth within this age range.
There is high demand for expanded capacity at the
center. As of 2016, the IDP indicated that the center
had a deficit of approximately 7,800 square feet based
on the current enrollment, as well as a waitlist for
infants. However, the IDP also noted there is a surplus
of space for pre-school aged children.
Within the community, the Enid Public School District
offers preschool, including at Eisenhower Elementary.
Providing child care throughout the community, for
both military and nonmilitary families, could help
families while they are at work or training. This issue is
also related to PS-4.

Findings


The Child Development Center on Vance AFB
provides child care services for military
families.



The Child Development Center is over capacity
and has a wait list for infants.



There are child care services in the
community, such as the Enid Public School
District.
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Readiness of Personnel Supporting
Vance AFB is Impacted by the
Availability of Transportation for
School-aged Children and the
Location of Services

Compatibility Assessment
There are many families at Vance AFB and over 200
youth between the ages of nine and 18. While youth in
this age range are typically in school during the day,
there are also before and after school programs that
are offered throughout the community and on base
that youth could attend while military personnel are
working or training.
Although there are options outside of the fenceline for
youth activities, there are issues with accessing these
facilities. Currently, there is limited transportation
services that transport young students to and from
extra-curricular activities. This can impact personnel at
Vance AFB if the lack of transportation necessitates
personnel to take time away from training to conduct
drop-offs.
Vance AFB offers a program for youth at the Youth
Center. The Youth Center has a daily attendance rate
of about 30 youth between the ages of five and 12.
During the school year, the Youth Center provides
transportation from Eisenhower Elementary School to
the Youth Center. The center remains open longer
during the summer months, which alleviates some
transportation needs.
Transportation options and late hours assists military
personnel in maintaining mission readiness throughout
the day. This will continue to be an important
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Compatibility Assessment

5

Military Profile 3
consideration as potential future mission changes can
increase the amount of families and youth at Vance
AFB. The IDP identifies the need to evaluate the
demand and location for future youth centers to
maintain existing services and to meet future mission
requirements.

Findings


There are many young families at Vance AFB
that need youth programs for their children.



Youth programs are offered in the community,
but often do not include transport services to
their facilities.



Vance AFB has a Youth Center that works
around the needs of the military families.

ISSUE
PS-4

Local Public Transportation Options
and Alternative Modes of
Transportation are Limited
There are limited public transportation
options and alternative modes of
transportation, such as safe bicycle
routes, available for community
members, especially young airmen
without cars, to navigate the City of
Enid and surrounding area. There is a
partnership opportunity for rideshare
services.

Compatibility Assessment
Public transportation is an integral part of regional
transportation infrastructures. Public transportation
makes use of infrastructure, providing multi-passenger
transportation. Public transportation works best within
or when connecting to walkable communities.
Alternative modes of transportation, such as bicycle
routes, can also provide alternatives to the automobile.

October 2018

Militaryprovides
Profile 3
Having alternative forms of transportation
additional forms of access for members of the
Military Profile 3
community, which includes military personnel. This
provides military personnel the opportunity to navigate
the city without needing a personal vehicle. This is
especially important for military personnel who are
temporarily located at Vance AFB.
Transit is provided through the Enid Public
Transportation Authority (EPTA), a department of the
City of Enid. The bus system is on-demand and offers
curb-to-curb bus service. Currently, there are no plans
in Enid that detail future transit opportunities related
to Vance AFB.
Alternative modes of transportation in Enid are
planned through the Trails Master Plan, completed in
2009, and the Parks Master Plan, completed in 2013.
The goal of both plans is to provide a trail or on-street
trail linkage within a quarter mile of all residents. One
of the planned trails transects Vance AFB. This
connection is from Meadowlake Park to the Gott
Road/Southgate Road intersection and enhances
bicycle pedestrian connections to Vance AFB. The
Southgate Lane Trail connects the installation with
Channel Fairway Trail and Boggy Creek West Trail, as
well as the rest of Enid. Destinations along this trail
include Eisenhower Elementary school, Vance AFB,
Meadowlake Park, Meadowlake Golf Course, and
Vance Park.
In addition to public transit and alternative modes of
transportation, there are also opportunities for
rideshare partnerships. Such private rideshares include
Uber and Lyft.

Findings


Transit routes are not fixed; therefore, there is
no consistent public transit to Vance AFB.



The Southgate Lane Trail is a planned trail that
will connect Vance AFB to the rest of Enid.
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There are opportunities to partner with
rideshare services.

ISSUE
PS-5

There is a Lack of Higher Education
Opportunities for Military Personnel
and Their Families in the JLUS Study
Area

Findings


There is one higher education campus located
in Enid.



Traveling for educational opportunities can
influence decisions to relocate.



Retaining educated personnel is important for
the economic vitality of the community.

Currently, there is only one educational
institution in the region that provides
associate’s or bachelor’s degrees in
business, nursing, or other technical
areas. This forces many residents to
commute over an hour for higher
education, which could impact the
ability to retain educated personnel.

Compatibility Assessment
Education institutions are generally an economic driver
within a community, attracting students and
contributing to an educated workforce. While most
military personnel live in the Enid area because of
Vance AFB, many seek educational opportunities, such
as associate’s degrees and bachelor’s degrees in
business, nursing, or other technical fields.
Within Enid, there is the Northwest Oklahoma State
University Enid Campus. The Enid campus provides
courses for bachelor’s degree programs, master’s
degree programs, and a doctoral program in nursing.
Bachelor’s degree programs include accounting,
business administration, education, and technical
management. Master’s degree programs include
counseling psychology, education, and American
studies.
While there are education options at this campus, the
main campus for Northwestern Oklahoma State
University is located approximately 73 miles northwest
of Enid. The commute via automobile can take
approximately one hour from the installation to the
campus, which could influence decisions for relocation
away from Enid and impact the ability for the
community to retain educated personnel.
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Compatibility Assessment

5

Military Profile 3

5.19 Public Trespassing (PT)
This factor addresses public trespassing onto military
installations, whether intentional or unintentional. The
potential for trespassing increases when public use
areas are in close proximity to an installation.

Military Profile 3
Military Profile 3

There were no issues identified for Public Trespassing
for the Vance AFB JLUS.

October 2018
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Compatibility Assessment

5.20 Roadway Capacity (RC)
Roadway capacity relates to the ability of existing
freeways, highways, arterials, and other local roads to
provide adequate mobility and access between military
installations and their surrounding communities.
As urban development expands into rural areas, roads
once used primarily to provide access for agricultural
purposes and for limited local traffic begin to function
as major arterial roadways. These once rural roads
often become the main transportation corridors for all
types of traffic–from residential to commercial
trucking–and can assist or impede access to military
installations. As transportation systems grow and
provide more capacity, these facilities induce and
encourage growth as rural areas become more
accessible.

ISSUE
RC-1

Concerns About Maintenance Issues
with Garfield County Roads Caused
by Military Convoys and
Construction Traffic from Vance AFB
Military operations from tenant units
originating from Vance AFB (i.e.
convoys, construction activities) may
have an impact on local roads. There is
a need to further assess adverse
impacts.

5

Military Profile 3
The following tenants travel in convoys to Camp
Military Profile 3
Gruber:


th Infantry
3
Oklahoma Army National Military
Guard 45Profile
Company B



1st Battalion



179th Infantry Regiment



U.S. Army Reserve 401st Engineer Company,
Detachment 1

In order to travel to Camp Gruber in Muskogee County,
convoys utilize the following roadways:


U.S. Highway 412



State Highway 51



State Highway 10

Although these highways fall under the jurisdiction of
the Oklahoma Department of Transportation and the
U.S. Department of Transportation, the convoys must
also utilize local roads to access the highways. These
roads are oftentimes county roads.
In addition to military convoys, county roads are also
utilized by trucks for construction purposes on the
installation. The utilization of roads can impact the
conditions of the roadways surrounding Vance AFB,
requiring additional maintenance by Garfield County to
ensure safe driving conditions.

Findings
Compatibility Assessment
Military convoy routes are necessary for tenants at
Vance AFB to travel to Camp Gruber, which is utilized
for training on weekends. Camp Gruber is
approximately 180 miles from Vance AFB, located near
Muskogee, Oklahoma.

October 2018



County roads are used during convoys and for
construction related truck traffic.



Heavy use of county roads requires
maintenance to ensure roadway safety.
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ISSUE
RC-2

The South Gate on Vance AFB that
was Built to Support Army Guard /
Reserve Activities is not Manned
The South Gate was built as a result of
the 2005 Base Realignment and Closure
(BRAC 2005). The gate remains
underutilized due to manpower and
funding constraints. There is a need to
study the potential to operate this gate
and look for partnership opportunities
for limited use.

Engineering: Entry Control Facilities/Access Control
Points provides design and construction standards for
entry control/access control points that assist in
providing security and anti-terrorism design elements
needed for protecting military installations.
The design standards for an entry control facility allow
persons and vehicles entering and leaving the
installation to do so safely, ensuring the protection of
security personnel, pedestrians, and other vehicles.

Findings


South Gate has limited use due to constraints
in manpower and funding.



Full utilization of the gate would necessitate
funding to bring the gate up to AT/FP
standards.



Entry point standards should be considered
during potential studies to increase access.

Compatibility Assessment
South Gate is located on the southern end of the
installation on 47th East West Road. The gate provides
limited access as needed, mostly for operations
associated with the Armed Forces Reserve Center. As
noted in issue RC-5, the Main Gate and the Industrial
gate provide access to 69,500 vehicles per month. The
use of the South Gate would allow for additional
commercial and industrial ingress and egress into and
out of the installation, thereby limiting congestion at
the other gates. This in turn would alleviate delayed
entry onto the installation, which can improve the
overall efficiency of military operations.
Although the use of South Gate would mitigate traffic
congestion at the other two gates, the installation
currently does not have enough personnel to man the
gate. As noted in the Vance AFB IDP, the installation
does not even have enough manpower to operate the
Industrial Gate to its full capacity.
In additional to personnel constraints, there are also
funding constraints for operating the gate at its full
capacity and bringing the gate up to standards, such as
adding a final denial barrier.
The DoD provides specific standards associated with
the proper queuing and stacking of vehicles, which
have been established to allow for this activity to take
place mainly within the installation property. The
United Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-022-01, Security
Page 5-84
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Compatibility Assessment

5

Military Profile 3

ISSUE
RC-3

Concern that the Paving of West
Southgate Road Will Increase Traffic
West of South Cleveland Road
Causing Impacts at Certain Locations
The growth of communities, including
the City of Enid around Vance AFB, and
the evolution of operations at the
installation have resulted in changes to
traffic patterns and necessary upgrades
to roadways. As continued growth and
changes occur, there is a need to
evaluate traffic commuting patterns
and circulation routes to ensure safe
and efficient transportation in the JLUS
Study Area.

Findings


ISSUE
RC-4

One potential roadway improvement is paving
Southgate Road, which is currently unpaved west of
Cleveland Road.
According to the Envision Enid Comprehensive Plan,
this portion of Southgate Road is classified as a
collector and is projected to continue being a collector
in the future. As noted in the Comprehensive Plan,
collector roads carry approximately 5,000 to 8,5000
vehicles per day.
Southgate Road becomes a minor arterial from east of
Cleveland Street to Van Buren Street. The Enid
Comprehensive Plan identifies an intersection
improvement for safety at Southgate and Van Buren
streets to reduce the number of accidents at this
intersection. This could further contribute to increased
traffic on Southgate Street.

October 2018

Current Traffic Configuration
Adjacent to Vance AFB May Need to
be Addressed
There is a need to consider the possible
reconfiguration of the Cleveland Street
intersection with Southgate Road to
avoid traffic mistakenly being directed
toward the north entrance of Vance
AFB.

Compatibility Assessment
Traffic surrounding Vance AFB is a product of the urban
environment neighboring the installation. Due to
growth in the surrounding area, there is a need to
make improvements to roads to support circulation.

Military Profile
Future improvements to Southgate
Street 3
could contribute to traffic on the roadway;
Military Profile 3
however, the Enid Comprehensive Plan does
not indicate a change in the roadway
classification.

Compatibility Assessment
The Industrial Gate at Vance AFB is located south of
the intersection of Cleveland Street and Southgate
Road. Vehicles that are travelling south of Cleveland
Street have mistaken the Industrial Gate for the Main
Gate, which is located further east on Southgate Road
at Gott Road. There is signage on Cleveland Street,
approximately 230 feet from the Southgate
intersection, that notifies commuters of the upcoming
Industrial Gate; however, there are still instances of
commuters traveling to the wrong gate. There is no
signage north of this intersection to notify travelers of
the gate.
Additional signage prior to entering this intersection
from Cleveland Street could limit the number of
vehicles that are driving towards the wrong gate.
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Frequent snow fall in the region creates a need for
snow and ice removal on roadways. Removal of snow
and ice on roadways is needed on the street network
to ensure safe driving conditions, which impacts the
installation’s ability to carry out missions and
operations that are dependent on roadways.

Signage for Industrial Gate, south of the Southgate Road
and Cleveland Street intersection.

Findings


There have been instances of vehicles
traveling on Cleveland Street, mistaking the
Industrial Gate for the Main Gate.



There is no signage north of the intersection
to notify travelers of the gate’s name.

ISSUE
RC-5

Maintenance of Local Roads can be
an Impediment to Vance AFB
Personnel Readiness
Snow removal is limited in the City of
Enid, due to a lack of equipment, and
only highways are plowed during
storms. There are specific locations
where snow and ice removal can be a
hazard to safe vehicle operations,
including the Southgate Road/Gott
Road and West Rupe Avenue/South
Cleveland Street intersections. Primary
routes between the City of Enid and
Vance AFB should be prioritized for
required vehicle traffic.

The City of Enid is responsible for snow plowing
throughout the city limits. Figure 5.20-1 shows the
snow plowing routes. Although there are many roads
that are serviced by the City of Enid for snow plowing,
there are a limited number of snow plows, creating
delays in snow clearance in some parts of the city.
Under-serviced areas include the intersection of
Southgate Road and Gott Road and the intersection of
West Rupe Avenue and South Cleveland Road. As
shown in Figure 5.20-1, both intersections are primary
snow plowing routes; however, these routes should be
prioritized during the plowing process to ensure that
roadway conditions remain safe for military personnel,
as well as military operations. Additionally, the
intersection of Rupe Avenue and Cleveland Street has
an abundance of shade from trees, creating conditions
that facilitate snow build-up.
Additionally, the intersection of Southgate Road and
Cleveland Road should be identified as a primary snow
plow route to ensure that trucks traveling to the Vance
AFB Industrial Gate on Cleveland Street have safe
driving conditions.

Compatibility Assessment
The climate in western Oklahoma is conducive to
frequent snow falls. Average snowfall in the region can
exceed 10 inches annually, and there are one to two
ice storms per year on Vance AFB. On average, Vance
AFB receives less than 0.5 inches of ice a year and
approximately 11 inches of snow per year.
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Compatibility Assessment

5

Military Profile 3
Figure Snow Routes on Southgate Road, Cleveland Street, and Gott Road

Military Profile 3
Military Profile 3

Source: City of Enid Snow Route Map.

Findings


The western region of Oklahoma experiences
frequent snowfall.



The City of Enid is responsible for snow
plowing on streets.



The City of Enid identified Primary and
Secondary snow plowing routes.



Snow plow routes surrounding Vance AFB are
identified as primary routes; however, these
should be prioritized to ensure that conditions
are safe to continue with military operations.

October 2018
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Compatibility Assessment

5.21 Safety Zones (SA)
Safety zones are areas in which development should be
more restricted regarding the use and concentrations
of people, due to the higher risks to public safety.
Issues to consider include aircraft accident potential
zones.
Military installations often engage in activities or
contain facilities that, due to public safety concerns,
require special consideration by local jurisdictions
when evaluating compatibility. It is important to
regulate land use near military airfields to minimize risk
from potential aircraft mishaps and to reduce air
navigation hazards. To help mitigate potential issues,
the Department of Defense (DoD) has delineated Clear
Zones (CZ) and Accident Potential Zones (APZ) in the
vicinity of airfield runways. APZs are usually divided
into APZ I and APZ II. Each zone was developed based
on the statistical review of aircraft mishaps. Studies
show that most mishaps occur on or near the airfield,
predominately along its extended centerline.

Military Profile 3
BASH Relevancy Area. The BASH Relevancy Area is a
five-mile area radiating from the AOA.
TheProfile
FAA has 3
Military
defined this as an area where BASH incidents are likely
to occur due to the types of flying Military
operations
that 3
Profile
occur near the airfield; such operations are typically at
slower speeds and lower altitudes that have a higher
risk of strikes.
Clear Zone (CZ). The CZ is the area with the highest
statistical potential of an aircraft mishap. As the name
implies, the DoD recommends that this area be kept
clear of all development or structures. A CZ begins at
the physical end of a runway and extends outward,
covering an area that is 3,000 feet wide by 3,000 feet
long.

ISSUE
SA-1

Air Operations Area (AOA). The Air Operations Area is
an area used, or intended to be used, for landing,
takeoff, or surface maneuvering of aircraft. The AOA
includes the runway and associated paved areas.
Accident Potential Zone I (APZ I). The APZ I is an area
beginning at the end of each clear zone (see definition
below) and continuing out to a length of 5,000 feet
long by 3,000 feet wide. This area has a lower
potential for mishaps in comparison to the clear zone
and therefore has less prohibitive development
restrictions recommended.

Compatibility Assessment
Primary airfield surfaces at Vance AFB consist of three
parallel runways, one parallel taxiway adjoining the
aircraft parking apron, and several connecting
taxiways. The three parallel runways are as follows:


Bird / Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH). BASH refers
to the likely occurrence of a collision between an
animal (usually a bird) and an aircraft.
October 2018

Current Configuration and
Supporting Infrastructure Limit
Operations at Vance AFB for Future
Missions
Vance AFB has only one instrument
runway (center runway; 17C / 35C) for
all-weather operations. This has the
potential to affect airfield operations
during inclement weather or during
other situations where Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) capabilities are
required. Additionally, the proximity
and configuration of the three existing
runways violates airfield criteria,
necessitating the air force construct a
replacement runway to bring the three
runways up to current standards and
operational needs.

Key Terms

Accident Potential Zone II (APZ II). The APZ II is an area
that begins at the end of each APZ I and extends an
additional 7,000 feet long. It is 3,000 feet wide. This
APZ can also be curved, as flight patterns are a
consideration in designating this APZ. Again, the
potential for mishaps in this area is lower in
comparison to the clear zone and APZ I, and so some
additional development types are allowed.

5
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Runway 17L / 35R = 5,024 feet by 150 feet,
with grooved PCC. Rated for 344,000 Double
Tandem Wheel loads.
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Runway 17C / 35C = 9,217 feet by 150 feet,
with grooved AC. Rated for 50,000 Single
Wheel loads, 298,000 Double Tandem Wheel
loads, and 762,000 Dual Double Tandem
Wheel loads.
Runway 17R / 35L = 9,217 feet by 150 feet,
with PCC and AC. Rated for 343,000 Double
Tandem Wheel loads.

Runway 17L / 35R is the primary runway for T-6 Texan
operations, while Runway 17C / 35C and Runway 17R /
35L support T-1 Jayhawk and T-38 Talon flight
operations. The T-1 Jayhawk operations typically
consist of arrival and departure, as their training sorties
are conducted in airspace outside of the Vance AFB air
traffic control area. The T-38 Talon uses Runway 17C /
35C and 17R / 35L for the majority of daily operations
and maneuver training. Runways 17C / 35C and
17R/35L include Barrier Arresting Kit (BAK)-15 aircraft
barriers and a four-light, precision approach path
indicator system on both sides and both ends of each
runway. Runway 17C / 35C is also supported by an
instrument landing system (ILS) and a
localizer/glideslope (LOC/GS) system. The original
crosswind runways have been abandoned and are no
longer in use.
The installation carries an airfield waiver for
stormwater because it does not meet the required
maximum transverse grades for runway lateral
clearance zones and the graded areas of the airfield
clear zones. Some of the drainage ditches on the
airfield hold water, which attracts birds to the airfield
and thereby increases the chance of a bird strike. The
ditches also attract wildlife. On occasion, standing
water in some of the deep airfield ditches along
Taxiway A and Taxiway B creates maintenance and
mowing problems during heavy rainfalls.

the inside runway (17L / 35R) and airspace clearance
requirements.
The construction of a new outside runway would solve
a number of issues that the installation is currently
having. With a new runway, the current inside runway
would be converted to a taxiway, eliminating the need
for airfield waivers and bringing the airfield into
compliance with DoD design requirements. Currently,
the APZ II associated with the inside runway extends
into a portion of the City of Enid, limiting development
potential in the area.
Additionally, the installation will replace the T-38 jet
with the T-X Trainer jet as early as 2023 or 2024. The
addition of the T-X Trainer could serve as the impetus
for the Air Force to pursue funding for the proposed
outside runway.

Findings


Due to the configuration of the three runways,
the installation is noncompliant with DoD
design requirements, forcing the base to
acquire airfield wavers.



The installation has airfield waivers for
stormwater.



A new outside runway would eliminate the
need for airfield waivers.



APZ II extends into a portion of the City of
Enid, hindering development potential in the
area.



The T-38 jet will be replaced with the
T-X Trainer jet as early as 2023 or 2024.

The airfield is subject to the requirements and
restrictions set forth in UFC 3-260-01, Airfield and
Heliport Planning and Design. This UFC specifies
criteria for imaginary airfield surfaces, including the
primary surface, clear zones, and approach/departure
zones. Airfield waivers are currently required for
existing aircraft sun shelters, due to their proximity to
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Compatibility Assessment

ISSUE
SA-2

There is a Concern with
Encroachment from Woodring
Airport Operations
There is a need to analyze / overlay AF
criteria with Woodring Regional
Airport FAA criteria to ensure long
range planning efforts with the City of
Enid do not inadvertently constrict
military use.





Woodring Regional Airport, owned and operated by
the City of Enid, and Vance AFB have had a partnering
relationship. Woodring Regional Airport is an
important component of the military missions
conducted at Vance AFB. The City has supported the
military mission for the 71st Flying Training Wing (FTW)
at Vance AFB by extending the runway to allow
different types of jet engine trainers. Any future
development of the airport should be done with
consideration to the military mission to ensure that
development does not impact the military mission
through competition for air space or incompatible land
development, such as, but not limited to, vertical
obstructions and safety hazards.
The regional airport is also important for the economic
development of the city and region. There is a need to
balance increases in the military mission and its
associated aviation operations with the airport’s public
viability and growth.
The City is currently in the process of developing a new
terminal building at the airport. As of July 2018, the
City Commission has approved the appropriation of
funds for construction of the new terminal building.
Additional information on the use of Woodring
Regional Airport by the 71st FTW can be found in LAS1.

Findings


Military operations related to Vance AFB occur
at Woodring Regional Airport.

October 2018

Military Profile 3
Woodring Regional Airport has plans for
Military Profile 3
expansion.
Plans for expansion should consider the
Military Profile 3
military mission to ensure that military use is
not inadvertently constricted by the City of
Enid.

ISSUE
SA-3

Compatibility Assessment

5

Several Vance AFB Low Level Flight
Routes have had to Close Due to
Conflicts with Altus and Sheppard
AFB Operations
Vance AFB operates along 20 low level
air routes. There is a need to assess
relationship with Altus AFB’s and
Sheppard AFB’s long-range plans for
operational use and the potential
impacts to Vance AFB operations.

Compatibility Assessment
Low level training routes are used at Vance AFB, but
are also used at neighboring Air Force Bases. Altus AFB
and Sheppard AFB both utilize low-level training
routes. The routes are often extend hundreds of miles
away from the installation, extending into multiple
jurisdictions and within or nearby other base’s
airspace.
Military training routes (MTRs) at Vance AFB comprise
one Visual Flight Rules Route, ten Instrument Flight
Rules, and nine Slow Speed Low Altitude Training
Routes (SRs). In 2013, Vance AFB closed three SRs
(SR294, 295, 296) due to their remoteness and the fact
that they overlap with the Sheppard AFB low-level
airspace.
Vance AFB SRs have a ceiling of no more than 1,500
feet above ground level. SRs for Vance AFB are
scheduled by the 71 OSS. In total, there are nine and
are located across the Central Plains to south of
Lubbock, Texas.
These existing routes are within the area of Sheppard
AFB and Altus AFB, indicating that potential future
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operations at either Sheppard AFB or Altus AFB could
impact the existing low-level flights at Vance AFB.
At Altus AFB, low level training occurs in the following
MTRs: IR193, SR217, VR106, VR184, VR190, VR198 by
C-17s. Low level training at Sheppard AFB is done on
VR162, which is used for low altitude training.
This makes that existing MTRs at Vance AFB valuable
for preservation especially for training since there are
only a few low-level MTRs that are used for training at
Vance AFB, including SR 241/247.

Findings


Vance AFB and neighboring bases utilize lowleveling routes.



Vance AFB has had to close SRs in the past due
to conflicts with another base.



Vance AFB should continue to monitor existing
and future operations at these installations to
ensure that future operations at Vance AFB
will not impact low-level flight routes.

ISSUE
SA-4

Clear Zones at Vance AFB and
Kegelman AAF Extend Outside of
the Installation Boundaries
There are approximately 128 acres of
the CZ that are outside of the Vance
AFB and Kegelman AAF fencelines and
which are not under the control of the
Air Force.

The acquisition of the CZ would provide safer
conditions for the community and military personnel,
and there are currently lands within the Vance AFB and
Kegelman AAF CZs that are not under the jurisdiction
of the Air Force.
In the Kegelman AAF, there is a total of 412.9 acres
within the CZ. Out of these acres, there are 65.9 acres
that are not controlled, meaning that the land is not
owned, leased, or under restrictive easement.
Within the Vance AFB CZ, there are 62.3 acres that are
not controlled. These acres are not owned by the Air
Force and do not have easements. According to the
Fiscal Year 2018 Report to Congress on Compliance
with Runway Clear Zone Requirements, the primary
reason for not obtaining the uncontrolled land through
easements within the CZs are prioritization of
resources. Collectively, it will require over one million
dollars to obtain all land within the Kegelman AAF and
Vance AFB CZ.
Vance AFB generates the Report to Congress in
Compliance with Runway Clear Zone Requirements to
meet the requirements set forth by House Report 115404, which requires the DoD to submit a report to
congressional defense committees regarding
compliance with policies for DoD CZs.

Findings


There is 62.3 acres within the Vance CZ and
65.9 acres within the Kegelman AAF CZ that
are not controlled.



The Air Force has not obtained the land
through easement control due to resource
prioritization.

Compatibility Assessment
Because the Clear Zone is the area with the highest
probability of accidents occurring, only open space and
agricultural uses (without structures) are
recommended within the CZ. Due to the potential
hazard to the public, an installation may sometimes
either acquire property within the CZ or purchase
aviation easements on private property within the CZ
to ensure the CZ is free from development.
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ISSUE
SA-5

There is a Concern with Homes
Located North of the Vance AFB in
Runway APZ 1
There are homes located to the north
of Vance AFB that were grandfathered
into APZ-I zone. This area is the most
likely source of encroachment and
should be assessed and criteria
provided for future city/county
planning updates.

Compatibility Assessment
The DoD has designated Safety Zones around military
airfields comprising the CZ, APZ I, and APZ II that
extend out from each end of a runway. Development is
a concern in these areas because these areas are
where, statistically, aircraft accidents have occurred in
the past around military installations. These areas are
high risk due to aircraft flying at lower speeds and
altitudes. The risk to people on the ground is small;
however, the consequences associated with these
incidents are high. Because of this potential impact,
the Air Force has identified recommended land uses
with airfield safety zones.

Military Profile 3
According to the SLUCM, single family residential
dwelling units are incompatible inMilitary
APZ I. Profile 3
In order to limit future development
that is Profile
potentially
Military
3
incompatible with residential land uses, the Airfield
Environs Overlay District in the Enid Zoning Code
should be considered during the development process.

Findings


There are single-family residences located in
APZ I, which are incompatible with the land
use guidelines that are defined by the Air
Force.



The effects that current zoning has on the
military mission should be considered during
the developing process.

ISSUE
SA-6

Currently, there are single-family residential uses
within the Vance AFB APZ I. Although these residential
uses were grandfathered into the area, they remain a
safety hazard to aircraft operations and residents.

October 2018

Vance AFB has a BASH Challenge
with Water Fowl and other Birds
Due to Local Attractants
Vance AFB is within the flight path of
various birds. Bird attractants, such as
agricultural crops, bodies of water,
landfills, and asphalt millings, are
located on and around the installation,
increasing the potential for bird
aircraft strikes. The future siting of a
new landfill could pose additional
BASH. While Vance AFB uses various
techniques to haze birds (e.g. bird
cannons), they are not always
effective. In addition, the construction
of the Kaw Lake water pipeline project,
if not designed to minimize BASH, may
add additional attractants.

The land uses are incorporated in Air Force Instruction
(AFI) 32-7063, Air Installation Compatibility Use Zones
(AICUZ) Program, which defines land uses for studies.
The land uses that are evaluated for compatibility in
AFI 32-7063 are based on the national Standard Land
Use Coding Manual (SLUCM) that were developed by
the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) in 1977.
These recommended land uses are outlined in Table
5.14-3 in the land use section.
The Accident Potential Zones (APZ I and II), located just
at the ends of the CZ, have a lower safety risk potential
due to their proximity to the runway. Though still
considered a risk, land uses with restrictions that
protect public safety are recommended in the APZs.

5

Compatibility Assessment
Wildlife attractants near the Vance AFB airfield are a
concern in a region that supports populations of
resident and migratory bird species. Bird aircraft
strikes can cause significant damage to aircraft and, in
some cases, may render aircraft completely
irreparable. Such damage results in delayed air
missions and may result in injury or loss of life to pilots
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and citizens. Bird-strikes threaten the safety of Vance
AFB pilots and the local community and increase
operating costs for the installation. BASH conditions
resulting from the surrounding agricultural land uses
and lakes increase the risk of bird-strikes.
Over the past 20 years, more than 69,000 wildlifeaircraft strikes have occurred with United States Air
Force aircraft and killed 23 aviators, destroyed 12
aircraft, and caused more than $400 million worth of
equipment damage.
The Bird/Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard prevention
program was implemented by the DoD to address the
reduction of wildlife hazards through proactive
mitigation of resident bird and wildlife species and
proximity to migratory routes. The Central Migratory
Flyway stretches from central Canada to Mexico’s Gulf
Coast, passing through Oklahoma and Texas and
providing critical migratory stopover habitat for birds in
the fall and spring. Spring migration typically occurs
between March and May, and fall migration occurs
between September and November. The exact routes
of migration flyways can vary from year to year, based
on a variety of factors. Protection of these “flyways” as
natural corridors for migratory species is critical for
birds to reach desired breeding or wintering grounds.
Agricultural land use is prevalent around Vance AFB,
and while agricultural land use is generally compatible
with AF missions, it can increase BASH risk, as seeds
from certain types of crops and spillage from harvest
operations may attract birds to the area. In addition,
nearby lakes (Kaw, Sooner, and Meadow Park Lakes
around Vance AFB) provide habitat for birds to roost.
The presence of these attractants results in large
numbers of birds traversing the airspace around Vance
AFB as they move between available habitat and food
sources.
The AF Safety Center BASH Team assists in bird hazard
reduction Air Force-wide. AF BASH Team personnel are
trained in bird control and have experience in wildlife
ecology, land management, and flight operations. They
also have current information on authorized control
equipment and techniques.

The United States Air Force has developed a Bird
Avoidance Model (BAM) using Geographic Information
System (GIS) technology as an essential tool for the
analysis and correlation of bird habitat, migration, and
breeding characteristics. This online tool is known as
the U.S. Avian Hazard Advisory System (USAHAS). The
USAHAS has documented more than 70 reported bird
strikes at Vance AFB between 2014 and 2016 and 607
between 1996 and 2016. Figure 5.21-1 shows BASH
occurrences at Vance AFB since 1996. The highest
incidence of strikes was in 1996 when there were 96
reported strikes, and the lowest incidence of strikes
was in 2000 when there was one.
Figure 5.21-1

Bird / Wildlife Strikes at Vance AFB, 1996 2016
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Source: Avian Hazard Advisory System

Vance AFB contracts with the USDA to employ an
onsite wildlife biologist to conduct mitigation and
depredation tactics that deter and remove birds from
the area surrounding the installation. The USDA wildlife
biologist works with nearby land owners and local
farmers to carry out depredation activities and
communicate the joint benefit of using agricultural
procedures that help mitigate BASH. In addition, the
Vance AFB Bird Hazard Working Group (BHWG)
oversees BASH activities on the installation in
accordance with the current BASH Plan. The Vance
AFB BASH Plan outlines requirements and methods to
manage BASH on the installation and in nearby
airspace. While techniques such as bird cannons are
used to haze birds, they are not always successful, as
wildlife tends to become desensitized to the impacts
(e.g. noise) intended to drive them away.
The City of Enid has an Airfield Environs Overlay District
(AOD), which is intended to manage land development
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5

Military Profile 3
and preclude the construction of facilities that are
attractants to birds.
Another BASH concern at Vance AFB involves the
construction of the Kaw Lake water pipeline project
that will provide potable water from surface water
sources for the City of Enid. The project will involve
the construction of a pipeline and supporting water
holding facilities that, unless constructed to minimize
features that attract birds, will increase the potential
for aircraft bird strikes in the JLUS Study Area. Issue
WQQ-1 provides additional information on the Kaw
Lake water pipeline project.

ISSUE
SA-7

Military Profile
3
Concern with Drummond
Flats
Wildlife Management Area
Military Profile 3
Re-establishing Wetlands
The Drummond Flats Wildlife
Management Area (WMA) is a 4,800acre site located approximately seven
miles southwest of Vance AFB, and
under portions of the T-38 outside
downwind pattern. The potential
restoration of wetlands at the
Drummond Flats WMA poses a
potential BASH threat to Vance AFB.

Findings


Vance AFB has a number of bird attractants in
the vicinity of the installation that increase the
potential for BASH incidents.



Agricultural operations in the vicinity, nearby
bodies of water, and a location in the Central
Migratory Flyway all create an environment
that is conducive to aircraft bird strikes.



Aircraft bird strikes at Vance AFB pose an
operational risk to equipment and a
potentially lethal risk to pilots.



The AF has programs to assist installations
with managing BASH, including the AF Safety
Center BASH Team and an USAHAS online tool.



Vance AFB has a BASH Program directed by
the BHWG and guided by the installation BASH
Plan. Vance AFB also contracts with the USDA
to provide BASH mitigation support.



The Kaw Lake water pipeline project has the
potential to increase BASH in the JLUS study
area if the construction does not include
measures to minimize features that would
attract birds.

October 2018

Compatibility Assessment
As outlined by the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife
Conservation (ODWC), the Drummond Flats Wildlife
Management Area (WMA) is nearly 4,800 acres in size
and is an historic overflow basin at the confluence of
Turkey Creek, Elm Creek, and Salt Creek. The site is
primarily wetland habitat, with some surrounding
upland habitat, and is located approximately seven
miles southwest of the City of Enid and Vance AFB.
The Drummond Flats WMA was converted to farmland
in the early 1900s and is currently being restored
under the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
Wetland Restoration Program (WRP). It is managed by
the ODWC. The Oklahoma Department of Wildlife
Conservation has purchased the land for conservation
and is in the process of developing a wildlife
management plan. Partners in this study include NRCS,
Ducks Unlimited, and Vance AFB.
While still in the development stage, Drummond Flats
WMA currently has eight water control structures,
nearly two miles of dikes, and five wetland units to
provide wetland habitat for various species, including
sandhill cranes, ducks, geese and various wading birds.
The wetlands and surrounding habitat provide native
food plants such as smartweeds, pigweeds, native
millets, sedges, sunflower, and ragweed. In addition,
there is a small area of croplands used for dove
management. The WRP at Drummond Flats WMA is
intended to provide a location for migratory birds
along the central flyway and to create an area for game
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hunting. In addition, the WRP would help improve the
water quality of the Turkey Creek watershed.
The Drummond Flats WMA underlies current flight
paths used by T-38 aircraft that operate out of Vance
AFB. There is a potential for increased BASH as the
wetlands are restored and/or increased in size.

Findings


The ODWC in coordination with the USDA is
working on wetland restoration in the
Drummond Flats WMA.



The Drummond Flats WMA is located
approximately seven miles southwest of Vance
AFB.

some cases, may render aircraft completely
irreparable, resulting in delayed air missions. Strikes
may also result in injury or loss of life to pilots and
citizens. Bird-strikes threaten the safety of pilots
operating at and around Kegelman AAF and the local
community and increase operating costs for the
installation. Conditions resulting from the surrounding
agricultural land uses and lakes increase the risk of
bird-strikes. Between 1996 and 2016, there were a
total of 67 BASH incidents. Figure 5.21-2 shows the
number of incidents per year.
Figure 5.21-2



The goal is to increase productive habitat for
wildlife including migratory/resident bird
species and to provide hunting and recreation
opportunities for residents.



Vance AFB uses flight routes that fly over the
Drummond Flats WMA site.



There is the potential for increased BASH as
the wetlands are restored and bird activity in
the area increases.

ISSUE
SA-8

Bird Attractants Nearby Kegelman
Auxiliary Airfield (AAF)
Kegelman AAF has a BASH challenge
with waterfowl and other birds due to
local attractants. Of particular concern
are bodies of water, which can attract
large birds such as the American white
pelican. Low water in nearby lakes and
streams can also create fish kills,
which, in turn, attracts vultures and
gulls.

Compatibility Assessment
Wildlife attractants near the Kegelman AAF are a
concern in a region that supports populations of
resident and migratory bird species. Bird aircraft
strikes can cause significant damage to aircraft and in
Page 5-96

Bird / Wildlife Strikes at Kegelman AAF,
1996 – 2016.
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Source: Avian Hazard Advisory System.

Agricultural land use is prevalent around Kegelman
AAF. While agricultural land use is generally compatible
with AF missions, it can increase BASH risk as seeds
from certain types of crops may attract birds to the
area. In addition, the Great Salt Plains Lake located in
the Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge near Kegelman
AAF provides migratory stopover and breeding habitats
for birds. The presence of these attractants results in
large numbers of birds traversing the airspace around
Kegelman AAF, as they move between available habitat
and food sources. Of particular concern are large birds
such as the American White Pelican and Great Blue
Heron, which are year-round residents and can do
significant damage to an aircraft in the event of a bird
strike. Also, due to environmental conditions (e.g. low
water levels, warm temperatures) at the Great Salt
Plains Lake, fish kills can occasionally occur and attract
birds that scavenge on the dead fish. This results in
larger numbers of birds that increases the BASH
potential.
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Compatibility Assessment
The Bird/Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH)
prevention program was implemented by the DoD to
address the reduction of wildlife hazards through
proactive mitigation of resident bird and wildlife
species and proximity to migratory routes. The Central
Migratory Flyway stretches from central Canada to
Mexico’s Gulf Coast, passing through Oklahoma and
Texas and providing critical migratory stopover habitat
for birds in the fall and spring. Spring migration
typically occurs between March and May, and fall
migration occurs between September and November.
The exact routes of migration flyways can vary from
year to year, based on a variety of factors. Protection
of these “flyways” as natural corridors for migratory
species is critical for birds to reach desired breeding or
wintering grounds.
The USDA wildlife biologist that supports BASH
mitigation efforts at Vance AFB also provides support
at Kegelman AAF. The mitigation activities at Kegelman
AAF are also similar to those conducted at Vance AFB.
The Vance AFB BHWG and BASH Plan also incorporate
Kegelman AAF.
See Issue SA-6 for additional discussion on AF BASH
activities that apply to Issue SA-8 as well.

Findings


Kegelman AAF has a number of bird
attractants in the vicinity of the installation
that increase the potential for BASH incidents.



Agricultural operations in the vicinity, nearby
bodies of water, and a location in the Central
Migratory Flyway all create an environment
that is conducive to aircraft bird strikes.



The Great Salt Plains Lake in the Salt Plains
NWR provides excellent habitat for birds,
including large species that are a significant
hazard to aircraft. Occasional fish kills at the
lake can increase potential for BASH, due to
increased birds scavenging the dead fish.

October 2018
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Military Profile 3
Aircraft bird strikes at Kegelman AAF pose an
Military
3
operational risk to equipment
and Profile
are
potentially life-threatening to pilots.
Military Profile 3
The Vance AFB BASH Program (including
BHWG direction and the installation BASH
Plan) and USDA support is in place at
Kegelman AAF to help mitigate BASH.

ISSUE The City of Enid has Identified an
SA-9 Unpaved Road as a Truck Route which
has the Potential to Increase Truck
Traffic Near the Vance AFB Entrance in
the Clear Zone
Vance AFB entry off of Southgate Road is
impacted by City of Enid truck routes
connected to US 81.

Compatibility Assessment
The City of Enid established truck routes to identify
which roads have the capacity and necessity to be
designated truck routes. Near Vance AFB, there is a
truck route on Owen K Garriott Route, which
intersections with the truck route on US-81. These
truck routes connect industry and allow for the
distribution of goods throughout the city, region, and
nation. They are an integral part of the regional
connectivity.
In addition to these two truck routes, there is a truck
route on Southgate Road, between US 81 and the
railroad line. The road connects industrial uses near
the rail line to the highway. This portion of the truck
route is a two-lane road, with one lane for east bound
and one for west bound travel. This portion is
approximately 750 feet long. There is one lane for the
east-west truck route on Southgate Road that
terminates at the intersection of US 81 where the truck
route continues north-south of the highway. Because
trucks utilize Southgate Road to access the highway,
the portion of Southgate that is designated a truck
route can have congested traffic, which can then
impact access onto the installation.
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The Main Entrance and the Industrial Entrance into
Vance AFB are both located off of Southgate Road.
While the turnoff to the entrance roads are about a
half mile and mile, respectively, from the truck route,
access to the installation has the potential to be
impacted by traffic that is associated with trucks on
Southgate Road. Figure 5-21.3 shows the portion of the
truck route on Southgate Road that intersects with US
81 near Vance AFB.
Figure 5-21.3

Truck Routes on South Gate Road and US
Hwy 81.

Findings


The City of Enid has designated a portion of
Southgate Road as a truck route.



The Main Entrance and Industrial Entrance to
Vance AFB are located on Southgate Road.



The presence of truck traffic has the potential
to impact access onto the installation.
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5.22 Scarce Natural Resources (SNR)
Pressure to gain access to valuable natural resources,
such as oil, natural gas, minerals, and water resources
that are located on military installations, within military
training areas, or on public lands historically used for
military operations can impact land utilization and
military operations.

ISSUE
SNR-1

Concern that Current Availability
of Water May Impact Vance AFB
Operations
Vance AFB has a need for a
redundant water sources to ensure
mission continuity.

Military Profile 3
In the past when the City of Enid has enacted water
restrictions to reduce consumption,
Vance AFB
has 3
Military
Profile
complied as required. However, Vance AFB does not
have mandatory water conservation
measures
in place,
Military
Profile
3
such as low flow devices and the reuse of treated
water.
Since Vance AFB is totally dependent on the City of
Enid for its water supply, there is a potential risk if
access to the water supply was lost due to an
interruption in service. Without a continued potable
water supply, the Vance AFB mission would be severely
impacted in the short-term, with longer term impacts
likely even more significant.

Findings


Vance AFB is located in an arid region of
Oklahoma where water supply options are
limited.



Currently, Vance AFB obtains all its water
supply from the City of Enid and has no
substantive alternate supply source.



The City of Enid obtains all its water from
groundwater pumping and has projected a
future shortfall of water through 2050.



The City of Enid is pursuing the Kaw Lake
water pipeline project to obtain surface water
resources to meet projected demand.



Without an alternate source of water, the
Vance AFB mission would be at risk if there
were a major interruption of the water
supplied by the City of Enid.

Compatibility Assessment
The area of Oklahoma where Vance AFB is located is
generally arid and lacks abundant supplies of easily
available water. Vance AFB currently obtains all of its
water supply from the City of Enid and has no
substantive alternate sources of potable water.
The City of Enid, while currently meeting potable water
demands, has identified a potential water shortfall of
approximately 5-11 million gallons per day (MGD),
based on 2050 projections of expected water
demands. According to a 2014 Air Force
encroachment analysis, Vance AFB accounts for
approximately one percent of the City of Enid’s annual
water use. While a relatively small amount, the
availability of potable water is critical to the ongoing
Vance AFB mission.

5

The City of Enid currently obtains all its water supply by
pumping groundwater from three aquifers. Continued
pumping of additional groundwater to meet future
demands has been determined unsustainable. Based
on this, the City is pursuing the Kaw Lake water
pipeline project to obtain surface water resources to
meet its projected water demands through 2050. The
project, when complete in the year 2022, would
provide water in addition to existing groundwater
supplies.

October 2018
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ISSUE
SNR-2

Concern that Current Availability
of Dedicated Power May impact
Vance AFB Operations
There is a need for Vance AFB to
have a backup power source to
ensure mission continuity.

Compatibility Assessment
According to the Vance AFB 2016 Installation
Development Plan (IDP), electrical service is purchased
through Oklahoma Gas and Electric (OG&E) and
Southwestern Power Administration. It is delivered to
Vance AFB via a single source, main distribution
switching substation that is located along Fox Drive,
just south of the Hairston Gate. The Vance AFB
substation is shared with other rural customers in the
area. The overall electrical system at Vance AFB is in a
degraded condition, as most power poles have reached
the end of their design life and continue to create
maintenance problems. Midwest weather, including
ice storms in Oklahoma, along with birds/wildlife
create maintenance challenges for the installation.
Regular maintenance is required for damaged
overhead electrical lines and poles. The IDP also
indicated the need to continue burying electrical lines
to improve external sustainability conditions related to
electrical power availability on the base. While initially
expensive, burying the lines can greatly reduce
maintenance requirements and minimize power down
time due to problems with overhead wires and poles.

Findings


Vance AFB obtains electrical power from the
OG&E and Southwestern Power
Administration.



Electrical power is delivered to the base via a
single source main distribution substation
which is shared with other rural customers.



The VAFB overall electrical distribution is rated
as degraded in the base IDP due to ongoing
maintenance challenges with overhead lines
and poles.



Both the IDP and ICEMAP recommend
continuing to bury power lines to reduce
impacts from weather events.



The availability of a backup power source at
Vance AFB would help ensure mission
continuity.

With a single source of electrical power, Vance AFB is
susceptible to power unavailability during a major
event. A single point of failure at the OG&E switching
substation increases the potential risk for electrical
power failure. The Vance AFB Installation Complex
Encroachment Management Action Plan (ICEMAP)
notes the base has installed multiple emergency
generators in past years to ensure mission continuity
for critical facilities and operations. Having a backup
power supply for the installation would help ensure
mission continuity.
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5.23 Vertical Obstructions (VO)
Vertical obstructions are created by buildings, trees,
structures, and other features that encroach into the
navigable airspace or line-of-sight of radar signal
transmission pathways used by the military. These
obstructions can be a safety hazard to both the public
and military personnel and potentially impact military
readiness.

Military Profile 3
To determine when structures or facilities should be
Profilethe 3
evaluated for vertical obstruction,Military
Part 77 states
following requirements for notifying the FAA:
Military Profile 3
§77.9 - Any person/organization who intends
to sponsor any of the following construction or
alterations must notify the Administrator of
the FAA:

Vertical obstructions can compromise the value of lowlevel flight training by limiting the areas where such
training can occur. Vertical obstructions can also
interfere with radar transmissions, compromising the
integrity of data transmission between the transmitter
and receiver. Though most critical near the transmitter,
the geographic area impacting the transmissions, or
radar viewshed, can be broad depending on the
distance between the transmitter and receivers.

Key Terms
Imaginary Surfaces. The term imaginary surface refers
to the areas surrounding a heliport or airfield that must
be kept clear of objects that might pose a safety threat
to aviation activities. A man-made or natural object
that projects above an imaginary surface is an
obstruction. See Technical Background for more
information.
Vertical Obstructions. Vertical obstructions are
objects or structures that exceed a specified height
above ground level and extend into airspace.

Technical Background
In relation to flight operations from an airport (military
or civilian), vertical obstructions are addressed through
compliance with Federal Regulation Title 14 Part 77,
which establishes standards and notification
requirements for objects affecting navigable airspace.
Commonly referred to as Part 77 compliance, this
regulation provides details to evaluate the potential for
a vertical obstruction, based on the elevation of the
airfield, the height and resulting elevation of the new
structure or facility, and the location of the structure or
facility in relation to the airfield in question.
October 2018
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– Any construction or alteration exceeding 200
feet above ground level.
Any construction or alteration:
– within 20,000 feet of a public use or military
airport which exceeds a 100:1 surface from
any point on the runway of each airport with
at least one runway more than 3,200 feet.
– within 10,000 feet of a public use or military
airport which exceeds a 50:1 surface from any
point on the runway of each airport with its
longest runway no more than 3,200 feet.
– within 5,000 feet of a public use heliport
which exceeds a 25:1 surface.
Any highway, railroad, or other traverse way
whose prescribed adjusted height would
exceed the above noted standards.
When requested by the FAA:
– Any construction or alteration located on a
public use airport or heliport regardless of
height or location.
Part 77 also identifies the height at which an
object may be considered an obstruction at a
designated distance:
§77.17- Obstruction standards.
(a) An existing object, including a mobile
object, is, and a future object would be an
obstruction to air navigation if it is of greater
Page 5-101

height than any of the following heights or
surfaces:

control service furnished by an airport traffic
control tower or by the airport management
and coordinated with the air traffic control
service, the standards of paragraph (a) of this
section apply to traverse ways used or to be
used for the passage of mobile objects only
after the heights of these traverse ways are
increased by:

(1) A height of 499 feet above ground level at
the site of the object.
(2) A height that is 200 feet above ground
level or above the established airport
elevation, whichever is higher, within three
nautical miles of the established reference
point of an airport, excluding heliports, with its
longest runway more than 3,200 feet in actual
length, and that height increases in the
proportion of 100 feet for each additional
nautical mile from the airport up to a
maximum of 499 feet.

(1) 17 feet for an Interstate Highway that is
part of the National System of Military and
Interstate Highways where overcrossings are
designed for a minimum of 17 feet vertical
distance.
(2) 15 feet for any other public roadway.

(3) A height within a terminal obstacle
clearance area, including an initial approach
segment, a departure area, and a circling
approach area, which would result in the
vertical distance between any point on the
object and an established minimum
instrument flight altitude within that area or
segment to be less than the required obstacle
clearance.
(4) A height within an en route obstacle
clearance area, including turn and termination
areas, of a Federal Airway or approved
off-airway route, that would increase the
minimum obstacle clearance altitude.
(5) The surface of a takeoff and landing area
of an airport or any imaginary surface
established under § 77.19, 77.21, or 77.23.
However, no part of the takeoff or landing
area itself will be considered an obstruction.
(b) Except for traverse ways on or near an
airport with an operative ground traffic
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(3) 10 feet or the height of the highest mobile
object that would normally traverse the road,
whichever is greater, for a private road.
(4) 23 feet for a railroad.
(5) For a waterway or any other traverse way
not previously mentioned, an amount equal to
the height of the highest mobile object that
would normally traverse it.
In addition to Part 77, the FAA has developed
imaginary surfaces around runways to determine
whether structures pose a vertical obstruction relative
to the surrounding airspace. The levels of imaginary
surfaces build upon one another and are designed to
eliminate obstructions to air navigation and
operations, either natural or man-made. The
dimension or size of an imaginary surface depends on
the runway classification. Figure 5.23-1 illustrates all
the imaginary surfaces of a runway and the heights and
ratios that define buildings and structures as vertical
obstructions.
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Military Profile 3
Figure 5.23-1

Imaginary Surfaces Cross-Section
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Compatibility Assessment

Imaginary Surfaces for Runways at Vance
AFB
Vance AFB has three parallel runways, oriented
generally north to south (35R/17L, 35C/17C, and
35L/17R). Runway 35R/17L is 5,024 feet long and 150
feet wide. Runway 35C/17C is 9,217 feet long and 150
feet wide. Runway 35L/17R is 9,217 feet long and 150
feet wide. All runway pavement was designed and
built for sustained aircraft landings and takeoffs.
As referred to in the 2013 Vance AFB AICUZ Update,
the following provides a description of each of the
imaginary surfaces. For the purposes of explanation,
the runway at Vance AFB is classified as a Class B
runway. Class B runways are intended for use by highperformance and large, heavy aircraft.
Primary Surface. This surface defines the limits of the
obstruction clearance requirements in the immediate
vicinity of the landing area. The primary surface
comprises surfaces of the runway, runway shoulders,
and lateral safety zones and extends 200 feet beyond
the runway end. The width of the primary surface for
the type of runway at Vance AFB is 2,000 feet, or
1,000 feet on each side of the runway centerline.
Clear Zone. This surface defines the limits of the
obstruction clearance requirements in the vicinity
contiguous to the end of the primary surface. The
length and width of the clear zone surface at Vance
AFB is 3,000 feet by 3,000 feet.
Approach-Departure Clearance Surface. This surface
is symmetrical to the runway centerline. It begins as an
inclined plane (glide angle) 200 feet from the end of
the primary surface of the centerline elevation of the
runway end, and extends for 50,000 feet. The slope of
the approach-departure clearance surface is 50:1 (50
horizontal feet for one vertical foot) along the
extended runway (glide angle) centerline until it
reaches an elevation of 500 feet above the established
airfield elevation. It then continues horizontally at this
elevation to a point 50,000 feet from the start of the
glide angle. The width of this surface at the runway end
Page 5-104
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Military Profile 3
is 2,000 feet. It flares uniformly, with the width 16,000
Military Profile 3
feet at 50,000 feet above sea level.
Military
Inner Horizontal Surface. This surface
is anProfile
oval- 3
shaped plane 150 feet above the established airfield
elevation. It is constructed by scribing an arc with a
radius of 7,500 feet above the centerline at the end of
the runway and interconnects with tangents.
Conical Surface. This is an inclined surface extending
outward 7,000 feet and upward from the outer
periphery of the inner horizontal surface to a height of
500 feet above the established airfield elevation. The
slope of the conical surface has a ration of 20
horizontal feet for one vertical foot.
Outer Horizontal Surface. This surface is a plane
located 500 feet above the established airfield
elevation. It extends horizontally for 30,000 feet from
the outer periphery of the conical surface.
Transitional Surfaces. These surfaces connect the
primary surfaces, clear zones, and approach-departure
clearance surfaces to the outer horizontal surface,
conical surface, other horizontal surface, or other
transitional surfaces. The slope of the transitional
surface is 7:1 outward and upward at right angles to
the runway centerline. To determine the elevation for
the beginning of the transitional surface slope at any
point along the lateral boundary of the primary
surface, including the CZ, a line is drawn from this point
to the runway centerline. This line will be at right
angles to the runway axis. The elevation at the runway
centerline is the elevation for the beginning of the 7:1
slope.
The land areas outlined by these imaginary surfaces
should be regulated to prevent uses that might
otherwise be hazardous to aircraft operations. As
outlined in the Vance AFB AICUZ, the following uses
should be restricted and/or prohibited:
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Uses that release into the air any substance
that would impair visibility or otherwise
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interfere with the operation of aircraft (i.e.
steam, dust, or smoke).


Uses which produce light emissions, either
direct or indirect (reflective), which would
interfere with pilot vision.



Uses that produce electrical emissions which
would interfere with aircraft communications
systems or navigational equipment.



Uses which would attract birds or waterfowl,
including but not limited to, operation of
sanitary landfills, maintenance of feeding
stations, or the growing of certain vegetation.



Uses that provide for structures within ten
feet of aircraft approach-departure and/or
transitional surfaces.

ISSUE
VO-1

There are Vertical Obstruction
Concerns with Future Cell Tower
Siting in the JLUS Study Area

from the end of the runway, objects are limited to 1
foot in height. Therefore, an object 5,000 feet from
the end of the runway is limited to 90 feet in height
(110 feet, less 10 feet for safety). The other
transitional imaginary surfaces discussed in the
technical background section have similar height
limitations.
Cell towers can vary in height from 100-200 feet, for
typical equipment, to 400 feet, depending on the use.
Other types of towers can be taller, again depending
on the application. A recent search for towers within
four miles of Vance AFB identified approximately 29
towers (both registered and unregistered) with heights
from less than 100 feet to over 300 feet. Most of the
larger towers are to the east of Vance AFB, along US81, and to the north, along US-412. Figure 5.23-2
shows the cell towers near the City of Enid and Vance
AFB.

Figure 5.23-2

Towers / Antenna Near Enid, OK

There is a concern that the
development of future cell towers will
create obstructions that exceed height
restrictions per the DoD Imaginary
Surfaces criteria. This is a concern for
cell towers in both the City of Enid and
Garfield County.

Compatibility Assessment
Cell tower siting around Vance AFB is a potential
concern depending on the location and height of the
towers. As discussed in the technical section, any
vertical obstructions, such as cell towers, that are
within ten feet of the runway approach-departure
and/or transitional surfaces pose a hazard to aircraft
operations.
For example, the approach-departure imaginary
surface establishes a 50:1 glide slope at the end of
each runway. For every 50 feet in horizontal distance
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Source: http://www.antennasearch.com/sitestart.asp.

Within the City of Enid Zoning Ordinance, the following
land use is prohibited within the boundaries of the
Airfield Environs Overlay District:
Uses which endanger the approach,
departure, or maneuvering of aircraft by
providing structures within ten feet (10') of a
defined aircraft approach, departure or
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Military Profile 3
uses that endanger aircraft operating around
Military
Profileof 3
airfields and that limits the
constructions
vertical objects to heights consistent with the
Military Profile 3
Vance AFB AICUZ requirements.

transitional surfaces or one hundred feet
(100') beneath a low-level military training
route.
Additionally, within the Airfield Environs Overlay
District, buildings and structures, including towers, are
prohibited, or if otherwise specified, no building or
structure may exceed 25 feet. In APZ II, no building or
structure may exceed 35 feet, and in APZ II, no building
or structure may exceed the height specific to the
underlying zoning district. The Overlay includes the Air
Force land use recommendations, which also specify
when buildings and structures are not compatible with
air operations. These recommendations are outlined in
Table 5.14-1 in the land use section.





The FAA has implemented regulations
intended to prevent vertical obstructions from
interfering with safe aircraft operations.



Vance AFB operates three runways that
include imaginary surface slopes intended to
maintain areas around the airfield free from
vertical obstructions.



Cells towers can vary in height from 100-200
feet up to approximately 400 feet, depending
on tower construction and use.





While there are large cell towers around
Vance AFB, most are to the east and north of
the airfield.
The City of Enid has established an Airfield
Environs Overlay District that prohibits land
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There is a Concern with the
Potential Need for Additional
Elevated Water Storage Tanks in
the City of Enid
The City of Enid currently has three
elevated water storage tanks. The
City has identified the need for at
least one more water elevated
storage tank. Any future elevated
water tank will require siting in a
location where water demands
dictate. The siting of additional
elevated water tanks may create
vertical obstructions that impact
Vance AFB flight operations.

Findings
The siting of cell towers around Vance AFB
could pose a hazard to aircraft safety if not
properly managed.

Garfield County does not have regulations on
tower heights.

ISSUE
VO-2

The Garfield County Zoning Ordinance, under Article III
Additional District Provisions, states that “…towers,
and other projections not used for human occupancy
may extend above the height limit” within specific
zoning districts. This can potentially lead to
incompatible heights that could impact air operations.



5

Compatibility Assessment
The City of Enid provides potable water for 19,000+
metered locations across the city. In addition, the City
provides water for Vance AFB. With future projected
growth in water demand doubling by the year 2030
and given constraints with existing groundwater
supplies, the City is pursuing ways to ensure a
sustainable water supply for its users well into the
future.
The City of Enid manages the water system
infrastructure including:


Approximately 140 producing wells,



200 miles of collection lines,



23 million gallons of storage tanks,

Public Draft Background Report
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seven pumping stations, and



two treatment plants.

transitional surfaces or one hundred feet
(100') beneath a low-level military training
route.

Included in the water storage system are elevated
water tanks which are required to deliver water under
pressure to the system users and with adequate
pressure for firefighting purposes. Water is pumped to
the elevated tank, which in turn creates the necessary
static head to pressurize the system. Currently, the
Enid water system operates three elevated water
tanks, each with a capacity of .75 million gallons. The
City has identified the need to install an additional
elevated water storage tank in order to ensure
adequate water pressure in all areas of demand. While
the specific location of the elevated tank has not been
determined, it may be located on the east side of the
city based on current planning. The potential location
of the proposed tank is important due to potential
conflicts with aircraft operations at Vance AFB and
Woodring Regional Airport. Around airfields, imaginary
surfaces are established to ensure safe operation of
aircraft approaching and departing the runways as
described in the previous technical section. Any
objects that impinge on those imaginary surfaces and
the associated glide slopes can pose a hazard as a
vertical obstruction. In addition, tall vertical
obstructions have the potential to impact low level
military training routes, depending on the altitudes at
which the aircraft operate.

The City of Enid and Garfield County do not have
specific zoning ordinances for water tower heights.

Typical elevated water tanks are 150-200 feet in
elevation, although they can be shorter or taller,
depending on the specific needs of the water system.
Vertical objects of this height are tall enough to pose a
vertical hazard to aircraft if located without
consideration for safe flying operations. The City of
Enid Zoning Ordinance prohibits the following land use
within the boundaries of the Airfield Environs Overlay
District:
Uses which endanger the approach,
departure, or maneuvering of aircraft by
providing structures within ten feet (10') of a
defined aircraft approach, departure or
October 2018
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Findings


The City of Enid operates a municipal water
system that provides pressurized water to its
residents.



As the City continues to grow, water demand
increases and supporting water supplies and
infrastructure must keep pace.



The City has identified the need to add an
additional elevated water tower, potentially
on the east side of the City to maintain
adequate service levels.



Elevated water tanks can pose vertical
obstructions to aircraft operating in and
around airfields, as well as in military training
routes.



Elevated water tanks must be sited properly to
avoid conflicts with aircraft operating from
Vance AFB and Woodring Regional Airport.



The City of Enid has established an Airfield
Environs Overlay District prohibiting land uses
that endanger aircraft operating around
airfields and limiting the constructions of
vertical objects to heights consistent with the
Vance AFB AICUZ requirements.

ISSUE
VO-3

5

Military Profile 3
There is a Concern with the Koch
Military
Profile
3
Fertilizer Plant and
Potential
Flight
Obstructions
Military Profile 3
Woodring Regional Airport had to
negotiate with Koch regarding flight
patterns and vertical obstructions.
There is a need to define military
criteria related to future
development to ensure long term
operational use for Woodring
Regional Airport (link with SA-2).

Compatibility Assessment
The Koch Fertilizer Company is located just outside the
City of Enid to the east of the Woodring Regional
Airport. In the past several years, the plant has
undergone major expansion allowing it to increase the
output of agriculture fertilizer products. The plant
expansion created several thousand temporary jobs
during construction and will add several hundred
permanent operations jobs. These jobs are an
important component of economic development in the
JLUS Study Area.
The fertilizer plant’s infrastructure includes stacks and
towers that are required for the production of Koch
fertilizer products. These elevated facilities have the
potential to impact flight operations at Woodring
Regional Airport as vertical obstructions. The Koch
Fertilizer Company plant is located within the
imaginary surfaces associated with the Woodring
Regional Airport. In the past, the Woodring Regional
Airport and the Koch Fertilizer Company have
coordinated on operations and activities to help
minimize the potential for vertical obstructions at the
plant to pose a hazard to flight operations at the
airport. Currently, there are no vertical obstructions at
the Koch plant that undermine safe airport operations.
As the airport and plant continue to grow and expand
to meet their respective service and economic goals, it
will be critical that there be continued communication
and coordination to avoid future plant development
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and airport operations that are incompatible. The
Woodring Regional Airport and Vance AFB have a 2017
MOU that allows the installation to use the airport
facilities under specific conditions. This agreement,
which helps Vance AFB meet its training mission,
means any future coordination on plant development
and airport operations must also account for military
aircraft activity at the Woodring Regional Airport.

ISSUE
VO-4

There has been degradation of
Military Training Routes’ (MTRs)
ability to support aircraft operations
due to the presence of wind energy
development and associated vertical
obstructions.

Findings


The Koch Fertilizer Company plant is located
east of the Woodring Regional Airport and has
an important economic impact in the JLUS
Study Area.



The plant is located within the imaginary
surfaces associated with the Woodring
Regional Airport and has infrastructure in the
form of stacks and towers that are elevated
above the ground surface.



Woodring Regional Airport and the Koch
Fertilizer Company have coordinated in the
past on plant expansions to ensure there were
no vertical obstruction hazards for safe airport
operations.



As the airport and plant grow and expand, it
will be important that communication and
coordination continue between the airport
and the plant to minimize future plant
development and airport operations that have
the potential to be incompatible.



Woodring Regional Airport and Vance AFB
have an MOU that allows the installation to
use airport facilities. As a result, future
compatibility planning with Koch Fertilizer
Company must address operations at both
airfields.

There are several existing wind farms within the Vance
AFB JLUS Study Area, and within Vance AFB’s Airport
Surveillance Radar (ASR) and KVNX Weather Radar’s
fields-of-view, including over 500 wind turbines within
the Radar Impact Zones. Figure 5.23-3 shows the
Vance AFB MTRs and nearby wind turbine
developments. In the figure the blue points represent
completed wind turbine developments, the orange
points show developments under construction and the
red points show proposed wind turbine developments.
Figure 5.23-3 Vance AFB MTRs with Wind Farms

Source: Vance AFB.

Figure 5.23-4 shows areas around the KVNX weather
radar at Vance AFB and impact zones relative to wind
turbine construction:


October 2018

Concern that the presence of wind
turbines near Vance AFB interferes
with existing Military Training
Routes

Public Draft Background Report

The red zone is a no build area due to
mechanical damage and radiation concerns for
workers on the turbines;
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The orange zone is high impact as turbines
built within this zone will affect the radar’s
ability to operate;
The yellow zone is where turbines built will
cause moderate impacts to the radar’s
operation; and
The green zone is the area where wind
turbines have a low impact on the radar’s
operation.

Figure 5.23-4 KVNX Vance AFB Weather Radar and
Potential Wind Turbine Impact Zones

5

Military Profile 3
27 wind turbines that are approximately 440 feet in
Military
height and have the capacity to produce
65Profile
MW of 3
electricity annually. The nearest wind turbine is
Military
3
located approximately 16 miles from
VanceProfile
AFB’s ASR
and 27 miles from the KVNX Weather Radar.
Grant Plains. The Grant Plains wind farm was also
completed in 2016 and contains 64 turbines that are
approximately 440 feet in height and have the capacity
to produce 147 MW of electricity annually. The
nearest wind turbine is located approximately 45 miles
from Vance AFB’s ASR and 25 miles from the KVNX
Weather Radar.
Grant Wind. The Grant Wind wind farm was completed
in 2016 and contains 66 turbines that are
approximately 440 feet in height and have the capacity
to produce 152 MW of electricity annually. The
nearest wind turbine is located approximately 40 miles
from Vance AFB’s ASR and 25 miles from the KVNX
Weather Radar.

Source: Vance AFB.

The following are wind turbine locations that are
nearby to Vance AFB:
Breckenridge. The Breckenridge wind farm was
completed in 2015 and contains 57 turbines that are
approximately 430 feet in height and have the capacity
to produce 98 Mega Watts (MW) of electricity
annually. The nearest wind turbine is located
approximately 12 miles from Vance AFB’s ASR and 28
miles from the KVNX Weather Radar.
Chisholm View. The Chisholm View wind farm was
completed in 2012 and contains 140 turbines that are
approximately 400 feet in height and have the capacity
to produce 235 MW of electricity annually. The
nearest wind turbine is located approximately 17 miles
from Vance AFB’s ASR and 21 miles from the KVNX
Weather Radar.

Red Dirt. The Red Dirt wind farm was completed in
2017 and contains 95 turbines approximately 490 feet
in height and have the capacity to produce 300 MW of
electricity annually. The nearest wind turbine is
located approximately 16 miles from Vance AFB’s ASR
and 47 miles from the KVNX Weather Radar.
Rock Falls. The Rock Falls wind farm was completed in
2017 and contains 51 turbines that are approximately
475 feet in height and have the capacity to produce
134 MW of electricity annually. The nearest wind
turbine is located approximately 44 miles from Vance
AFB’s ASR and 35 miles from the KVNX Weather Radar.

Proposed Wind Farms
As of the development of this JLUS, there are no
known proposed wind farms within the study area.
However, future wind farms that are proposed within
the study area should consider the Vance AFB ASR and
KVNX Weather Radar fields-of-view.

Chisholm View II. The second phase of the Chisholm
View wind farm was completed in 2016 and contains
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Wind Energy Siting Process
Upon initiating a wind energy siting process through
the FAA, developers must coordinate with the DoD
Siting Clearing House for review. If the DoD Siting
Clearing House determines there may be adverse
impacts on military operations and readiness, the wind
energy development may discuss possible mitigation
strategies. However, this occurs at the national level,
and the information may not be relayed to Vance AFB
regarding potential wind energy developments.
At the state level, Senate Bill 1576 was approved by
the Governor of Oklahoma in May 2018 and adds a
requirement in which wind farm developers must
receive clearance from the DoD prior to building or
expanding upon existing wind farms in Oklahoma. Such
plans must be approved by the Military Aviation and
Installation Assurance Siting Clearinghouse, via the
Oklahoma Strategic Military Planning Commission.
Wind developers will be required to submit plans to
the Strategic Military Planning Commission, who will
then notify local base commanders and the DoD’s
Clearinghouse.



There are currently over 500 wind turbines
within the Vance AFB ASR and KVNX Weather
Radar Impact Zones.



Wind turbine developments have the potential
to negatively affect the use of Vance AFB
MTRs and also can impact KVNX weather radar
operations.



State laws have recently been imposed to
facilitate coordination between wind
developers and the DoD for new wind energy
projects.



House Bill 2298 eliminated tax credits for wind
energy development in the state; however,
this may undermine potential future revenue
and energy generation in the state.

Additionally, House Bill 2298 was passed in April 2017
and eliminated state tax credits for wind energy
development for wind energy facilities that were not
operational by July 1, 2017. While this could assist
with reducing incompatible energy development in the
state, this also could backfire on the state by making it
less desirable for wind energy development, relative to
economic development. Thus, the state could lose
opportunities for future investment and miss
opportunities for generating renewable energy.
However, making the environment less desirable for
this type of development may benefit safe air
navigation for both commercial and military aviation
operations.

Findings


Oklahoma has an abundance of wind energy
resources.
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Military Profile 3

5.24 Vibration (V)
Vibration is an oscillation or motion that alternates in
opposite directions and that may occur as a result of an
impact, explosion, noise, mechanical operation, or
other change in the environment. Vibration may be
caused by military and/or civilian activities.

Military Profile 3
Military Profile 3

There were no issues identified for Vibration for the
Vance AFB JLUS.
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5.25 Water Quality and Quantity (WQQ)
Water quality/quantity concerns include the assurance
that adequate water supplies of good quality are
available for use by the installation and surrounding
communities as the area develops. Water supply for
agricultural and industrial use is also a consideration.

Key Terms
Aquifer. An aquifer consists of a layer of porous
substrate that contains and transmits groundwater
directly between the surface and the saturated zone.
Groundwater. Water held underground in the soil or in
pores and crevices in rock.
Public-supply water use. Water withdrawn by public
and private water suppliers that furnish water to
groups of users. Public suppliers provide water for a
variety of uses, such as domestic, commercial,
industrial, thermoelectric power, and public water use.

5

Military Profile 3
MGD, or 63% came from surface-water sources, and
570 MGD, or 37%, cane from groundwater
sources. 3
Military Profile
The three largest water use categories were public
supply, which accounted for aboutMilitary
646 MGD,
or 41%3of
Profile
total withdrawals; irrigation, which accounted for 495
MGD, or 32% of total withdrawals; and livestock and
aquaculture, which accounted for 181 MGD, or 12% of
total withdrawals.
North-central Oklahoma is an area where groundwater
public-supply systems have historically been essential
to support public water systems. Garfield County was
among the top 10 Oklahoma counties for groundwater
withdrawals at approximately 4 MGD in 2005. The
largest system in the county is for the City of Enid, with
a served population in 2005 of about 46,000, or 1.5%
of the state total.

ISSUE
WQQ-1

Surface Water. Surface water is derived from waters
that flow continuously over land surfaces in a defined
channel or bed, such as streams and rivers Surface
water includes standing water in basins such as lakes,
wetlands, marshes, swamps, ponds, sinkholes,
impoundments, and reservoirs—either natural or manmade—and all waters flowing over the land as runoff.
In 2012, Oklahoma lawmakers passed Oklahoma’s
Water for 2060 Act, which set an ambitious statewide
goal of consuming no more fresh water in 2060 than
was consumed in 2012, while continuing to grow the
state’s population and economy. Toward this goal, the
Oklahoma Water Resources Board (OWRB) is
promoting water efficiency in partnership with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) through a series of
Water for 2060 activities. Emphasis is placed on
potential means of alleviating the water shortages
projected in the 2012 Update of the Oklahoma
Comprehensive Water Plan (OCWP). Water efficiency,
conservation, recycling, and reuse—the cornerstones
of Water for 2060—were among the priority
recommendations of the OCWP.

Communities in the JLUS Study Area
Have Challenges with Future
Potable Water Supplies, including
Concerns with the Number of
Groundwater Wells in the City of
Enid
Much of the water used by
communities and farmers is sourced
from groundwater wells. The
continuous use of the underground
aquifers is drawing water levels down,
and there are challenges with meeting
future needs. There are 156
groundwater wells located in the City
of Enid that pump groundwater from
the aquifer, potentially resulting in
excessive water drawdown. The City is
working to address future potable
water shortages by implementing the
Kaw Lake water pipeline project. The
intent is to draw water from the lake,
located 70 miles northeast of Enid, and
pipe it to the city in order to meet the
water needs of municipal and
industrial users for the next 50 years.

In the State of Oklahoma, total withdrawals from
surface-water and groundwater sources during 2005
were about 1,559 Million gallons per day (MGD); 989
October 2018
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Table 5.25-1

In 2014, the City of Enid completed a Water Supply
Study that showed the city’s potable water supply was
drawn entirely from groundwater sources. The 2009
data indicated that approximately 116 groundwater
wells used by the City are located in five well fields that
draw water from 3 aquifers:


Cimarron River Terrace,



Enid Isolated Terrace, and



Cedar Hills Sandstone.

Water is withdrawn at an average demand rate of
nearly 9 MGD from the aquifers (2000-2005 data). The
peak demand was documented at approximately 14
MGD (2000 data). The City Water System Master Plan
indicates an average demand need of approximately 18
MGD and a peak demand of 33 MGD by the year 2050.
Vance AFB receives all its potable water from the City
of Enid.
While the groundwater that is currently being
withdrawn is of good quality, there are ongoing
concerns with total dissolved solids and nitrate
concentrations that require well monitoring. The
increased concentrations of these materials are due, in
part, to draw down of the aquifer water levels. There
are also concerns regarding the aquifer direct recharge
rates, which affect the sustainability of the aquifer to
produce water. Recent updates from the 2014 Water
Supply Study document a 6.0 MGD sustainable
production rate for the city well fields. Table 5.26-1
provides the City of Enid estimated average water
demand from 2013 through 2050. The City has had
some success in reducing current water demands
through conservation, reuse and similar initiatives.
Current estimates for water needs project an actual
demand somewhere between the reduced and
moderate demand levels shown in Table 5.25-1 for all
years through 2050.

City of Enid Estimated Average Water
Demand 2013-2050

Average
Water
Demand

2013

Current

7.3 MGD

-

-

Reduced

6.5 MGD

9.2 MGD

10.9 MGD

Moderate

10.3 MGD

13.2 MGD

14.9 MGD

High

13.0 MGD

16.7 MGD

18.4 MGD

2030

2050

Source: 2014 Executive Summary City of Enid Water Supply Study.

It should be noted that without some action on the
part of the City, the data indicated a shortfall of
approximately 5-11 MGD, depending on demand
assumptions, to meet projected average water
demands by the year 2050.
The City of Enid has determined the best course of
action is to obtain surface water resources to supply
potable water for the city. The City is planning a
phased project to construct a pipeline and supporting
infrastructure between Enid and Kaw Lake to the
northeast. The project phases are:


Phase 1: Concept Development,



Phase 2: Preliminary Engineering and
Environmental Assessment,



Phase 3: Final Design, and



Phase 4: Construction.

Phase 1 is complete, and the City is currently working
through Phase 2 requirements. Kaw Lake is supplied
by the Arkansas River and is, therefore a more
dependable source of surface water than other
options. Groundwater would continue to be used to
supplement surface water from Kaw Lake in order to
meet the City’s total future water supply needs.
Recent estimates place the total cost of the project at
approximately $470 million; however, the City
estimates an approximately 40% reduction in current
costs due to project phasing and delaying portions of
the project that are not required for immediate
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Compatibility Assessment
operation. The City is working closely with the OWRB
and the USACE to obtain the necessary water rights
and permits to support the project. The planned Kaw
Lake pipeline could be in place as early as 2022 based
on initial schedule timelines.

ISSUE
WQQ-2

The City of Enid uses groundwater sources
exclusively to support potable water needs.



Current analysis indicates the sustainable
production rate of the city’s well fields cannot
meet future water demand requirements.



The aquifers providing the city’s water risk
continued drawdown and reduced water
quality unless appropriate actions are taken.



The City of Enid has determined that obtaining
surface water from Kaw Lake is the best
course of action to meet future water
demands.



The City has proposed the Kaw Lake pipeline
project, which would be implemented in a
phased approach.



The current project timeline estimates
completion by the year 2022.

Military Profile 3
Concern with Kaw Lake Water
Military
Profile
Pipeline Project which
Plans
for 3
Water Retention Areas and Water
Military Profile 3
Emergency Storage
The Kaw Lake pipeline project will
provide the City of Enid with water
resources for the foreseeable future.
As currently designed, the project
includes water retention areas and
water emergency storage areas that
could be attractants for birds and
thereby create an additional BASH
challenge for Vance AFB. There is a
need for the design to be less
attractive to large waterfowl by using
steep embankments and a square
shape.

Findings


5

Compatibility Assessment
The City of Enid has identified a need to obtain surface
water resources to meet future potable water needs.
As noted in WQQ-1, the City has a potential 5-11 MGD
water shortfall (depending on demand assumptions) in
meeting future demands. The City has proposed and is
pursuing the construction of the Kaw Lake water
pipeline project to accommodate the majority of future
potable water needs. The phased project will
construct a water pipeline and supporting
infrastructure from the City of Enid to Kaw Lake,
approximately 70 miles to the northeast.
A 2014 Water Supply Study looked at several
alternatives to provide an additional source for City
water needs, including:


Development of Hennessey Reservoir,



Development of Sheridan Reservoir,



Development of Lahoma Reservoir,



Use of Kaw Lake as a reservoir, and



Expanding groundwater well fields.

A source of surface water was determined to be the
most beneficial in terms of cost and the ability to meet
growing water demands. Initially, the Hennessey
October 2018
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Reservoir option was found to be a viable option based
on the proposed location and dependability of water
resources. Concerns included problems with
maintaining a manmade reservoir in the dry climate of
north central Oklahoma and also potential BASH
impacts to Vance AFB. The location of the proposed
Hennessey Reservoir would have placed it within
existing flight patterns for Vance AFB airfield, thereby
adding an attractant for birds and waterfowl.
Obtaining surface water from Kaw Lake was eventually
identified as the best option, based in part on its
location on the Arkansas River that provides a
sustainable source of water, even during recent
periods of drought.
Included in the planned pipeline project are the
necessary facilities and infrastructure to ensure a
complete and viable project for the foreseeable future.
Under the conceptual design, new water storage
capacity is needed for both equalization storage and
emergency storage requirements. Equalization storage
is needed to meet peak demand needs, and
emergency storage is needed to ensure uninterrupted
service when the main water supply from Kaw Lake is
not available (e.g. maintenance, etc.). These storage
units are open to the environment and are
approximately 20 acres (equalization storage) and 65
acres (emergency storage) in size, making them small
pond- or lake-like facilities.
Figure 5.25-1 shows the conceptual view of the storage
facility. The exact location of the storage facilities has
not been finalized; however, it is expected the
equalization storage will be adjacent to the water
treatment plant in West Enid and the emergency
storage will be east of US Highway 81 near the main
pipeline.

Figure 5.25-1

Conceptual View of Water Storage as
Integrated Community Feature.

Findings


The City of Enid has identified the need to
obtain new water resources to meet future
potable water demands.



The Kaw Lake pipeline project is being planned
to deliver surface water from Kaw Lake to the
City of Enid.



The pipeline project includes equalization and
emergency water storage facilities to meet
peak demand and to ensure an
uninterruptable supply of water.



The water storage facilities are open to the
environment and of sufficient size to be
potential attractants to waterfowl and other
birds.



The design and construction of the pipeline
and supporting infrastructure need to include
features that minimize/mitigate potential for
BASH impacts to Vance AFB and Woodring
Regional Airport operations.

The pipeline project status updates have indicated the
importance of considering potential impacts to Vance
AFB flight patterns. The water storage facilities are
potential attractants to birds and waterfowl, which can
create additional BASH impacts for Vance AFB airfield
operations, as well as for Woodring Regional Airport
operations. It is important that design plans and
facility construction include measures to minimize and
mitigate any potential for BASH impacts.
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ISSUE
WQQ-3

There is a Concern Regarding
Water Outflows from Vance AFB
into Meadowlake Reservoir in the
City of Enid
There is a need to ensure there are
documented procedures for
interoperability with the City of Enid
storm water management and Vance
AFB operations.

Findings

5

Military Profile 3



Military
3
Runoff from Vance AFB enters
the Profile
City of Enid
via outfalls that drain into lakes, such as
Meadowlake Reservoir. Military Profile 3



There are is no comprehensive city-wide
stormwater study or master plan.



Future comprehensive stormwater plans
should include drainage from Vance AFB.

Compatibility Assessment
Stormwater runoff is stored in lakes and retention
basins in the areas surrounding the installation. Most
of the stormwater runoff from the installation drains
toward the Boggy Creek Tributary and to the Vance
AFB drainage canal. The City of Enid has five basins in
which stormwater is captured, none of which are
located nearby Vance AFB.
Stormwater is channeled through Vance AFB to a
system of 14 outfalls located around the perimeter of
the installation. There is one outfall that is located on
the northeast corner of the installation, which is the
area of the installation that is within the 100-year flood
plain. The closest lake to the installation is Meadow
Lake
Meadowlake Park is a 110-acre facility located on the
southwest end of the City of Enid and to the northeast
of Vance AFB. Within the park is the Meadowlake
Reservoir, which is fed primarily from stormwater
runoff from Vance AFB. While Vance AFB monitors the
outflow into the reservoir, there have been issues with
pollution in the past.
The City of Enid has only produced two stormwater
plans: Master Drainage Plan, Northwest Drainage
Basin, Boggy Creek, West Boggy Creek & Quail Creek in
1987, and Phase I and II North Boggy Creek Watershed
Drainage Study in 2001. Neither of these plans are
comprehensive for the entirety of the city.
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